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The methods of operational calculus was stimulated primarily by Heaviside [24] who 
developed and applied them successfully to solve problems in applied mathematics and 
physics in the last decade of the nineteenth century. In the early part of the twentieth 
century Bromwich [5] and Wagner [35] interpreted and justified Heaviside's work based 
on contour integration. Then Carson [9] formulated the operational methods on the 
basis of the infinite integrals. Later, Van der Pol [33], Doetsch [22] and other mathe­
maticians summarized the earlier work into a procedure of solution which is known as 
the method of Laplace transforms. Carson and Doetsch defined the Laplace transform 
of /(x) by the integral 
0 
Carson also discussed (1) as an integral equation for the function f { x )  when F ( p )  is 





where |arg(p)| < TT and is assumed to be analytic in some right half plane Re(p) > a 
with c> a. 
Definitions and Terminology 
Let /(x, y) be a complex valued function of two real variables x and y defined on the 
first quarter plane, (0<x<oo, 0<y< oo). Also suppose /(x, y) is integrable in 
the sense of Lebesgue over every finite rectangle i2a,6(0 < x < a, 0 < y < 6). 
2 
For a pair of complex parameters (p, q) we define 
a h 
(2) F { p , q - , a , h )  =  J J e~^'~''^f{x,y)dxdy 
0 0 
and assmne 
i) There is a constant nmnber M ( p , q )  >  0 independent of a, b  such that 
|F(p,g;a,6)| < M(p,g) 
ii) At the point (p, q )  the following limit exists 
OO OO 
(3) ^(p, ç; a , b )  =  L  [ f { x ,  y ) ] p , q ] =  e  «»/(x, y ) d x d y  
h *00 
If the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied simiiltaneously, then the integral (3) con­
verges boundedly at the point (p,q). The following theorem was proved by D. L. 
Bernstein and Coon [2; p. 136]. 
THEOREM. I f  L [ f ( x , y ) ] p , q ]  c o n v e r g e s  b o u n d e d l y  a t  (po,Ço), then it converges bound­
edly for all (p, q); Re(p) > Re(po) and Re(q) > Re(qo). 
If L [/(x, y); p, g] exists for every pair of values (p, q) in a certain associated region of 
the complex p and q plane, then we shall call it the two dimensional Laplace transform 
0 
where /(x) is a complex valued function of one real variable x defined on the positive 
real axis. If we write 
o î f { x , y ) .  





then F ( p , q )  is called the two dimensional Laplace Carson transform of f ( x , y )  and 
symbolically it is denoted by 
where the symbol = is called "operational". This symbol is only used when both sides 
exist. 
The one dimensional analogue of the definition is given by 
OO 
F { p )  =  p L  [/(x);p] = p  J e~'*/(x)</x 
0 
and it is denoted by 
m=/w-
The n-dimensional is defined in a similar manner. 
The correspondence between f { x ^ y )  and F ( p , q )  may be interpreted as a transfor­
mation which transforms the function /(x, y) into the function F(p, q). Thus we call 
F ( p , q )  i s  t h e  i m a g e  o f  f ( x , y )  a n d  f ( x , y )  i s  t h e  o r i g i n a l  o f  F ( p , q ) .  S i m i l a r l y  F { p )  
is the image of f(x), and f(x) is the original of F(p). Throughout this dissertation 
Re(p, g) > 0 is used to mean both Re(p) > 0 and Re(g) > 0. 
Objective of the Dissertation 
The primary objective of this dissertation is to study multidimensional Laplace trans­
form with its various applications. Several theorems are proved and methods for cal­
culating the new Laplace transform pairs are presented from known one and two di­
mensional pairs. 
In Chapter One, four main theorems are proved and then at least one Corollary is 
derived from each theorem to get a technique to obtain the inverse Laplace transform of 
4 
certain special functions. First we consider these theorems restricted to two dimensions 
and then we extend them to three dimensions. 
Chapter Two starts with theorems on two dimensional Laplace transform and twelve 
systems are derived from these theorems. We also prove some theorems on inverse 
Laplace transform and obtain eleven systems from them. 
In Chapter Three we link n iterations of transforms to obtain two dimensional Laplace 
transform pairs. Then we apply the results to some functions to obtain new Laplace 
transform pairs. 
Lastly, some boundary value problems characterized by partial differential equations 
are solved to illustrate the applications. 
Special Functions 
We give a list of all special functions used in this work. 




COMPLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION: 
OO 
Erfc(x) = 2ir / exp(—u^)du 
X 
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION: 





'  '"&r(n + | ) r ( .+n+#) 
jM-f HTirr: 
Yy = cosec(i/7r) [J„(x) cos(i/ir) — J-^(x)] 
WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS: 
= z""'"» exp (-|) iFi 
Tjr _ r(-2u)M^,y(x) r(2u)M^-4x) 
GAMMA FUNCTION: OO 
r(x) = J exp(—«)<i« 
LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVE OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION: 
V.(x) = r(z)/r(z) 
LOMMEL FUNCTIONS: 
zM+l 
S/i,l/(x) = 1-^2 /I+F+S FI—Y+S 4 
2 ' 2 
{ f i  +  u  +  l ) ( n  - 1/ + 1) 
5,. = ...w+2''-r(az^)r(^i±|±i)^ 
)S - cos J - u ( x )  
MEIJER'S G-FUNCTION [23]: 
y  N i .  n % - 6 ) n r ( l - 0 ; + a )  f y m , n  f _ , 03 j • • • > \ * f J—^ 3—^ 
V 61,62,...,6« y 2m J A -z'ds i  n r( i -6j+^)  n  r(a ,  -3)  
i=m+l i=n+l 
6 
1. MULTIDIMENSIONAL INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 
1.1. Two Dimensional Inverse Transforms 
This section starts with two theorems to give the reader an idea of this research. Then 
four main theorems are developed and four corollaries are derived &om them to obtain 
present the proof of only one such theorem and simply state the others because all the 
proofs use similar ideas. Applying the corollaries to some functions results in new two-
dimensional Laplace transform pairs from known one-dimensional pairs. As a direct 
application of Corollary 1.1 and 1.2, we present some examples and derive the inverse 
Laplace transforms of many functions. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let /(z) be absolutely integrable on (0, oo) and Fo(p) be the Laplace 
Carson tranfoi^n of f{x), Le., 
the inverse Laplace transform of functions with argument ( y / p  +  y / q ) -  We explicitly 
(1.1.1) 
If we define 
(1.1.2) 
then we have 
y/P + y/g 
where g(p) = and h(p) = x^t^f{x). 




Replacing p by g gives 
0 
If we substitute JFo (7) in (1.1.2), we get 
00 
F(p) = x-^/^ J 
or 
00 00 
H p )  = PJ Je-"/'/(u)du dx 
00 00 
= p J j 
0 LO 
f { u ) d u .  
The change in the order of integration is justified by the hypothesis of the Theorem. 
We evaluate the inner integral. 
00 00 
F ( p )  — P  J f { u ) d u  = J e ~ ^ ^ f ( u ) d u .  
If we divide by y/ p  and replace p  by { y / p +  we get 
f [(Vp+V«f] 




We multiply both sides by p^^^q to obtain 
f [(VP+V3)'] 
(1.1.4) p3/2,. 
V P + y / 9  
= •v/tF J p^^^qe 
We now, multiply the following known operational relations: 
.-5/2 
p3/2g-2v/p« ^ f^(2u - x)e-"/', qe-^^ = 
Z y / i r  y / i r  
8 
and get 
(1.1.5) - x)>/Me~''(» + »). 
Combining (1.1.4) and (1.1.5), we obtain 
^ ^ y(2« - ®)u^/2e~''(«+»)/(u)du 
which is 
p3/2/ ] s 1 -5/2y-3/2 7„3/2<,-.(i+J)/(„)i„ 





-  ifi •  ( ; + ; )  'h(ri)iu. 
0 
By definition of flr(p) and A(p), we have 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f(x) be absolutely integrable on the positive real axis and Fi( p )  
be Laplace Carson transform of x'/^/(x), i.e., 
(1.1.6) ^i(p) =x''V(x) 
( ï+;)  -  ( ;+1) 
where i is a nonnegative integer. If we deûne 
(1.1.7) F(p)=i-'/'F„(l), 
then we have 
J [(v^+V«f] „ 1 ^ (I ^ 1 
4 x + y \ x  y j \  
PROOF: Prom (1.1.6) we obtain 
OO 
•Po(p) = p j  e~'"'/(u)</«. 
0 





Substituting x~^I^Fq (1) in (1.1.7), results in 
OO 
F(p) = p^ I e J e ^f'f{u)du J dx 
0 
OO / OO 
= p / I / | /(u)d„ 
0 \0 
OO 
= P y /(u)<iu. 
0 
The change in the order of integration is justified by the absolute integrability of f{u). 
Dividing both sides by p and replacing p by {y/p + v^)^, we obtain 
(1.1.8) [(v^+\/g) ] ^ ^  / e-2>/î^(v^+N/î)„-i/2^(„)d„. 
(\^4-^) J 
10 






p2g-2v^ = - 3x)x-'^/2g-tt/x 
2y7r 
= ^(2« - 3y)y-^/'e-"/r 
ZyTT 
Multiplying the above operational relations, we get 
(1.1.10) p2^2g-2v^(VF+v^) ^ « (2u - 3a:)(2u - 3y)(xy)-^/2g-tt(i+i) 
47r 
Combining (1.1.9) and (1.1.10) results in 
f [(V? + v/i)'] .. 
PV 
(n/P+N/?) 
# ^(®y) j(2« - 3a;)(2u - 3y)«^/2e-<^+F)/(« 
F [ i y / P + V q f ]  .. (iy)-:/a OO J e~"(»'*"*)u®/^/(u)du 
.0 
OO 
— |(® + y) y^e~"("'^»)u'/^/(«)<fu + ^(zy) J c~''(»''"»)u^/^/(u)du 
pY 
F[(VP+^)'] .. (^y) fi + i'i Je-<'-^'^u^^y{u)du 
x + y \x yj J ( v ? + "  \ / 7 r  
- (; + ;) 
0 
11 
Using (1.1.6) on the right hand side, gives the desired results. | 
In Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 we multiplied (1.1.3) and (1.1.8) by and respec­
tively. Now, we want to come up with general formulae where powers of p and q are 
integral multiples of | such as for which Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 would become 
special cases, (m = 3, n = 2 for Theorem 1.1 and m = n = 4 for Theorem 1.2.) 
In Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 we defined F { p )  =  (g) and F { p )  =  x  ^ ^ ^ F q  (g) 
get some results similar to the preceding theorems. To do so, we need to derive a 
formula first (formula (1.1.11)) and then prove Lemma 1.1. Recall 
respectively. Next we would like to define F ( p )  =  x * ^ ^ F o  (1) for some integer i, and 
2 n / 2 j ^ \ / 2 ^  2  [29; p. 247] 
where H e „  ( x )  is a Hermite polynomial defined by 
and [y] is the greatest integer less than or equal to Thus we have 





Note that in the remainder of this chapter Cij is defined as above, unless otherwise 
specified. The following formulae can be derived from (1.1.11). 
1) pl/2g-2v^ = 
y/ir 
2) pe-^^ = 
3) p3/2g-2v^ 4, ^ {2u -
2y/lV 
4) P2G-2VP« ^ ^(2U - 3X)X-^/2G-«/X 
5) p5/2g-2v^ = T^(4U2 - 12«z + 3a:2)x-9/2e-"/' 4y7r 
6) p'e-^v^ = :?^(4u2 - 20ux + 15a:2)a;-"/2e-«/r 4y7r 
7) p7/2g-2^ = ^(8«' - eOu^a: + QOux^ _ 15z^)a;-"/^e-"/' 
oyTT 
8) p4g-2\/pû ^ - 84u^z + 210«z^ - 105x®)x-"/2e-"/® 
oyTT 
LEMMA 1.1. Let r be a real number and 
00 




. ( 5 (-D'a™-.,. 
13 
where m and n are positive integers. 
PROOF: Multiplying (1.1.12) by and then using (1.1.11), we obtain 
OO p^l'^q^nF{p,q) = J ^^m/2^-2y/qû^ /(«)j« 
0 
0 \ *=» 
^ *=0 / 
If we simplify the above, we have 
0 
• f 53 (-l)*a„_i,fc Q ) ( E (-l)*am-i,& (I) V(«)<^«. I 
^ &=0 ^ &=0 ' 
Now we are in a position to prove a theorem which is similar to Theorem 1.1, but it is 
a more general theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let f(x) be absolutely integrable on (0, oo) and deSne 
( I )  F c ( p ) = f ( x ) ,  ( 1 1 )  F ( p ) = x ' / 2 j r „ 0 )  
Then 
/tt J V^+V? " \/5r
Ê  (~) I  Ê  (^)  I ^f{u)du f[^] 
V*=o 
14 
where m and n are positive integers. 
PROOF: By definition of Fo(p), we have 
OO 
•fo(p) = P J e~'"/(u)du. 
0 
Replacing p by ^ and then multiplying both sides by we get 
OO 
0 
Substituting (g) in (II), results in 
OO / OO \ 
(1.1.14) F ( p )  =  P  J I J e-"/V(«)<f« j d x  
OO / OO 
0 \o 
•l/2g w/z j f(^u)du 
=  p  j  / ( u ) d « .  
Changing the order of integration is justified by absolute integrability of f ( x ) .  Di­
viding (1.1.14) by y/p and replacing p by {y/p + y/qY, we obtain 
0 
Using Lemma 1.1 with r = 0, we obtain 
pn/2^m/2 ^ { ( y / p  +  y / q ) ^ )  _ a.-n+Xy-m+l J  
y / P + y / q  "  V ^ 
( E (-l)*On-l,& (-) ) ( (-l)'am-l,* (^) V^~V(«)<^« 
^ fc=0 ' ^  Jt=0 ' 
15 
The following corollary is derived from Theorem 1.3. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let f(x) be absolutely integrable on (0, oo) and define 
F i ( p )  =  F ( p )  =  
where i is an integer, then 
» *'m I'-" a ' - i--" a - ai 
+ (;+;)] 
16 
^ I'-" a » ;) - a - :) 
(; + ;)- (; + ?)] 
%= [.-"> (:4)-Ï'-» e - J) 
(;+;)- (;+?)] 
9) 
' • ( (v^+v^f)  . .  1 W-V2 
VF X+y ^  
10) 
"  y / P + s / ï  
„ 1  (xy)~^/2 




\/F x + y 
12) 
i^((v^ + v^)0 
y / p + y / g  
.. 1 (xy)-i/2 
x + y 
( ; + D "  1 ' " ' ^ '  ( x + ? ) ]  
(;+;)] 
^  ^  %r k'^  ( ;+;)-  ( ;+ Ï) 





"  T""^' ( ; + ; ) + ( ; + ; ) -  ( ; + ? ) ]  
16) 
(; + ;)- (; + ;)] 
16) 
is? ['. a * ;) - î<".)'. (^  a 
+ j(xi,)F,(i + i)] 
17) 
i !???.- ['. a - a - i<" •.« a • ;) 
+»^j,F.(i + i)] 
18) 
^ h (x+0 (;+D 





 ^  ^^  h 0+;)-  5 '"^+(;+?)  
+ |y(2i + 3!,)F3 (J + J) - (; + ^)] 
^ ^  %r'" h (;+;)- (;+;) 




^  h  1 ' ' ' + ( ; + ? )  





+ |»(6^ + »)f3 + i) - IVFi (i + i)] 
19 
24) 
^  ^ h  ( ; + D - ( ; + ; )  
+ ^ y ( 2 x +  y ) F ,  0  +  i )  -  Y ^ y ' f i  ( i  +  i ) ]  
25) 
 ^ %r'"' h G+^)-(;+;) 
+ f »(»+v)F> 0 + ;)- +y)F^ (;+?) + (;+;)] 
26) 
^ b° (%+;)-1'^+ ( ; + ; )  
+  "  ! , (3X + 5y)Fe  ( J  +  j )  "  ^ y ' ( 3 y  +  y ) F ,  ( j  +  j )  +  ( x  +  ? ) ]  
27) 
, " ' ' ' '%#^.*%;i«( :4)- ' ' . "«( :4)  
+ j(i' +121» + y^)F, (j + i) - + y)F2 (; + j) + ^(^!')'^o (j + j)] 
28) 
+  +  2 0 x y  +  5 y ^ ) f 5  ^ ~  +  " ^  ~  ^ a ; y ( z  +  3 y ) F 3  
+ §W)'f, (j + ;)] 
20 
29) 
+ 7(3®^ + 20xy + 3y^)JP6 f —I—^ — — x y ( x  +  y ) F 4  ( — | — ^  
4 \x y J ^ \x y J 
+ (i + i)] 
30) 
p3,V2 
^ ^  ^  h'  ( ;+?)  
x^ + lOxy + 3y^)F7 f - + -") - + 30zy + y^)F5 (- + -1 \x yj 8 \x yj 
+ 2y)F, ( J + j) - (; + ;)] • + 
In order to show applicability of Corollary 1.1, we now generate some functions and 
calculate their inverse Laplace transforms. For more examples see Appendix A. Note 
that (a)jfc = a(a + l)(a + 2)... (a + A: — 1). 
EXAMPLE 1.1: Let f { x )  = X" with Re(a) > —1, then 
«(rt = n?) = [29; p. 12] 
Hence by Corollary 1.1, we get 
pi/2gi/2 2 1 (zy)''+^/^ 
1) 
2) 
^ R(O + 3/2) 
p^l'^q _ 1 1 z*+iy* 
~ r(a + l) ' (x + y)»+f 
1-lj« + Q 
>> 
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pq ^ _1_ fl + 1 (ay)"'*'» 
+  ^  V^'r(a+§)  (z  +  y^z 
10) 
^ 1 1 r/ 3\ s"+iy* 1 s'y" ' 
v2a+2 ^ r ( a + l )[v 2y (x + y)»+t 2 (x + y)a+f. 
pg3/2 
(n^+V?) '  
11) 
Pg' •• 1 1 L , x^+fy ' -^  3 z'+iy'-i 
" V^'r(a+|) F "^^^'(X + Y)A+3 + + 
12) 
^ 1  1  R / \  ,  3 \  Z*+:Y*-I 
(v^+v^)^""^^ " r(a + l) [v 2^(x + y)«+5 
_Q / , 3\ S"+IY"-I 3 Z'Y'-I 
V 2/ (x + y)«+i 4 (x + y)''+t. 
13) 
. . 1  1 r x^+iy"-# x*+#y*-S 
{y/P + y/qf"^^ " ^ r(a+|) (x + y)''+'' (x + y)''+3 
+ T(" + ^)Or+VV«] 
14) 
p,'/2 ^ 1 1 r/ 3\ x«+3y'-2 15 / 3\ x"+2y"-2 
•* -V/TF r(a + l)[\ 2y3(x + y)®+§ 2 \ 2/2 (x + y)''+2 (t/3P + ,v4F)"+' 
+ ^( , x'+'y"-: _ 15 x"y«-2 
4 \  2/  (x +  y)""*"? 8  (x +  y)®"*"^ 
15) 
»4 




' (x + 4 ^ r (o  + | )  
17) 
p'/y -1 1 tf 3\ x""y' 
( \^+ •• v ï  • r (<.  +1)  LV 2A (i+»)•+ '  
(x + y)''+^ 
\ {  ^ 3 \  ( x  +  3 y ) x V - '  .  3  X « y * - 1  '  
2\ 2 )  (x + y)''+t 4 (x + y)®"*"'. 
18) 
p3/2ç5/2 
" v^'r(a+|) (a + 1); 
X^+ty"-? 
(x + y)''+^ 
l ,  , (x  +  6y)x«+iy ' ' -§  .  3 ,  .  , , (2x + y)x ' ' - iy=-# 3  x-^y""!  




^ 1 1 r/ 3\ x«+2y*-i 
" r(a + l) [y 2/3 (a: + y)»+f (v^+>/9) 
- l (a+-\  + 10y)a"+iy"- :  5 / 3\ (2x + 3y)xay"-2 15 x"y"-2 
2 \  2/2 (x +  y) ' '+î  4  \  2 /  (x + y)"+t 8 (x + y)''+t. 
20) 
p3/2ç7/2 _ 1 1 r, , x=+iy"-# 
" V^ ' r (a+|) r +'^'(z + y).+5 
(x + 16y)x''+#y''-# , 16/ , (x + 3y)x''+?y''~§ 
-2(<' + I)3— + T^'' + ^ '>^' (X+ !,).« 
15/ ,x(3x + y)x'' sy" t 15 x" ay®~t 
8 / (x + y)"+2 16 (x + y)»+» 
toi CO 
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{y /p^y/qT'^' '"  ^  R(A + |) ( . + -  h a + 1 ) . ( " +  '(x+y)<»+6 2 (X + Y)"+S 
. 21, . (3x + 5y)x'»+iy''-l 105, . (3x + y)x'-iy«-t 
+ %(" +1)3—(RN;P5 XT" + (Z+ ,).+' 
a — ^  I  S I S F N ,  'y 
27) 
P5/2G5/2 
(V^+X/Î)""^' " R(A + |) 
-i 
(x + y)®+® (x + y)''+3 
.-g 
+ ;(« + !):(/ + 12'!, + 4 ' -2(. + L)-M (x + y)»+i 
9 (xy)" t 





.. 1 1 r/ . 3\ x"+'y« 
" r(a + l)[v 2^(x + y)»+x 
o—l,,o—2 
(X + Y)""^: 
15 . 3\ (x + 3y)x''-iy''-2 , 45 x' 





i s /p+y/q)  2o+2 " r(a + |) ' (x + y)"+® 
+ T(û + 1)3(3x +20xy + 3y ) 2\ (%3y)*-3 75 (x + y)'»+^ 4 - —(a + 1)2 
(x + y)»+'' 
(xy)"-! 
(x + y)*+2 
26 
30) 
pW"" . .1  1 \ (  , 3 \  
+ ^ r(« + l)[v ^Js(x + yy+^ 
_ 5 /  3 \  (2z + 3y)z''y=-i 15/ 3\ (z^ + lOary+ 3y')x''-^y''-'' 
2\ 2/4 (X + Y)"'*'^ 4 \ 2/3 (Z + Y)®+T 
15/  , 3 \  (15x2+30a:y +  y2)(xy)' ' -2  .  75 /  . 3 \  (9x +  2y)(a;y)»-2 
- T R + Z A  +  1 6  1 " + 2 J  ( Z + , ) . + !  
225 (zy)"-' 
32 (x + y)''+t 
EXAMPLE 1.2: Let f ( x )  =  X"e where Re(A) > —1, then 
%) = r(. + l+i)^_^^ [29; p. 221 
where Re(p + 6) > 0, | arg 6| < tt and Re(p) > 0. 
m = (f ) r(« + l)r (o + 0 ^ [29; p. 13]. 
Hence by Corollary 1.1, we get 
1) PI/2ÇI/2G(^+^ -0-2(0+1) ^0^ (V^+\/^^ 
= J_ 1 (zy)"+t 
"v^V2y r(a + | )  (z  + y + 6zy)®+^ 
_ _I_ AV"^' 1 X°+V 
" \2y r(a + l) (x + y + ftxy)"•*•' 
27 
3) 
„ J_ fby*^ 1 
y/ ïr  \2 /  r  (a +  f 
/ , X^+ÎY—Î 1 XG+SY"-? (a -r IJ: (x + y + &xy)®+2 2 (x + y + 6xy)''+i 
4) 
^ 1 ny-^^ 1 r/ 3\ X'+^^A-I 3 A^+y-^ • 
•X/tt \2/ r(a + l)[\ 2)  (^x +  y +  bxyY"^^ 2 (Z + y + bzy)"'^?. 
5) 
P 
^ 1 fby-^^ 1 
' VF\2;/ r(a + | (a +1)2 
X*+3Y'"? 
(x + y + 6xy)''+3 
I 1) I » (x + y + 6xy)°+2 4 (x + y + 6xy)'*+i 
6) 
. 1 1 [/ , 3\ x"+=y"-: 
y/ ïr \2 j  r(a + l)[\ 2/2 (x+ y + 6xy)®"'"ï 
_5 (A + ^ X'+IY"-2 






r(«+|)  (0 + 1)3; ^ (« + y + bxyY+^ 
2 (x + y + 6œy)''+' 4 (x + y H- 6xy)»+2 
15 z'+iy'-# 
8 (x + y + ôxy)®+^ 
8) P'/2F 
•• ^ ^ [A I 3^ 2°+'»"-' 
" n/tt \2/ r(a + l) L\ 2/3 (®+y + 6a;y)®+f 
21 / Z\ x'+^y'-^ 105 / 3\ x'+^y"-: 
- T R + 2 A ( , + , + K , M + T R + 2 J ( R  2 (®  y  6xy)°+2 4 \ 2/ (x + y + 6xy)''+t 
105 A,A+LYA-3 
8 (x + y + bxyY'^ï. 
9) 
(a + l) (xyj^+ï 
^ _!_ /IV 
" y/K\2) r(a + |) (x + y + 6xy)''+2 
10) ^0Y''(V^+V®J 
= J_ ("ÈT" 1 \( . 3\ «'+'/ 
\2/ r(a + l)[\ 2/ (x + y + 6xy)°+t 
(A^Y)" 1 




•• y/^\2j r (a+|)  (.+1). ix + y + 6xy)®+' 
2 (x + y + hxyY"^^ 
12) 
.. 1 /»Y+' 1 U 3\ X°+'Y°-' 
'* N/TF \2/ R(a + L)[Y 2/2 (x + y + 6xy)°+i 
2 / , 3\ ar'+iy'-i 3 x'y'-i 
\ 2/ (x + y + 6xy)''+# 4 (a: + y4-&xy)''+§. 
13) Ps'e'^^D-JCa+D^^iy'^VP+Vî)) 
„ J_/6Y"^'_1_ 
y/^ \2/ r (a + I) 
(a + 1)3 '  (x + y + bxyy+^ 
-5(0 + 1)2 . , + (x + y + 6xy)''+3 4 (x + y + 6xy)''+2 
14) 
.. 1 (BY+' 1 [/ 3\ X'+'Y'-' 
\2/  r(a + l ) [v  2/3 (x +  y + 6xy)"+t 
_ 1 5 /  3 \  a.a+2ya-2 45 / 3\  x'+iy ' -^ 
2 \ 2/2 (x + y + 6xy)'*+5 4 \ 2/ (a; + y + 6xy)''+t 
15 x'y'-^ 




r(<. + |) 
»+îr /®-§ 
(. + 1)4 ' (a; + y + bxyy+^ 
-#( .+i )3, . rT 'CL+^(.+ik 2^" • -"(Ï + J, + TEJ,)«+4 • 4 V- . + 
8  ( x  + y  +  b x y y + ' ^  
16) ((§)' '(^+V^) 
S J_ (TY*^ 1 
y/ïr \2/ r (a + I) (A+L), ' {x  +  y +  6xy)"+'  
I / _  I (® + Y)(A;Y)" ' I (XY)"" 
- ô(° + !)/_ • .. . L_..\.4.2 + 7 2 (® 4- y + &xy)®+2 4 (a; + y4. 6xy)»+i 
17) p'/Ve"^i3-2(„+l)f(|y"(v^+V?)j 
=i C'Y" _j_ [r.+Ê") 
TT \2/ r (a + l ) [ \  2/2 (a: + y + ftxy)""*"» 
_ 1 /"a + -^ (® + 3y)®V"^ 3 z'y"-^ 
2\ 2/ (x + y + 6®y)<»+f 4 (x 4-y + 6xy)"+§ J 
18) ^(F)"'(V5+N/5)J 
„ 1 /»Y+' 1 
"v^W r(<.  +  | )  (A + L),, * (x + y 4- 6xy)''+^ 
31 
_ !(„ + 1), (': + EY)X'*H'-^ + 3 ^ (2X + Y)X'-^R-I 
2 {X + Y + BXYY-^^ 4 (X + Y + BXY^-^^ 
3 x^'îy®"! 
8 (x + y + 6xy)'»+i 
19) P''VE''^^I>-Î(.+.)F(|Y"(V/P + VÎ)J 
. .  1 /»y+' 1 [- /  3\  x'+'i ,- '  
n/t F \2/ r(A +  l )  [ v  2 / 3  ( x  +  y  +  6 a : y ) < « + f  
_ 1 /  +  ^ 3 \ I 2 Z  
2  \  2 / 2  ( ®  +  y  +  ô x y ) ' » + 2  4 \  2 / ( x - f  
+ 3y)x''y O„A—2 
 x     °"^ï   (x + y + 6xy)''+2 
15 x'y'-^ 
8 (x + y + 6xy)°+î.  
20) ((0"\v^+ V®) 
A+1 
r(«+|) (a +1)4 
j jO+ lyO- f  
(x + y + 6xy)"+® 
l / _  .  O N  ( x  +  1 5 y ) x ' ' + t y «  #  ,  1 5 ^  ( x  +  3 y ) x ' ' + 2 y °  §  
~ 2^" + (x + y + 6xy)-+4 + (x + y + 6xy)-+3 
15/ ,  , , (3x + y)x''- iy»-t  ,  15 x'-iy""^ 
—5"l° + lj-7—; TT—\fl^ o + te 
8 (x + y + 6xy)''+2 ig (x + y + 6xy)»+i 
21) 
^ 1 Ay+' 1 r/ 3\ x'+'y'-  ^
" y/ir  \2 j  r ( a  +  l ) [ \  2 / 4  ( x  +  y  +  6 x y ) ' ' + V -
32 
1 / 3\ (z + 21y)z"+V-= 21 / 3\ + 
2 \  2/3 (x4-y + 5xy)«+f 4  V 2/2 (x +  y+ 6xy)®'^ï  
105 / 3\ (x + yjx'y"-^ 105 x'y"-» 
8 \ 2/ (x + y + 6xy)''+t 16 (x + y + 6xy)"+t. 
.. 1 fby+' 1 r/ 3\ x'+iy' 
" y/ ïr  \2 j  r(a + l)[\ 2/3 (x + y + 6xy)"'''t 
_ Ê + 2y)x°y°-^ +1 (a+ ^ \ (6x + yjÇxy)""^ 
2  \  2/2 (x +  y + 6xy)"+î  4 \  2/  (x +  y + 6xy)°+t  
_ £ (xy)""^ 
8 (x + y+ &xy)''+3. 
22) 
2 {VP+J/Ï} (y /p+VÔ) 2(a+l) 
(x + y + 6xy)'+4 
(x  +  y)(xyy  7  




p g e » -0-2(0+1) 
_L 1 
V^\2j  r(a+|)  
X^AY 3 
" ^  ^ (x + y + 6xy)"+5 
33 
l /_  ,  (3 l  +  10! , ) j :"+i»-i  ,  15, .  ,  (2x +  y)x' - iy- t  
~ 2'" + (% + !, + 4X!,)"+4 + T^" + (I + » + Ixy)'*' 
- # ( .  +  1 ) :  8 (x + y + &zy)''+^ 
25) pV''e"^I'-2(.+.)^(f)"\vP+v®j 
.. 1 /TY-' 1 IF 3\ X-+'Y-' 
" -\/5r \2/ r (a + l ) [ \  ^ ^  ( x  +  y  +  b x y Y " ^ ^  
+ (^c + SyX+S'-" , 45 / 3\ (z + y)z'y'-^ 
2 V 2^3 (x + y + 6xy)»+§ ^ 4 V 2; 
_ 15 / 3\ (9z + y)x'-iy'-2 ^ x'-^y" 
8 \ 2/ (x + y + 6xt/)''+f 16 (x + y + 6xy)''+§. 
2 (x + y + bxyy+ 2 
-l.,a-2 
26) P'Q^E^'^^D.^IA+I) IVP + ^ /I)^ 
_ 1 fby-^'  1 
"v^Uy r(a + | )  (A+ 1)5: ' ' (x + y + 6xy)''+® 
3/_ .  (x  +  7y)x"+§y''  #  .  21,  ,  (3x +  5y)x' '+jy' '  t  
- 2^° + (x + y + 6xy)'+« + + y + 
8 (x + y + ôxy)"+3 16 (x + y + 6xy)''+2 
27) (pg)'"'e'''^D.2(.+.) ^(^|y'\vP+ 
34 
- î(„ +1) j£±i!Xî!!)!ZL + i, M" ' 
'  / f —  I  . .  1  l  \ n ^ 1  '  • H >  / _  1  . .  I  4*^" ^ (ar + y + bxyy+^ ^ 16 (a: + y + 6xy)»+^ 
28) ^(1)"' (Y/P+ V/Î)) 
.. 1 AY+' 1 [/ 3\ X"+'Y 
" y/ïr \2j r(a + l) L\ 4, {x + y + bxyy"^^ 
_/ 3\ (Sx + ôyXy'-i 
\ 2/3 (x+ y+ &xy)«+f 
+ î  ("+1),  
"_ 15 / 3\ (a; + 3yX-iy=-^ 45 x*-^y''-^ 
4 V 2/ (x 4. y + ôxy)<»+f 16 (x + y H- 6xy)"+t J 
29) (M)'«'''^I>-2(.+,)F(|Y'\V^+V5)J 
.. 1 /&Y+' 1 
\2/  r  (a +  I)  (a + l)v ' (x + y + 6xy)"+G 
-1 Cfn , (:c + y)(xy) 
+ 5(A+L)3(3X=+20X, + 3„=)^^^H^ 
_ + n_WZ!_ 4 (x + y + 6xy)'*+' 16 (x + y + 6xy)''+2 
35 
30) ^ (VP + 
•• ' f^y*' ^ [A 1"""'y 
" V^ \2/  r (a + l) L\ 2/5 (x + y + &xy)°+^ 
_ 5 /  3 \  (2a; + 3y)zV-^ 
2 \  2 / 4  X  +  Y  +  6 X Y ) ® + T  
+ T (- + 5) 3  + 10., +  
- f ( " + + " ' ' ( X +itLIri 
75 / 3\ (9z + 2y)W-3 225 (ary)"-^ _ 
16 \ 2/ (® + y + 5xy)°+t 32 (z + y + 6xy)"+t. 
Now we state a few theorems which are similar to Theorem 1.3 and develop some 
new corollaries. Then we apply these corollaries to some functions, to obtain new two 
dimensional Laplace transform formulae. The following theorem is the general case of 
Theorem 1.2 and its proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let f(x) be absolutely integrable on the positive reed axis. If we define 
%(p) = /(^), F(p) = x-"^F„ (1) , 
then 
36 
(VP+V^R " •^ I 
. (:)*) . ('2 (-1)'«™-.,» 
^ FC=0 ' ^ *=0 ^ 
where m and n are positive integers. § 
The following corollary is derived from Theorem 1.4. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let f{x) be absolutely integrable on (0,oo). If we de£ne 
Fi(p)  =  F(p)  =  ( i )  
where i is an integer, then we have 
' " s ?  I ' - "  9  - 1 ' - ' "  e 4 ) 1  
37 
+ (; + i)] 
+ (;+;)] 
+ (î+») " (;+;)] 
+  ( ; + ; ) -  X " " ^ »  ( ; + ; ) ]  
38 
10) 
^ ^  • %- k'^ (;+;)- k" (;+;)] 






( ï+v î ' '  ^ ^k ' ^" ( - • "» )" ( ;+? )  
+ ( ;+ ; ) - ( ;+ ; ) ]  
39 
+ ^ y-'F, (; + !)- (; + ;)] 
I«) 
^  ^  •%r  h  (x+?)  
+ (; + ;)] 
17) 
^ ^  h ( ; + ; ) - 5 ( " + ( ; + ? )  
+ !w^'(;+^)] 
18) 
p3/.,va i [n (; + !)- i(. + 6v)f3 (; + i) 
+ Jï(2x +  V)F,  ( j  + i )  -  gVf- '  ( î  + j ) ]  
19) 
^  ^ b ( ; + ; ) - ( ; + ; )  
+ J(2I + 3Î,)F2 (; + J) - Y'Y'FO (X S)] 
20) 
^  ^  h  ( ï + ï )  - ( ; + ï )  
+ jv(x  + 3Î / )F,  0  + 0  -  yy'(3i  +  y)F,  (J  +  0  (;  + 
40 
+ +5»)F4 (J + J) - ^ y'(^+»)J=2 (; + ;) + (X + ?)] 
22) 
^  ^  •% r  h  ( ; + ; ) - ( ; + ; )  
+ l(''y)''i (j + ;)] 
23) 
^ ^  • ^T"" k' (;+;)-1("+(;+;) 
+ JFCSI + !()F2 (J + J) - (; + ;)] 
24) 
^ ^  h ( ; + ; ) -  5 ' ' " + ( ; + ? )  
+ ^Y(2X+y)F3 (J + ^ ) - Y'/FI (; + ;)] 
25) 
^ "" h (;+;)- !<'+(;+?) 
+ F »(X+WF4 (J+J) - +!')^2 (; + ;) + (; + ;)] 
41 
26) 
^  ^  h  ( ; + ; ) - ( ; + ? )  
+ + 5Y)F5 + y^ —Y^(3Z + y)F3 ^ 
+ (;+;)] 
27) 
^ ^  ' %r k'(;+D- (;+;) 
+ |(x2 + 12xy + y^)F3 + v)^! Q 
+ ^(XY)^I^-I (; + ^)] 
28) 
— (3x + 5y)Fs (—I—^ + —(x^ + 20xy + 5y^)F4 (—|—^ 
\x y J 4 \x y J 
- J(^S)(» + 3!/)F2 (J + J) + (; + ;)] 
29) 
(Ï+JÎ'' ^ ^  • %r h (;+;)- (;+?) 
+ ^(3x^ + 20xy + 3y^)F5 4- —^ ——{xy){x  +  y)f3  ^  
+ ^(X!()'FI(I + I)] 
42 
30) 
_ 1 (ZY)-'/' . R /I 1\ 
{y /P +  y/ t f  "  [  ^ ° U  y) 
— -(2% + 3y)F8 4- —^ + + lOxy + 3t/^)fG ^ 
—+ 30xy + y^)F4 H—^ + — zy^(9z + 2y)^ ^ —I-O \x yj 16 \x y J 
225 2 
32 ® 
We now present some direct applications of Corollary 1.2 by calculating the inverse 
Laplace transforms of some functions. More examples are given in Appendix B. 
EXAMPLE 1.3: Let /(x) = sinh(2ax^/^), then 
F(p)  =  ay/ ir  • 
p — a^ 
where Re(p) > 0. Now from Corollary 1.2 we get 
1) PL/2GL/2 
{y /P+y/qf  (® + Y)^/^ 
E2(«+I) 
43 
2) 2^ „ 
—P'VF S 1 
(V^+X/Î) -A^ " 
• {(îfïF^ K' (""/^  ("Z .^ 
- I • (7  ^h' (-"V  ^- ("Z^]} 
• {I - Tïfir h" (-"/^  - ("^Z .^ 
(v/P+v/î) -a' " 
• {I • (TiW [®-» ("Z .^ 
- 5 • (ÎT^ÎÂ [^-' (-"V^ - ("V^. 
+ F • (7  ^[^-' (-" /^^  - ("V^ j }  
44 
i s /P+Vi)  
« I'-. (-/#)-"-(-#)] 
+ 
22 (X + Y)2 
15 x^/2y-5/2 f 
2' (x + y) \ 
(V^+V«) 
• {s • 1°- {-•'IW^-"-' ("IW) 
- - - -  " "  \'-(-M)-°-(-t^\ 
+ 
24 (x + y)5/2
§ • (7^ [®-' (-"V  ^- {''\f^. 
15 y-^ 
24 •(X + Y)I/2 h(-^-»-.(-y^]} 
P'"«* = 
(y /P+Vi)  ™ 
• {f • h» {-'•\fW^ - •°-' 
24 (x + y)3 
45 
The proof of the following theorem is similar to that of Theorem 1.3. New two 
dimensional Laplace transform formulae can be derived from this theorem. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let f(x) be absolutely integrable on the positive real axis. If we define 
F«(P) = /(i), F(p) = x'/^'Fc .  
Then 
( V? + V5) F (( VP+ 
^ 2^ / e-'(iH) (i)') 
0 *=0 
^ k=0 ' 
0 *=0 
• ( E (^) \ '^f(u)du 
^ FC=0 / 
46 
[?] 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let 
Fi(p)  =  x"'nx) ,  F(p)  =  x"'Fo 
where i is an integer, then we bave 
1) p^'W'H^/p+^/^)F[{^/P+>M] 
^ 2& • ^§+7^° (;+;) + (;+?) 
2) P'/\(V^ + VRF [(V^ + 'V^-J 
^  (;+;) 
3) P'/V"(V^+V5)F[(V^+V«)'] 
^ ^  ' %r (;+;)- +s") (;+?) 





^  •  " T T F  [ " " * ' *  ^  ( ; + ; ) - ( ; + ; )  
+ ;%-2(3S + Y)FJ (; + ;) + (G + ;)] 
6) 
//V(VF+V^R[W+V^'] 
^  ^  k ' ( ^ + ( ; + ; ) -  + w .  ( i + i )  
+ + 3!/)F3 (J + ^)] 
7) 
P'V(VP + V^F[(V?+V®'] 
^  ( ; + ; ) - ( ; + ; )  
+ Çî,-*(2i + y)Ft (j  + i) - J»"'(4x + y)F^ (; + ^ )- (; + 
8) 
PQiVP + [(Vp + y/qf] 
^  ^  ( X + ; ) + ( ; + Ï) 
9) 
W"'(VP+V^F[(V^+W)'] 
^ i; • ^TTIR K"'"'+(;+;)- (;+;)] 
48 
10) 
^  ( ; + ^ ) -  5 " " ^ ^ + ( ; + ; )  
+ M (;+;)] 
11) pç'/^(v^+v/^F [(^+ 
^ +;^ • %r k'(''+(;+;)-(;+j) 
+ J!/"'(5A: + !/)-F3 (; +j)] 
12) pç'(v^+v/î)F [(v^+V^^] 
^ • ^ ?TF k*'"" (x+;) " (;+;) 
+ jy -H^x + RFF, 0 + i) - jxy- 'F2 (j + ^ )] 
13) M'/'(v^+VRf [(,^+V^'] 
* iw • %r k°('+(x + ï) " (;+f) 




^  ( ; + ; )  
+ IM':+y)Fi  ( J + J) + 5(»!')'^O (; + ;)] 
15) 
[(V^+VS)'] 
* (;+;)-  ( ;  + j )  
+ II(5A! + 9y)F3 (J + J)] 
16) 
PV2,=/2 (^+^F [(V^+ V%'] 
^  • % r  ( ;  +  ; ) - ( ;  +  ; )  
+ -y~^{3x^ + 9xy + y^)Fi ~ gZ(3a: + 2^)^*2 
"  ( ; + ; ) ]  
17) 
P'/V(VP+V0F [(V^+V3)'] 
^ • ^ TfT (; + ;)- (; + ;) 




*  •  % r  [ ( ' + ( i  " ^  » )  "  5 ^ ® ^ ' + ( ï + j )  
19) 
pVi^/p + Vi)F[i^+Vi) ' ]  
^ ^  • %r (;+;) - (;+;) 
+ ^ (lOz^ + 15xy 4- y^)Fi ^ — —xy(3x + y)F3 4- —^1 
20) 
PV2,5/2 ^ F [(^ + V®'] 
^ • ^tVF" ( ;+;)  ~ +f  (;+j) 
+ + IG^^Y + 19A!Y^ + Y^)FG 
~ ?^Y(3A:' + 16XY + 3J/^)F4 ( - + - } 
8 \x y J 
+ §(»»)'("' + y)F2 (; + ^) + (; + J)] • 
We finish this section with the following theorem and a corollary derived from it. We 
can prove many theorems similar to theorems 1.3 - 1.6 by assuming F(p) = X'/^FQ (G) 
for different integers i, and obtain new results. 
51 
THEOREM 1.6. Let /(x) be absolutely integrable on (0, oo). If we deûne 
Fo(p)  =f(x) ,  F(p)  =  0 )  , 
then 
) g 1 +)) Je-(i+» 
{y /P+\ /q)  
• ( (-l)*an-l,fc (^) ) ( H (^) f {u)du 
^ *=0 ' ^  FC=0 ' 




COROLLARY 1.4. Let 
F,(p)  =  x"^f( t ) ,  F(p)  =  x"'Fo 0 )  
where i is an integer. Then we have 
52 
+ 2(XY)-^/2JR_J 0 + J 
" '"'"'wZv ' ' ;s<'"""''"''- (: * i) 
- 5»"'(2X+V)F., (J + J) - (; + ;)] 
- + 2s/)F, (J + + y)f-i ( J + J) 
+ |XV-'F-3 (I + I)] 
- y"'*(7x + 5t/)F2 (~ + ~) + + 3y)Fo Q + ")] 
53 
- |Y~'(4A; + ^ y )Fz  + ÇY~^(2A: + y )Fi  
- Y»-'(4X + V)F. ,  (J + J) - (; + ;)] 
'^ 4%  ^* ^  • %R^-' (;+;)+ 
9) 
^ • ^T+R (;+;)-1'®"'+(;+;)] 
10) 
- |»-'(2x + y)Fi (i + i) + jxF-i (j + j)] 
-  y~^(5x  +  3y)F2  (~  +  ^ )  +  ^ y 'XSx  +  y)Fo  ^  +  ~^]  
54 
- ( J + + Ï)^! ( J + -) 
-HXY-IF.,(I + L)] 
^  •  % r  k ' ( " + ( ; + ? )  
— g! /  ^ (7x  +  5y) i^4  ^  +  —y ^(7x  +  3y)F2  ^  
-F!/-'(TL + 9)IT.(I + I)] 
- 2^^^ +  ^y)  ^ +y)^-\ 
••' "-••%#•;^-"S?l'-'"''"a-;) 
— -y~^(x^ + 8xy + Zy^)F2  ^ 4- -x(5x + 9y)Fo 4- —^ j 
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16) 
-  +  12xy  +  6y^)F3  +  ^ y" \3z^  +  9xy  +  y^)Fi  
- |x(ar + 2y )F . t  (j +  ^ )  "  ( ;  +  ; ) ]  
17) 
- + 17xy + 10y^)f4 f- + -^ + 7y~^(14x^ + 65®y + 15y^)j^ (- + 2 \z y/ 4 \x yj 
-|«,-(7, + W(I + I)] 
18) 
- g(3%^ + llxy + 3y^)f3 (~  + —^ + ^ xy (x  +  y)Fi  (— 4- — 
19) 
- %y"Xz^ + 5xy + 2y^)F4 f- + -") + %(10x^ + 15xy + y^)f2 (- + 
2 \x y J ^ \x yJ 
—G"®Y(3X + Y)IT) + -^ J 
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20) 
— (3X^ + "5"®Y + 3Y^)F5 {—I—^ + 23X^Y + 23XY^ + Y')I^3 (—I—^ 
Z \x y J ^ \x y J 
— g®y(3®^ + 16xy + 3y^)Fi ^ 
+ FG(^9)'(":+v )F- i  (; + J) + (; + ;)] ' 
1.2. Three Dimensional Inverse Transforms 
In the previous section, we developed four main theorems in 2-dimensional Laplace 
transforms and produced several examples to illustrate the use of the theorems. In what 
follows, we present the 3-dimensional extension of some theorems originally stated or 
proved for the 2-dimensional case in Section 1 and derive several 3-dimensional Laplace 
transform pairs. We shall note that a natural extension to the 3-dimensional case results 
in theorems for the n-dimeAsional case. This section starts with two theorems to show 
the idea of this work. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let f(x) be absolutely integrable on the positive real axis and deSne 
(1.2.1) F,(p)=i''V(») >=0,1,3 
(1.2.2) F(P)=X'"FJ^^ 
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then we bave 
(1.2.3) 
F(IY^+Y/Q + Y/I^^) _ 1 ^A.L/2Y-3/2^-L/2 ^ /J J JX 
V^+V^+Vr  "  ;r  \  x +  y  +  z  
^1/2^^-1/2^-1/2 /1 1 1 
I^L 2(z + y + z) (x y "*" 2)) • 
PROOF: Prom (1.2.1) we have 
00 
Foip )  =  P J  e~P*' f (u )du .  
0 
We replace p by i to get 
œOO = x"^ J e-''/'/(u)du. 0 
Substituting FQ (7) in (1-2.2), we obtain 
00 / 00 \ 
Hp ) = P J [ J e-"/'/(«)(f« j dx .  
We change the order of integration, which is justified by the hypothesis of the theorem, 
then evaluate the obtained inner integral. 
00 
f(p) = y/^j e-''^f(u)du. 
0 
Dividing by y/p and replacing p by {y/p + y/q + y/r)^, we get 
(1.2.5) ) ^^7e-^^(y/P+^+^)f(u)du. 
\/P + y/q + J 
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We multiply both sides by to obtain 
(1.2.6) ) =^7PI/2G»/2RE-Z^(V?+V^I-V;)/(U)DU. 
VT+\/?+V** Y 
We now multiply the following known operational relations 
PI/2G-2V5?^ ^ 
YTT ' Y? 
,,-5/2 Ç3/2G-2V5» = ^_(2« - Y)E-/» 
2Y7R 
to get 
(1.2.7) PV2Ç3/2^G-^A(VP+VÎ+V^) = - Y)V^E-"(«+H'). 
Combining (1.2.6) and (1.2.7), results in 
0 
After a bit of manipulation we obtain 
y /P+y /9  +  y / r  ®  +  y  +  ^  V  
• u^f^f {u )du  -  F- + - + -) j  
2{x  +  y  +  z )  \ x  y  z j  J  J  
Finally, using (1.2.1) on the right hand side, gives (1.2.3). | 
THEOREM 1.8. Let f(x) be absolutely integrable on the positive real axis. If we deûne 
Fi(p)=x"V(i) i=0,2,4 




,2 F ((V?+ VÎ + VF)') _ 1 /A.-L/2J,-L/2^-5/2 /I 1 1\ 
 ^; l X + „ + .  ( y /P+y /q  + \/R) 
3,-/V./A,-S/. N ^ 1 ^ NY 
2(x + y + 2) \z y z/y 
PROOF: Prom (1.2.4), we have 
^ =z  ^ J  e  ^ l ' f {u )du .  
0 
If we substitute Fq (i) in (1.2.8), we get 
oo / oo \ 
F{p)  =P  J [ JE-"/V(«)^« ) dx  
OO / OO \ 
= p f I f e~''*x~'/^c~"/®cî® I f{u)du 
=pj 
0 
The change in the order of integration is justified by the absolute integrability of /(u). 
If we divide both sides by p and replace p by (^y/p + y/q + y/r)^, we obtain 
R((VP+V^+VF)=) ^ ^  7 
(V^+V? + VF) J 
Multiplying both sides by pqr^, we get 
(1.2.10) pqr^—= y/jT jf{u)du. 
( \ ^4 - \ /G  +  \ /F )  {  
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We now multiply the following three operational relations, 
pe-2V5T ^ :V^3.-3/2G-TI/X^ 
y/ir y/v 
,2G-2>/RIR ^ ^(2U -
2y /TT  
to get 
(1.2.11) ^ {2u  -  +  « +  
Now, (1.2.10) and (1.2.11) results in 





1 i A:-^/2V-V22R-5/2 /% 1 1 °° 
" 7 r l  x  +  y  +  z  
3X-^/2Y-L/22,-3/2 /1 1 1 
2(x + y + z) (x ^ y ^ z} J^ 
By the dejSnition of •Fi(p), we get the desired result. | 
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In Theorem 1.7 we multiplied (1.2.5) by Now, we would like to multiply 
(1.2.5) by where ^,m and n are positive integers, and obtain a more 
general theorem for which Theorem 1.7 would be a special case. First we need to state 
a lemma. The proof of the following lemma is âmilar to the proof of Lemma 1.1 in the 
previous section and it is derived from (1.1.11). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let t be a real number and 
O O  




• ( E (-I)'"'-!.» (;) ) ( É (-I)'"»-!,» (;) ) 
^ *=0 ' ^  FC=0 •' 
• ( E (^) JU^M^+Y(«)DM 
^ fc=0 ' 
where £, m and n are positive integers. | 
The following theorem is the extension of Theorem 1.3 to the case of 3-dimensionaI 
and the proof is similar to the proof of that theorem. 
THEOREM 1.9. Let /(x) be absolutely integrable on (0, oo) and define J^o(p) = /(®)> 
Then, 
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y /p  +  y /q  +  y / r  " '  îT  /  
• ( Z (-1)'<"-1.» (;) ) ( Z (-L)'"".-!.' (F) ) 
^ &=O ' ^  FC=0 ' 
where £, m and n are positive integers. | 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let f{x) be absolutely integrable on (0, oo) and deûne 
FM =  x ' /V(» ) ,  F(p )  =  ( i )  
where i is a nonnegative integer, then 
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EXAMPLE 1.4: Let f (x )  = ®® where Re(A) > —1, then 
POFJ P»+2 
FVom Corollary 1.5, we obtain 
PI/2GI/2^I/2 ^ 1 {XYZY'^3 
( v ^ + '  " Trr (a + 1) (x + y + z)=+i 
p^l^q^/^r 1 (xy)»+iz'' 
{ y /P+V^+V^^"'^^  ' " 7rr(a +1) (x + y + 
a 4" 1 x''+t(yz)''+ï 
{\/P + \/q + y/r) " TF (O + 1) (x + y + z)<'+2 
pqr „ a +1 (xy2)"+^ 
" 7rr(a +1) (x + y + z)'*+t 
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5) PV2GL/2P3/2 1 (. _(XY)^+F£^2F_ (v^f Vr)^""^^ '" 'rr (a + I) \ {x + y + z)«+2 
1 (XYY+H"-^ 
2 (x  +  y  +  z)®+i  ) 
iVP+y/q + V^y"^^ ^r(« +1) V V 2^ X + y + %)"+# 
1 Z'+XYZ)" \ 
2 (Z + Y + Z)=+#/ 
71 MR"/" ... 1 A W+IZ'+I 
(V^+V^+VF)'"+'"^R(A+|) (^(« + L^"(X + Y + Z)-+3 
_ A + 1 (ZYZ)''+I \ 
2 {x  + y  + zy+ '^ j '  
The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 1.4 in the previous section and it 
is the general case of Theorem 1.8. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let f(x) be absolutely integrable on (0, oo) and deSne FO(P) == f{x), 
Hp) =x-^f^Fo (i), then 
M ... 7 (1+1+1) 
(V^+VI + VF)' - T J 
• (è (-L)'"'-!.» 0 )(z (-I)'"".-!,» (;) ) 
^ &=0 / ^ FC=0 ' 
• ( Y, (^) I 
^ FC=0 / 
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COROLLARY 1.6. Let f(x) be absolutely integrable on (0, oo) and define 
f|(p) = x" ' f (x )  F(p )  =  
where i = —1,0,1,2, . . . ,  then 
" »i ss("••'.e*;*9 
"  ( ; + ; + ; ) )  
" ^-rSSî(•••'• e*in) 
- 5 ^ ' ( ; + ; + ; ) ) '  •  
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EXAMPLE 1.5: Let f (x )  = log x ,  then 
^i (p )  =  r + 1^ 0 + 1^ -  logp^ ,  F (p )  = log Af^p  
where Re(p) > 0. Rrom Corollary 1.6, we get 
1) 
pl/2-l/2_l/2loS (\^+V9 + \/F)+ log 27 _ _1 1 
y /p+y /q  +  y / r  '"S i r  ( z  +  y  +  z) 
2) 
1/2 1/2^OS (v^+\/g + \/^)+ log27 _ 1 
y /p  +  y /Q +  y / r  " '  27r'/2 (x + y + z) 
.(LOSI^-.(L)) 
3) 
^ è • ^ ' (I)) 
= ds • îSïSi.  ^
5) 
U2 1/2 3/2W(V^+V« + \^+LOG2T ^ / XY 
y /p  +y /q - \ - y / r  •"  47r  ( z  +  y  +  z )V2  y^z  +  y  +  z  
6) 
1/2 .3/2 tog (,^ + VÎ+ yF) + log 27 _ 1 / xy 
\/P +-s/? + >/»* 27rV2 (x + y + z) \z + y+ z 
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3/2log(v^+^+Vr)+ log27 _ J. 1 ( 3ay 
Y/P + Y/Q + Y/R "' 4IR (X + Y + Z)^ /^  \2(X + Y + Z) 
• ('"« -^(1))- ('"« -^(1)))' • 
In this chapter, the theorems were proved under the condition of absolute integrabil-
ity of f(x). Although this is a sufficient condition, these theorems can be proved under 
weaker conditions. For example the condition ^f(x) is absolutely integrable" can be 
replaced be "e~°'®/(®) is absolutely integrable for some non negative number a." 
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2. SYSTEMS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 
2.1. The Image of G 
The twelve systems of two dimensional Laplace transforms are obtained in this sec­
tion. Each system contains four to eight equations. These systems can be used to 
calculate one of the functions, when the others are known, especially to compute the 
image of when i = —3, ±5 and j = ±1, ±3. They are further used to 
obtain new Laplace transform pairs. These systems are proved in seven theorems and 
some typical examples axe given after each theorem. The image of 
when i = 3 and j = ±1,3 is given by Dahiya [17]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 
( I )  Fip ,q )  =  f (x , y )  
(II) V(p,g) = -pq-^ =xfix,y) 
(III) cr (p ,q )  =  -pq-§^  
(IV) y(p,g)=M@^ =xyf (x , y )  
(V) G(p ,  q )  =  xy f  (V^, .  
Then 
(2.1.1) (v^, \/5) + {v^> v®+(\/p,\/î)+mv>(vp'vî) 
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PROOF: We start from two operational relations 
P(1 + 4Y7R 
G (1 + = ^<3Y-5/2C-«V4» 
4Y7R 
We multiply together the above equations to get 
PG (1+ (1 + TY/^ 
Now, we multiply both sides by f(s, t)  and integrate with respect to a and t  over the 
positive quarter plane. 
oo oo 
P9 J J (l + Sy/^(l + ty/q)e~''^~*^f(3,t)dsdt 
0 0 
OO OO 
^  l è r /  J  
0 0 
We make the change of variables s = y/û and t = y/v on the right hand side to obtain 
OO OO oo oo 
pq J J e~'^~*'^f{s,t)dsdt + J J s f(s,t)dsdt 
0 0 0 0 
oo oo 
+ J J t)dsdt + {pqf/^ J J e-'^-'^{st)f{s, t)dsdt 
0 0 0 0 
oo oo 
= J J e~^~^(uv)f (VÏÏ, dudv. 
0 0 
Finally, by using (V) on the right hand side and (I), (II), (III), (IV) on the left hand 
side we get 
{pq f ' '^F{y /p ,  V?)  +  (V^ ,  -N/ ç )  +  P^/^5<r  ( v^ ,^  +  pq(p  { y /p ,  y /q )  
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Thus we have the following system of operational relations 
9)  =  / (® ,  y )  y (P ,  î )  #  xy f {x ,  y )  
V ' (P ,  9) = y)  <T(P, q)  = y/(x, y) 
Gip ,q )  =  xy f  { y /x , y / y )  
q )  =  (pqY^^F {y /p ,  y /^  +  (y /p ,  (^ ,  +  pç^  ( \ / p ,  
and it is always possible to calculate one of the twelve functions, when the others are 
known. 
Hence by using the above system we can derive twelve rules. For example, we obtain: 
1) the original of the function G(p ,q )  from the original of the function F(p ,q )  by 
r e p l a c i n g  x  a n d  y  b y  ^ / x  a n d  y / y  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  a n d  f i n a l l y  m u l t i p l y i n g  b y  xy .  
2) the original of the function F(p ,  q )  from the original of the function y(p, q)  by 
multiplying by 
3) the image of the function xy f  { y /x ,  y / y )  from the original of the function K{p ,  q )  
by replacing x and y by ^ and ^ respectively, and finally multiplying by 
^(PG)-3/2 
4) the image of the function xf (x , y )  from the image of the function, 
by replacing p  and q  by and respectively, then sub­
tracting pqF(p, q) + pq^<T(p, q) + (pqf(p(p, q), and finally multiplying by 
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EXAMPLE 2.1; Let f i x ,  y )  = yJ2 (2Y/$Y), then 
= = 1^+ir 120; p. 137] 
^(P,9) = 7~FRÎ3' V(P,?) = ^ i pq  +  i r  + 
Using (2.1.1) and simplifying a bit, results in 
PV<I(9P;2^4\/P9 TL) #_L(4Z!,-16^ + 3) I 
{ y /M + 1) 
EXAMPLE 2.2: Let f ( x , y )  = , ^ , then 
V 
Using (2.1.1) and simplifying a bit, we obtain 
pg(2p^ + 2g^ + 7pg)^^  y /p+  y /q  +  Vp  +  g  pg  { y /p  +  y /q ) {p -  ^ y /R  +  q)  
\/(p + ?)' y/p + s/g- y/p + q (p + g)^ 
= 1 a? + y + Sy/^ 
2V/ÏR ^/XY (^ + ^ )' 
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EXAMPLE 2.3; Let f ( x ,  y )  =  Ln (X^ + Y^), then 
F(P.,) = 2 (r-d) + [20; p. 1471 
^{P  î )  =  2  +  P(g' - P^)Ln g - qHP~^9^ + 3p)Ln p+pq'^+ p'^g* + 
_ /_  _  o  / r ' ( l )  .  g (p2 _  ç2)Ln p  -  p2(p^g"* + 3g)Ln p  + pq^+p*q  ^ + i rpq^  
A(P,,) - 2 + (F+?P 
N /R'(L) , P9(3P^-6Ç2-P-V)LNP + P«(3?^-6P^-P''G"^)LNÇ 
(^(P.Î) = 2 + (FT?? 
) 
-PG(P^ + G') H-P'^G"^ +P~^G'^ + 47R(PG)' 
(p2+g2)3 ) 
g(3-p"^g)Lnp-p(3-pg ^)Lng + p-g + p ^q^-p^q  ^ ,  r(l) 
(T:!? + I f -
Using (2.1.1) and manipulating a bit, we get 
2v^(2p^ + 2q^ + Zp^q + 3pg^ - pg) + ;rpg(3p^ + 3q^ + 14pg) 
(P + G)' 
V\/^(3P + G)LNP + 4P2^(3P + Ç)LNG , ^ 
U+q?  
z^(z - 3y)Ln (4g) + y'^(Zx - y)Ln (4x) + (x - y)(z^ + y^) r'(l)\ 
y /xy (x  -  y)3  i / xy  /  '  4( 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 
( I )  F (p ,q )  =  f ( x , y )  
( I I I )  i p {p ,q )  =x f ( x , y )  
(y) G(p, q) '= xy-^/^/ {y/x, y/y) 
(W <PiP ,q )  =xy f i x , y )  
( IV)  <T(p,g) =y/(x,y) 
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Then 
(2.1.2) K(p ,  q )  =  (y /p ,  y /^  +  pq- '^xf )  ( y /p ,  y /^  
+ ( V^, V?) + (%/?, 
PROOF: We know that 
p(l + s^/î»)e~*^ = ^s'x~'/^e fe, q  ( 1 + t y / ^ e ~ * ^  = ^  
47R y / i r  
Multiplying together the above equations, results in 
PQ-^/"^ (1 4- SY/^ (1 + TY/^ Ç-'Y/P-*Y/9 = 
If we multiply both sides by f{s,t)  and integrate with respect to s and t  over 
positive quarter plane, we obtain 
oo oo 






y J e-'^-*^f{s,t)dsdt + p^f'^q-^l'^ j J f(s,t)dsdt 
0 0 0 0 
OO OO OO OO 
+ pj J &~''^~*'^tf{s,t)dsdt + p^^^ J J e~'^~*^(st)f(s,t)dsdt 
0 0 0 0 
OO OO 
= J ( y /û, y /î}) dudv. 
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By using (V) on the right hand side and (I), (II), (III), (IV) on the left hand side, we 
get the desired result. | 
Theorem 2.2 gives a system of six equations, (I)-(V) and (2.1.2). For this system we 
can formulate twelve rules analogous to those mentioned for the system obtained &om 
Theorem 2.1. For example, we can derive: 
1) The original of the function K(p ,q )  from the image of the function 
{ y /x ,  y / y )  by replacing p  and g by ^ and ^ respectively, and finally 
multiplying by 
2) The image of the function from the images of the func­
tions /(z,y), xf(x,y), yf(x,y) and xyf(x,y) by multiplying by pq'"^, 
pq~^ and respectively, then adding them, and finally replacing p and q by 
y/p and y/q respectively. 
EXAMPLE 2.4; Let /(x, y )  = r|2A+i) where Re(2a + 1) > 0, then 
1 2 0 , 1 4 4 1  
Using (2.1.2) and simplifying a bit, we obtain 
p ((a + l)^pg + (2a + 3)y/^ + l) 
4"+^ 
- R(2O +1)^ (a + 1 -
THEOREM 2.3. Let 




Moreover if we let 
(IV) FF(P,«)=IY-'/'(V^,VF) 
Then 
(b) p'/'f(Vp,V«)+p^(Vp, v/î) = (^, . 
PROOF: We have the following operational relations 
(2.1.3) p(l + 5^ e-'^ = 7^5'x-5/2e-
(2.1.4) qe-*^ = 
(2.1.5) GI/ZG-FV? = ^Y-I/2E-5^ 
y/TT 
To get (a), we start with (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) and to get (b) we start with (2.1.3) and 
(2.1.5). The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2. | 
We can derive two systems of operational relations in a similar way we did for the 
preceding theorem. For each system we can formulate eight rules analogous to those 
mentioned for the preceding systems. 
EXAMPLE 2.5: Let f {x , y )  =  , then similar to what we performed in Example 
2.2, from (a) we obtain 
pg(2p  +  g)^^ VP+y /q  +  y /P  +  q  pq jy /q -y /p )  
(p  +  g)^ /^  y /p  +  y /q -y /p  +  q  p+q  
„ 1 y /x  +  2y /y  
y /xy  { y /x  +  y /y )  2 *  
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EXAMPLE 2.6: Let /(Z,Y) = Ln (x^  + y^) ,  then as we did in Example 2.3, (a) results 
in 
^ , 2pç^+2î2^-2p2^Lnç-2g^(2p + 9)Lnp + 7rpç(3p + ç) 
„ 2 /x(x  - 2y)Ln (4z) + y^Ln (4y) + x{x  - y) - r'(l)(x - y)^\ 
• •  TT V  y /xy {x -yy  J  
EXAMPLE 2.7: Let /(«, y) = yjg (2^/zy), then similar to what we did in Example 2.1, 
from (a) we get 
EXAMPLE 2.8: Let /(x, y) = f^2a+i) «^2» (2^/5%/) where Re(2a +1) > 0, then similar to 
what we did in Example 2.4, (b) results in 
We now state four more theorems. The proofs of these theorems are omitted because 
they are similar to the proofs of the preceding theorems. Some examples are given after 
each theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 
( I )  F (P , l )  =  (W l (p .« )=xV( i , ! / )  
(Ill) V(p,«)=x/(i,!,) ( IV)  G( j , , q )=x- ' '^ f (^ ,^ ) .  
Then 
(a) Vî) + v/5) 




(b) 3p ^F(y /p , y /q )  +  3p  ^v iVP^VÔ)  
EXAMPLE 2.9: Let f {x , y )  = R ^ A A + I ) ( 2 V / ® Y )  where Re(2A + 1) > 0, then (a) gives 
q (4(a + l)(g + 2)pq + 3(2A + Z)Y/J^ + 3) 
4.A+L 
A.A+2YA-IG-2V^ | 
•• \/N'(2O + 1) 
EXAMPLE 2.10: Let 
f (x , y )  =  x^^y '"G' i ;Jc (xy f  " •  2 '  "  I  " ' )  
\ "I > "2 ) ... J OP Y 
where (u + u) < 2(t +j ) ,  | arg c| < f (i + j - f - f ) and Re(2c& + +1) > 0, A: = 1,2; 
^ = 1,2,...,i. Then 
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where (cu) = 01,02,• • • ,a« and (b„) is defined similarly. Hence (b) gives 
(3)2^°*'*'^*" ,-,j / 16c I —ci, —Ci + —C2, —C2 + (a„) \ 
«•+4,»+4 ^ ^  I (6p) J 
(3)22CI+2C^ _ ^16CJ-CI, —CI - -C2, —C2 + |, (<%«) \ 
îrp®i+2gCs "+4,r+4 ^ pg I (&p) Y 
V'T.i I —CI — —CI - 1, -C2, —C2 + (OU) \ I I  ( M  J  22CI+2CA+2 , , ^PCI+2GCA 
24CI+4CJ+2 / 
*  ^ ( L 6 C ( X ! , )  -2CI + —2C2 + 5 (K)  
h  (°«)^ 
Recall 
(2.1.6) 
where F(p, 9) is the Laplace Carson transform of f (x ,  y ) .  If we use (2.1.6) with a  
6 = 4, we get 
^_C,_2^-C2 3G'L+4,I)+4 
+ 6GL'I4..+4 
f_2_ I —Cl, —Cl + I» —C2, —C2 + (Ou) \ 
\ pq  I (^ f )  /  
CI, —CI — J, —C2, —C2 + (OTT) \ 
\P9 I (^F) / 
= ix'"+V"GiU„^, (c(xs) —2ci + 5, —2c2 + h (h )  
 (°«)^ 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 
( I )  ^ (P ,  9 )  =  f ix ,  y )  ( I I )  r j {p ,  q )  =  x^f (x ,  y )  
(III) V(P, q)=x  f ix ,  y )  ( IV)  G ip ,  Ç)  =  XV (^X, .  
Then 
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(a) 3(M)'/'F(V?, y/q) + ^ + P^'W'ri ( v5, VÎ) 
Moreover if we assume 
(V) H(p ,q )  =  {y /x , y / y ) .  
Then 
(b) (VP, V3) + 3p^ (.y^, + p'/\ ( V^, 
EXAMPLE 2.11; Let f {x , y )  = -^-i—, then from (a), we get 
(8p'+ 8pg + 3g^) \^+\/g4-\/p + g Pg (Spy^ - + 2g^/^) 
(p + g)5/2 ° y /p+y /q -y /P  +  9  (P + î)^ 
-O (6>/x + le^/y + 9) 
(V^+VFF • ' 
EXAMPLE 2.12; Let f (x , y )  =  yjg (2y /xy ) ,  then (a) gives 
?EVTEI^ = ^(4X,-18V^+15)^=-=V=.. , 
{Y/M + 1) 
EXAMPLE 2.13; Let f (x , y )  = r{LÎ^"^2O (2^^) where Re(2a + 1) > 0, then (b) gives 
Py/q (4(a + l)(a + 2)pg + 3(2a + 3)^/^ + 3) 
.. 4=+i _ ,-4 „ -2 (2xy - (4a + 7) , /^+2(a  +  l)(a + 2)) x^'y^e-^^. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let 
(1 )  F (P^q)=f ix , y )  (n )  r ) {p ,q )=x^f (x , y )  
(III) V(P, q)  =  xf (x ,  y )  ( IV)  ((p, q)  =  x^yf (x ,  y )  
(V) ff(p, q)  =  y f {x ,  y )  (VI )  y(p, q)  =  xy f (x ,  y )  
(VII) G(p,q) éx-"'yf{^,^). 
Then 
(a) ( V?, V?) + 3p-'/2ç^/V (v^, (V^, 
+ 3p~^q(T  { y /p ,  y /^  +  3P-^/^GY (\^, + P"^G( (y/p, y/^ 




3p-^q  ^F(y /p , y /^  +  3p  ^f^q  V(>^,V^ + P VÔD 
+ 3P~2?~^/V ( V^, ^  + 3P-^/^G-^/^Y (V^, V/^ + (V^, 
EXAMPLE 2.14: Let f {x , y )  =  R^2A+I) where Re(2a + 1) > 0, then from (a) 
we obtain 
q  (8(a + l)2(a + 2)(pg)=/' + (8a' + 20a + 17)pg + 6(a + 2)^  + 3) 
P3/2 (^ +1)^®+^ 
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EXAMPLE 2.15: Let 
where (tx + u) < 2( i+ j ) ,  |argc| < f ( i+ j  — f - f) and Re(2c& + +1) > 0, fc = 1,2; 
£ = 1,2,..., t. Then 
„(o a) - I "*^1' ~ "^^2, -C2 + &, K) \ 
" 7RP2C.+2G2C, ^u+4,v+4 | (&,) J 
T(„ „\ - /_L^|-CL, -CI-L, -C2, -C2 - |, (<ZU) \ 
7RP2CI+2Ç2C,+L^«+4,»+4 \^(PÇ)2 I (6„) ^ 
JÏ(P,«) = (^ | '' ) 
where (ou) and (6*) are as defined in Example 2.10. If we use (b) and simplify as we 
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did in Example 2.10, we get 
(^Iw '""Ol 
= 4X'''+V"-^'GII,,„«(C(X!,)|-2^;+5, + 
THEOREM 2.7. In view of the £rst six hypotheses of Theorem 2.6, if we let 
(VII) G(L>,Q)=X^YF(^,^. 
Then 
(a) 3(pg)^/2F(v^, y /q )  +  (^ ,  y /q )  +  {y /p ,  y /^  
+ Zp l^'^qa {y/p ,  y/^  + 3pq(p (y/p ,  y/^  + p l^'^q^ {y/p ,  y/^  




Zp^f^q-^F (V?, y/q) + 3p5~ V ( V^, V?) + (v^, 
+ 3P^/^G-^/^<R (V^, VÎ) + 3PÎ-^/^¥> (Y^, ^  (^, ^ 5) 
EXAMPLE 2.16: Let /(x,y) = , then (a) gives 
PG(8P^ + 40P^G + 23pq^ + 6G^) V^+-\/?+>/P + G 
(P  +  9)^ /^  ^ y /P+y /q -y /P^  
pg'/^(p® — 4p^/^g — 9p^g — 2p^ + — 9p^/^g + 2pg^ — 6pg^/^ + 3pg + 2g^ 
(P + 9)= 
_ 16 (3Z^/^ + 12Z\/Y + 16YY/G + 4Y^/^) 
" VF (X + Y)^ 
EXAMPLE 2.17; Let /(x,y) = (2\/xy) where Re(2a + 1) > 0, then from (b) 
we get 




•• V7IT(2A + L) (2xy - (4a + 7)v^ + 2(a + l)(a + 2)) X® îy^+^e | 
2.2. The Original of F (y /p ,  y /q )  
In this section we obtain eleven systems of two dimensional Laplace transforms sim­
ilar to the previous section. These systems are are used to compute the original of 
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in the cases 1) i = 0,1; j = 2,3,4,5 2) i = j = 2,3 3) i = 4; 
j = Z and also to obtain new Laplace transform pairs. These systems are derived 
from six theorems and after each theorem we supply some examples. The original of 
{y/p, y/q) when i,j = 0,1 is given by Ditkin and Prudnikov [20]. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let 
(I) q)  = /(®, y )  ( I I )  y(p, q)  =  
(III) ^(p ,  q )  = (xy)-^/2/ (v/x, y /y )  ( IV)  T] (p ,  q )  = ( y /x ,  
(V) <r(p, q) = x*/2y-i/2y 
Then 
(2.2.1) 
MF(V5, N/5) = (I, I) 
" (è' (à' è) = 
PROOF: We have the following operational relations 
P3/2G-«V^ = - 2x)c-ï?, 
4yir 
G3/2G-«VÎ = ^Y-5/2(„2 _ 2Y)E-^. 
4Y7R 
We multiply together the above symbolic equations to get 
(PG)'/2E-«V^-«'V? = ^ (a;y)-5/2(„2 _ 23.)(„2 _ 2Y)G-É-^. 
LOTT 
We now multiply both sides by f(u, v) and integrate with respect to u and v over the 
positive quarter plane to obtain 
OO OO j j e-"V^-''\/)/(u, v)dudv 
0 0 
OO OO 
= Y^(xy)"'^/^ J y(«^ - 2x)(u^ - 2y)e~'^~^ f(u,v)dudv. 
0 0 
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MaJdng the change of variables — s and =t on the right hand side results in 
oo oo j e-''^-''y^f{u,v)dudv 
0 0 
oo oo 




J J e-''>/P-''^f(u,v)dudv 
0 0 
oo OO 
= J j (VA, VF) dsdt 
0 0 
OO OO 
- J J (y^, y/Pj dsdt 
0 0 
OO OO 




By applying (I) on the left hand side and (II), (III), (IV), (V) on the right hand side 
we get the desired result. | 
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Thus we have a system of operational relations, (I)-(V) and (2.2.1). This system can 
be used to calculate one of the twelve functions, when the others are known. Hence 
twelve rules are derived. For example, we obtain: 
1) The original of the function ri{p, q) from the original of the function F(p ,  q )  by 
replacing x and y by y/x and ^  respectively, and finally multiplying by 
2) The original of the function y(p, q)  from the original of the function q)  by 
multiplying by y. 
3) The image of the function K{x ,y )  from the image of the function f (x , y )  by 
replacing p and q by y/p and y/q respectively, and finally multiplying by pq. 
4) The original of the function pqF {y /p ,  •y /q )  from the images of the functions 
(xy ) -* /2 /  (^ ,  ^ ) ,  {y /x ,  y / y ) ,  x -^ /2y i /2y  ^ ) ,  
(xyY^^f  {y /x , y / y )  by multiplying by and 
respectively, then adding them, and finally replacing p  and g by ^ 
and ^ respectively. 
EXAMPLE 2.18: Let f (x , y )  =  X^^Y^^ Jgr-i (2^/5Y) where Re(r) > |, then 
F(p,,) = r(2r + POi P- 135] 
120; p. 144] 
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Using (2.2.1) and simplifying a bit, we obtain 
(v^+lV* ^  + • 
THEOREM 2.9. Let 
(I) ^(p, ?) # /(«> y) y(p, ?) = {y /x ,  y / y )  
(III) ^(P, q) = A;-*/2/ (^, (IV) r}(p, q) = {y /x ,  y / y )  
(V) <t(P, q)  =  (^ ,  ^ ) .  
Then 
(2.2.2) (è'è) -
- (è' è) + (è' è) • 
PROOF: We start with the two known operational relations 
P3/2G-«V? = ^A;-5/2(^2 _ 2X)E-Î^, 
4Y7R 
G2G-«V? = ^^Y-7/2(Y2 _ 6Y)E~^. 
OY^R 
We first multiply together the above symbolic equations. Then we multiply both sides 
by /(u,u) and integrate with respect to « and v over the positive quarter plane to 
obtain 
oo oo 
p3/2g2  J  J  ^ -^y /p -Vy /q  v )dudv  
0 0 
oo oo 
= J J e~^~^v(u^ — 2x)(u^ — 6y)f(u,v)dudv. 
0 0 
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Making the change of variables = s  and =t  on  the right hand side and manipu­
lating a bit results in 
oo oo 
p3/2^2 / / /(«, v)dudv 
0 0 
oo oo 
= 5/2y-T/2y  y  g ( y s , y / t jdsd t  
0 0 
oo oo 
^^(xy)  Je  *  *» f  d sd t  
0 0 
oo OO 
— y y e * 4a jadf 
0 0 
OO OO 
+ Y Y VT) DAA. 
0 0 
By using (I) on the left hand side and (II), (III), (IV), (V) on the right hand side we 
get (2.2.2). I 
Theorem 2.9 establishes a new system of operational relations. In a similar way as 
we did for Theorem 2.8, we can formulate twelve rules analogous to those mentioned 
for preceding system. 
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EXAMPLE 2.19: Let f {xy )  =  (xy)" J20 (2^^) where Re(2a — 1) > 0, then 
VM = ^  + ')(<• +^)M-8(. + 
Hence from (2.2.2) we get 
-1 
: (2xy — Aay/xy + a(2a — 1)) x°~^y®~ » g-2\/zF 
P3/2Ç2 .. 22=-I 
" R(2A + L)^^ 
THEOREM 2.10. Let 
(I) Hp, «)=/(%.») (II) '(P, «) = ï"V (v^, Vw) 
(III) I«!..Î) = R"V(N/Î,V5)-
Then 
p"'iF{Vp, Vi) = (^, i) - (^, . 
Moreover if we assume 
(IV) v?(p, «) = (V^, \/y). 
Then 
(b) 
P'^^F(V?. (I. I) - (I. 
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PROOF: We have the following known operational relations 
(2.2.3) 2y/ir 
(2.2.4) = ^Y-5/2(„2 _ 2Y)E-^ 
(2.2.5) g5/2e-«VF = -^y-9/2(„2 _ + 12y2)e-^. 
LOYTT 
To get (a) and (b) we start with (2.2.3), (2.2.4) and (2.2.3), (2.2.5) respectively. The 
rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.9. | 
EXAMPLE 2.20; Let /(X,y) = (A:Y)®J2a (2^/^) where Re(a — 1) > 0, then as we 
perfomed in Example 2.19, we get (a') and (b') from (a) and (b) respectively as follows. 
(a') 
pq  3/2 
/_ (a - V5y) 
" R(2A + L)N/^ 
(b') 
^ r(2a\l)v^ - (4a - 1)^ + 2a' - 2a) | 
We finish this section by stating three more theorems. The proofs of these theorems 
are omitted because they are similar to the proofs of the preceding theorems. Some 
exmaples are provided after each theorem. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let 
(I) f(p, t) # fi", y) (II) v(Pi j) # {^/x, y/y) 
(III) rl>(p,q)=(xy)-"'f(y/S,^) 
Then 
(a) ,F(VP, (i. i) - f (±, i) . 
Moreover if we assume 
(IV) tr(p, q) = z-i/2y3/2y (^^ ^ ) 
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Then 
(b) q'F(^,y/q) = - ix»/2j-5/V 
+ I../V3/V(II) . 
EXAMPLE 2.21: Let f ( x , y )  =  J i r - i  (2^^^) where Re(r) > 1, then as we 
did in Example 2.18, we get (a') and (b') from (a) and (b) respectively as follows. 
# r(^ ^ 
(b') 
--5/2 o2r—1 
W+l)'"" * r(2r + l)^ - 1»I 
THEOREM 2.12. Let 
(I) %, 9) # /(®, Y) (JJ) (Y(P, 9) = X-^^^YF (V/X, V^) 
(HI) 
Then 
(a) (i, i) - f x'/V-"V (^, . 
Moreover if we assume 
(IV) ( p { p ,  q )  =  x - ^ f ^ y ^ f  { y / x ,  y / y ) .  
Then 
(b) ,'>'F (è- è) - è''"'"''"' ih'^) 
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EXAMPLE 2.22: Let f {x ,y )  = {xyy j ia  (2-^/iy) where Re(2a — 3) > 0, then similar 




(vR+l)"" ^  r(2a + l)V? -S)VZP + 4.'-8a + 3)zy-.e-:v^, 
THEOREM 2.13. Let 
( I )  %  5) =  f ix ,  y )  ( I I )  t r (p ,  q )  =  yf  ( y /x ,  y/ y )  
(in) ^(p,«)=/(v/x,v5) 
Then 
W (± ,  1 )  -  ( i .  .  
Moreover if we assume 
(IV) y(p, q)  = y^f  { y /x ,  y/ y )  
Then 
(b) 
If instead of (TV), we deSne 





Note: By combining Laplace Carson transform pairs obtained in this chapter, we 
can get new operational relations. For example, if we add the following operational 
relations 
P3/2Ç 22" 
(a —^/xy)x° ^y" »e (V^+1)'""'' " R(2A + L)V5R' 
(a — y/x^ p?'/2 2'" 
" R(2A + L)V5F 
we get 
PIC#+V9) .. 22" 
" R(2A + L)V5F (xyy - '  (V^ + V%7)(«-V^ 
3. 
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CHAIN RULES ON TWO DIMENSIONAL LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 
3.1. The Original of 
In this section several theorems are proved by using chains (linked n-iterations) of 
transforms yielding results in two dimensional Laplace transform pairs. These theorems 
can be used to find the original of (pg)'F„ where i = 0, —1. The results of the 
theorems are applied to obtain the inverse Laplace transforms which were previously 
unknowns. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 
(3.1.1) Fi(p ,q )=  Kx ,y )  
(3.1.2) ^(p, g) = 
(3.1.3) Fiip, q) '= 
Then for n  =  2 , 3 , . . .  w e  have 
(3.1.4) lr„ 
provided that f ^ ^  ^;  f c  =  1 , 2 , . . .  a r e  absolutely integrable in the Srst quarter 
plane and Re(p, q) > 0. 
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PROOF: We start with (3.1.1), so 
OO OO 
fi(p,9) = M J J 
0 0 
If we replace p and g by ^ and 1 respectively, we have 
oo oo 
Fi =(^y)~^ J J e~'''»f{x,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
Substituting Fi 0 in (3.1.2), we obtain 
OO OO 
= J j e~'~»f(s,t)dsdt 
0 0 
which is 
moo OO \ g-p*-«»a.-i/2y-3/2 J e~i~»f(s,t)dsdt \ dxdy 0 0 / 
G-PX3.-L/2G-VX^3.J ^ J f(^s,t)dsdt. 
The change in the order of integration is justified by the hypotheses mentioned in the 
theorem. Evaluating the inner integrals, we get 
F.(p.,) = ^  // JMds^ 
OO OO 
= J J ^  2v^-2>/5?^ ^1"^ f{^s,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
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Replacing p by ^ and q by we have 
F2 (x'V) ^  <)<FAA. 
0 0 
Making the substitution i/a = x and y/ï = y, we obtain 
(3.1.5) J e-"-'»xf(x\y')dxdy 
which is 
This shows (3.1.4) holds for n = 2. We complete the proof by induction. Let us assume 
(3.1.4) holds for k >2. We shall prove it holds for t + 1. 
which is 
f .  (^ ,  Ç)=k'JJe-'-'V--'/ dsdt. 
0 0 
Replacing p and g by g and p respectively, we have 





Fk+i ip ,q )  = / ^E-PZ-,YA;-I/2Y-3/2 
0 0 
00 00 
•J  J  e~*~»3^ ^^dsd^dxdy .  
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We change the order of integration and then evaluate the inner integrals. 
OO OO / OO OO 
Pk+i iP ,q )  =  ^  J  J  (J  J  
0 0 \o 0 
\ / 




If we replace p and ç by ^ and ^ respectively, we obtain 
FT+I (7. J) = 
0 0 
Make the change of variables y/s = x and y/t = y, to get 
Fk+i (^, =PQ^ J J Y^*) dxdy 
0 0 
which is 
This completes the induction proof. | 
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EXAMPLE 3.1: Let 
S; t) 
where u +1; < 2(t + j ) ,  | argc| < TT (i + j - f - f ) and Re(c& + 6^ + 1) > 0; t = 1,2; 
^ = l,2...,i. Then 
where (a„) = 01,02,..., 0^ and (6„) is defined similarly. If we substitute Fi 0 in 
(3.1.2), we obtain 
which is 
F2(p ,q )  = -P-('::+:)G-(='-I) 
/^«II+4 I —CL, —CJ — —C2, —C2 + |, (OU) \ 
' u I ih) ) • 
Substituting F2 (5^, in (3.1.3), we get 
2(CI+CA)+2 „ , - „ 1 
^3(P,Ç) = -—5—X^"+S!,2«-4 
TT' 
where 
-A(iV, iVC) = -c, -c - 1 -c - -c - ^  
so 
F3(P,G) = ^^^^Î^P-(2=I + L)G-(2=2-È) 
^i,j+2'* F_3Î£_ —A(4,4CI), — A (4,4 (C2 — D) , (flu) N 
IWR (&.) J • 
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We arrive at the following result if we carry put the above procedure successively. 
•^N(PJ Ç) = 
22"-^(n-2)(ci+ca)+(n-3)2"-^+3 
2"-»-! ' P IT* 
where N = 2"~^; n = 2,3,.... Now (3.1.4) implies 






-A(JV,JVci), -A(j\r,i\r(c2-l + i)), (a„)\ 
(6V) J 
FVom (3.1.6) we derive the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let /(x, y) be absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant and 




^i (p ,9 )  =  f (x ,y )  
F2(p , i )  =  
EXAMPLE 3.2: Let 
f i x , y ) =  I  
I FT^ 
y > x  
y < x  
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where a > — 5, then 
-FI(P,?) = {p + qY 
We substitute Fx in (3.1.7) to get 
[29; p. 136] 
F2ip ,q )  = (® + y)" 
which is 
2F. 
r(2a + 2) 
Using (3.1.8) and simplifying a bit, results in 
(a + l)r(2a + 1) 1 
a ,  a  +  I . p - q  
2a 4" 2 
4" p2a+l 2^1 
a ,  a +  - ? ^ 1  1 1  f  ®  





y > X 
y  < x .  
Now, we state one more theorem. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is similar to the proof 
of Theorem 3.1, so it is omitted. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 
Fi ( ,p ,q )  =  f (x ,y )  
(3.1.9) F2(p, q) s (i, i) 
(3.1.10) Fafes) = jL) 
(3.1.11) A+,(P,,) # i(xy)"'Ft jL) 
where f c  =  3 , 4 , , . . , n .  Then for m  =  3 , 4 , . . .  w e  have 
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Moreover, if we replace 
by 
(3.1.12) Fa( p,  q )  =  l (xy )3 /2F3  
then for n  =  4 , 5 , . . .  w e  have 
(b) 8F„ Ç\ = 
provided that f ,  A ;  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  n  —  1  a r e  absolutely integrable in the £rst 
quarter plane and Re(p, g) > 0. | 
EXAMPLE 3.3: Let 
/(X.,) = X«/.GI^(CX,|;'; G; ;;;; 
where u +  v  <  2{ i+ j ) ,  |argc| < ÎT (i + J - F - J) and Re(c& + 6/ + 1) > 0; & = 1,2; 
^ = 1,2,.. •, i. Then 
T"' ""V 
\PÇ I ®LÎ / 
We substitute for fi in (3.1.9), so 
which is 
F2(p,q) = ^ p-('''-^')q-('''-^) 
\pq I (K) 
• ( — I 2 (c2 - I)) , (a„) ^ 
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where —A(N,Nc)  and (<%«) were defined in Example 3.1. FVom (3.1.9) we have 
Hp,I )  s 
• (L«W 
which is 
F3ip ,q )  = H!Î!!^P-(2CI+È)Ç-(2C,-I) 
- A ( 2 , 2 c i ) ,  — A  ( 2 , 2  ( c 2  —  | ) ) ,  ( « « )  \  (&.) J 
•G ».i+8 ( 
-+8 ."  \ (pqy  
-A(4,4(ci - j)), -A(4,4(C2 - D) , (au) 
(6.) ) 
We proceed successively, to get 
22"-H»»-2)(ci+ca)+(n-4)2"-»-n+5 
TT 2"-i-l 
-2''-»(CI+^)+^ -2"-»C,+ ^  Fn{p ,q )  = 
. /y«.i+2" f ^ C-^» (ci - I + :^)) , -A (iV, iV (c2 - 1 + ^ )) , (Ou) 
V (PQR" (6.) 
where iV = 2""^; n = 2,3,.... Now, (a) gives 
) 
22"~ (n—l)(cx+cj)+(n—3)2"~ +n 
TT 2n-i_i 
I (pqy- '  (».) 
For part (b) we substitute F3 in (3.1.12) to get 
) 
-A (4,4(ci - 1)), -A (4,4(c2 - D), (<%«) \ 
(K )  J  
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which is 
^i,j+i6 ( —A (8,8 (ci — i)) , —A (8,8 (c2 — |)) , (<!«) \ 
proceeding successively, we obtain 
TT* 
p..,+2- /2'"<"-')c -A(iV,JV(c-l)), -A(JV,iV(c2-|)), (a„)A 
\ wr" (».) / 
where N = 2"~^; n = 3,4, Hence (b) gives 
22"~*(n—l)(ci+ca)+(2"~^—l)(n—2) 
TT 2"-»-l  
,P-2"-'(«+S)+L5-2"-'(«+J)+L 
-A(JV,JV(ci-l)), -A(iV,JV(c2-f)), (a.) 
(M ' ) 
# {c ixy f ' - '  I ) • 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 
(3.1.12) FLIP,Q) = FIX,Y) 
(3.1.13) FIIP^Q) = — 
17 \x y J 
(3.1.14) F,(p,,) = (jL, 
(3.1.15) F»(p , , )  =  i (x! , )» /»F, t . .  
(3.1.16) Fn+,(p,q) = I(I!/)"'''F« 
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where X ;  =  2 , 3 , . . . ,  n .  Then for »  =  2 , 3 , . . .  we have 
(B) F,. (F Ç) 
provided that f \ y^* ; fc = 1,2,..., 2n — 1 are absolutely integrable in the &rst 
quadrant and Re(p, q) > 0. 
PROOF: We start with (3.1.5) and replace p and g by G and 1 respectively, so 
oo oo 
0 0 
Substituting Fj (4^, 4^) in (3.1.14), we obtain 
00 00 00 00 
Fz{p ,q )  =  ^ j  J  j  J  e- i -hf ( s \ t^ )dsd t  
0 0 L 00 
dxdy .  
If we change the order of integration which is justified under the conditions mentioned 
in the theorem and then evaluate the inner integrals, we get 
TT 
e P* '"(xy) « 'dxdy\sf{3^,t'^)d3dt 
00 
g-px2.-3/2g-5/xj^ j . I  J  e- iyy -^f^e-*^^dy  \  sf(s^ , t^)dsd t  
0 0 
00 00 
= 4pg J J e~^'^~^'^s^^'^t~^^^f{s^,t^)dsdt 
0 0 
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Replacing p by ^ and g by ^ and making the change of variables y/x — s, y/y — t, we 
obtain 
/ 2 2\ °F 
(3.1.17) H ( J. XJ = (PIF J J V(3*, t*)âsdt 
0 0 
which is 
so (a) holds for n = 2. Now we replace p and ? by ^ and 1 respectively in (3.1.17) to 
obtain 
OO OO 
(3.1.18) J e-i-is''f(,s',t*)dsdt. 
FVom (3.1.15) we have 




Substituting on the right hand side what we obtained for F3 (4^, in (3.1.18) and 
then changing the order of integration, we get 
F4{p ,q )  =  -pq  -px-qy 
0 0 
00 00 \ 
(xy )"^/^  •  J  J  e~*~»s^f ( s '^ , t* )dsd t  |  dxdy  
00 / 
g-p*  'J ' (a ;y )~^/2e  i  » dxdy  J  s^f ( s* , t '^ )dsd i .  
Evaluating the inner integrals and simplifying a bit, we obtain 
00 00 




We make the change of variables y/s = x and y/t = y, then replace p and g by ^ and 
^ respectively to get 
/ 2 2\ oo oo 
Fa y) j j 
0 0 
•P4 ^ 
So (b) holds for n = 2. We complete the proof by induction. First we assume (a) holds 
for n = m, i.e., 
F,„-. (^,ç\ =(„)']j 
0 0 





From (3.1.15) we have 
00 00 
(3.1.19) FJ„(P, 5 )  =  J d x d y  
0 0 
If we substitute 4^) in (3.1.19), we get 
^ dsdt. 
00 00 




dxdy .  
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Now, we change the order of integration, so 




We evaluate the inner integrals to get 
= iPlY" J J isdt. 
0 0 
»s . _2 
We replace p and g by ^ and respectively, and then make the change of variables 
y/s = X and y/i = y. 
Y) =M J J dxdy  
0 0 
which is 
F.» (f i) = . 
So, (b) holds for n = m. Next we assume (b) holds for n = m i.e., 
0 0 
Then we show that (a) holds for n = m+1. We replace p and g by ^ and p respectively 
in F2m to get 
^2"» (4^' 4^) = J J dsdt. 
0 0 
Erom (3.1.16) we have 
00 00 
F2M+IIP,Q) = ^  J J 
0 0 
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We substitute for 4^) on the right hand side. 
F2M+I(P,Q) = ^  J Y Y Y = *<' 
00 00 
• / dsdt^dxdy. 
Changing the order of integration and then evaluating the inner integrals, we get 
F2m+i(p ,q )  =  ^  e-P' -9y ixy ) -^f^e- ' -Uxdy  
00 00 
= 4pq j j^ ^ f dsdt. 
0 0 
Making the change of variables = x, y/t = y and replacing p and g by ^ and ^ 
respectively, we get 
I^2M+I (^, = (PG)^ J J E-P'-'"'X' 3 'Y' 3 '/(FZCFT/. 
which is (t'T) 
This completes the proof. | 
EXAMPLE 3.4: Let 
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where u +  v  <  2{ i+ j ) ,  | a x g c |  <  Tr( i+ j  — | - j )  and Re(c& + + 1) > 0; fc = 1,2; 
£ = Following the same approach as in Example 3.3, we get 
^2(p ,g )  =  
IT 
.GI,I+4 ^^|-A(2,2CI), -A(2,2, (C2 - D) , (AU)\ 
" "  "  U I  ( k )  J  
. g i j + »  /  2 ' c  - A ( 4 , 4 ( c i - 1 ) ) ,  - A( 4 , 4 ( C2 - | ) ) ,  ( a „ )  \  
Replacing p and q by ^ respectively, we have 
'.(64)-=^:.""'.--' 
-A(4,4(C 2 - | ) ) ,  K )j 
Now, from (3.1.15) we obtain 
98(01+C2)+3 
^AiP,q) = ^ g.4ci + ^ ^4c2+^ 
ITTFV (2"C(XY)^ -A(4,4(C2-|)) (O.)\ 
so 
Fi{p ,q )  =  EÎ!Ï! -^!! i i ! lp - (4c i  +  | )g - (4c ,+ | )  
TT' 
G ' J + I Ë  ^ - ^ ( 8 , 8 ( C I  —  { ) ) ,  — A  ( 8 , 8 ( C 2  —  I ) )  ,  ( D U )  \  
W w r  ( K )  )  •  
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Proceeding successively, we obtain 
2(2n-3)2'"-'(ci+ca)+2'"-"(10n-21)(i)-|n+5 
•^^2N—I(PJ?) — 7R2»"-'-I 
/2(21—3)2 c -A (N ,N (c, - 1 + ^ )), -A (iV,iV (c2 - I + 5^)) , (a„) \ 
(n)""-' (K) J 
•P2N(P,G) = 
2(n—l)2'"(ci+c2)+2'"~^(5n—8)( J)+|(n+2) 
.P-2»"-»(CI + F)+IÇ-2'"-='(C,+È)+I . 
( ^  ( M ,  M  ( C I  -  1  +  3 ^ ) ) ,  A  {M,M (C2 -  I  +  377)),  (ou)  \  
W"-' (6R) ) 
where N = 2^""^; n = 2,3,..., and M = 2JV. Now, (a) and (b) give (a') and (b') 
respectively as follows 
^2»»-2-1 P 9 *^U+22"-I,I; 
/c -A{N,N{c i  -  Î + jjy)) > -A{N,N (<%-§  +  5^)), (a„) \  
\ (MR— ( K )  )  
Ill 
2(2I»-L)2"-»(CI+CS)+2»"-^(5N-^)(I)+|(N+L) A„_I/ . A\ . JL 
5^53;r:îZï : P 
/2('"-')' c  -A(M,M (ci - Î + 5^)) , -A(M,M (c2 -  |  + ^ ) )  ,  
V W'— (K) 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 
(3.1.20) Fi ip ,q )  =  f (x ,y )  
(3.1.21) 
(3.1.23) 
(3.1.22) fifes) = fx 
where Ar = 2,3,..., n. Then for n = 2,3,... we have 
(4 (^,^) =3x^"--'/(x^'-'»^"-) +2x^"-'/. (x^-',y 
Moreover, if instead of (3.1.22), we deSne 
(3.1.24) 
Then for n = 3,4,... we Lave 
(b) i'-F, ^ Ç,Çj =3x2"--'„'"-'-'/(x^""',!/'""') 
+ 2X^"-'!,'""'-V.(X^""',Y^"") 
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provided that f ; fc = 1,2,..., n — 1 are absolutely integrable in the £rst 
quadrant, the Laplace transforms of the functions in (a) and (b) exist and Re(p, q) > 0. 
PROOF; First we prove (a) by induction. We start with (3.1.20). 
oo oo 
^(p,g) = M y J e~'"~^*f{s,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
Replacing p by g and q by we have 
OO OO 
={xy)~^  j je~'~»  f ( s , t )d3d t .  
0 0 
K we substitute Fi in (3.1.21), we get 
OO OO / oo OO \ 
^(p, g) = J J I J e~'~*  f {3 , t )dsd t \dxdy .  
0 0 \ 0 0 / 
We change the order of integration which is justified by the hypotheses mentioned in 
the theorem. 
•F2(P»?) = ~P91J \J I/(5,<)RFSC?T 
0  0  \ o  
OO OO / 0( 
e -P^x^f^e- ' f 'dx  I I  I  e -"y-= ' /2e -« / ! 'dy  |  f{s , t )dsd t .  
Evaluating the inner integrals, we obtain 
OO OO 
^(P,9) = J J il + 2y/^t~^^'^e~^'^~^^f(s,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
OO \ / 00 
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We make the change of variables y/s — u and y/i  = v, then replace p and g by ^  and 
^ respectively to obtain 
(3.1.25) 
/ 2 2\ y y 
F 2  Y  J  =  y y ( l +  p u ) e ~ P * ~ ^ ' ' u f ( u ^ ,  v ^ ) d u d v  
OO 00 
= p~^q^ J  ^^uf(u^,v^)dudv + J J ^  ^"u^f(u^,v'^)dudv. 
0 0 0 0 
Making the substitution p = ^  and ç = i, we have 
OO OO 
^ (4^'4^) /e - ' - fu f iu \v^)dudv  
0  0  
00 00 
+  y ~ ^ y  J  e ~ ^ ~ » u ^ f ( u ^ , v ' ^ ) d u d v .  
0  0  
Substituting F2 ^ 4^, 4^) in (3.1.22), we get 
F3(p ,q )  =  -pq  
00 00 \ 
1/2^-3/2^ J Q~m~f'ufÇy,^^v'^'jdudv\dxdy 
00 / 
^ 2 
+ -pq -pg^gy X J  e~' »u^f(u^,v'^)dudvj dxdy. 
0  0  \  0 0  
Changing the order of integration on the right hand side , we obtain 
F3{p ,q )  =  -pq  
+ -pq 
e '"x dxdy J uf{u'^,v^)dudv 
e " fdxdy\u^f{u'^,v^)dudv. 
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We evaluate the inner integrals and simplify to get 
oo oo 
Fz{p,q) = 2p^f'^q J  J e~^'^~^'^uv~^^^f{u^,v^)dudv 
0 0 
OO OO 
+ 2pq J J 
0 0 
If we replace p and g by ^  and ^  respectively and then make the change of variables 
y/u = X and y/v = y, we obtain 
2 2\ OO OO 
(3.1.26) Fa ( J. j) = M' J J «-"-"zVCz", y^)dxdy 
0 0 
2 OO OO 
0 0 
Dividing both sides by q and using the fact that 
PG(p ,q )  =  •^9(x ,y )  +  g(0 ,y )  
where G(p, q)  is the Laplace Carson transform of g{x ,  y ) ,  we get 
^/3 + 2x'^fr {x* ,y '^)  
so (a) holds for n = 3. To finish the proof, we assume (a) holds for n = fc wher t > 3, 
i.e., 





+ ^ //E-"-"»^'"V (>^'-,F^*-') W<. 
0 0 
Replacing p by g and g by p, we have 
0 0 
+ 2^(®fr^y J 
0 0 
Substituting /& ^ 4^1 4^^ in (3.1.23), we obtain 
00 00 
Fk+i(p,q) =  ^ J  J 
0 0 
•  J  J  e-J-h '—-• /  
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oo oo 




' J J ^  dsd^dxdy. 
0 0 
If we change the order of integration on the right hand side, we get 
Fk+i (p ,q )  = 
dsdt 
e -P ' -9yx-^ l^y-^^^e~'~»dxdy  




+ 2^/ /E-^VÎÎ-2VÎÎS2'--I(-L/2/ 
0 0 
We replace p and g by ^  and ^  respectively. 
FI+I (X- T) = X/7 <udt 
dsdt. 
0 0 
+  ^ J J ( y - ' , / - ' )  d s d t .  
0 0 
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If we divide both sides by q and making the substitution y/s = x and \/t = y, we obtain 
g g OO OO 
= PqJ  J  (x^"dxdy  
0 0 
2 °° °° 
11 0 B 
which is 
(Ç.Ç) #'"-V (-'%/)+é K/( '". / ) )  
so 
Hence (a) holds for n =  k  +1 ,  and this completes the proof of (a). Part (b) can be 
proved by induction. We substitute for F2 ^ 4^ , 4^ ) in (3.1.24). 
00 00 / 00 00 \ 
•PSCP,  q )  =  J J \  J  J  e~'~»  3 / (3"^, t^)dsd t  j dxdy 
0  0  \  0 0  /  
0  0  
^-px-qy^-3 
'x J s^f(3'^,t^)d3dt\ dxdy. 
00 / 
If we change the order of integration and simplify as we did in part (a), we get 
/ 2 2\ 00 00 
0  0  
0  0  
which is 
00 00 
+ P^g y J e~'"~''^x^yf{x^,y'^)dxdy 
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(^'  V)  ^  3X'Y/(A;^, /) + 2x''yf^(x'^, /). 
So, (b) holds for n = 3. To finish the proof of part (b), we shall assume (b) holds for 
n = k and show that it holds for n = A; + 1. We omit the rest of the proof since it is 
similar to the proof of (a). | 
EXAMPLE 3.5: Let 
f ( x , y )  =  ^ c x y  |  ^  
where u + v < 2(i + j), |argc| < 7r(i+j — f - f ) and Re(c& + 4-1) > 0; fc = 1,2; 
^ = 1,2,...,t. Then 
If we substitute fg in (3.1.21), we obtain 
—CI, —C2, (OU) 
(6.) 
so 
Substituting F2 (4^, in (3.1.22) results in 
F3(p,q) = 
(««)^ 
ÏIIÎF. —CI, —CI — 5, —C2, —02 + 2 (bv )  
&, («u) ^  
so 
Fi{p ,q )  = 2^("'+J')'^P_(3CI+§)G-(2C,-I) 
2»C 
(M)^ 
-A*(4,4,ci), -A (4,4 (c2 - I)), (Ott) \ 
(6V) ; 
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where —A*(N,Nci )  is the same as —A(N,Nci )  but —ci — 5 is replaced by —ci — 
Similarly we have 
28(CI+C2)+7 
FA(p ,q )  =  
TF 




G i , j+16 
/2»2C 
-A*(8,8ci), -A (8,8 (c2 - I)), ((%«) \ (&.) J Kipqy  
Proceeding successively, we get 
.gW /Z'"-'""': -A'(Ar,JVc.), -A(Ar,Ar(c2-l + i.)), (a.) 
^•+2".» V (WR- (4„) 







(pg) 2"- i  
-A'(iV,JVc,), -A(JV,iV(c2-l + ^ )), (a.) 
(K)  ) 
= G.2"-\CI+L)-
+ 2GIIT,U: 
'/-''.[(3 + 2C.)C%(CW-'|W) 
(C(..R'!(«;, (-))]. 
For part (b), we replace F2 in (3.1.24), so 
Giiif. (l6c(»»)' —Cl» —Cl — J, —C2, —C2 + 
iK) 
|> (OU) ^ 
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which is 
Fzip ,q )  = 
pi,i+8 f 2"C -A*(4,4ci), -A (4,4(C2 - I)) , (A«) \ 
W (6,) ) '
Proceeding successively, we get 
= 2^"-X-2)(C.+C,)+2"-'(3N_8)+3 V* V"— 
Fn(p ,q )  
.G-W 
•+2"'"' V (pq)'"'' 
-A' (N,Nc , ) ,  -A(JV,AR(CJ-L)), (A„)\ 
(K)  )  
So (b) gives 
r2"-»-l ^ ^ IT* 
rW" fif-»'' -A'(JV,ATc,), -A(iff,iV(c2-l)), (a.)\ 
V(P«)'""' ('.) Y 
|(3+2C.)GII (<,»)'-' 
u+l,t;+l ' ï ' ) ]  
COROLLARY 3.2. Let 
P i (p ,q )  =  f (x ,y )  
(3.1.27) F2(P,Q) = 
Then 
(3.1.28) TT3®/(®^,Î/^)+ 2®'/I(X^,Y^) 
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provided that f(x, y) be absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant, Laplace transform 
of the partial derivative fxix, y) exists and Re{p, g) > 0. 
PROOF; We start with (3.1.25) and multiply both sides by to get 
2 / 2 2\ y y 
7^ ' (T' 4") 
0 0 
OO OO 
4-p^g  y  J  c"'*~"'a:^ / (x^ ,y^)< ixdy  
0 0 
so 
EXAMPLE 3.6: Let 
X 
I r(a+l) y 
where a > 0. Then we have 
Substituting Fi in (3.1.27) yields 
F2{p ,q )  =  l  îT (x  +  y)  
which is 
a,  a  +  I .  P-g  
2a + 3 ' p 
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SO (3.1.28) gives 
(o + 2)(2a + 3)F(2a + 1) 1 
22A+L p2a+l JFI 
a, Q  +  7 . P ^ - G ^ ' '  
2a+ 3 
' \ 
. .  f  (3 + 2a)a;2«+i 
~ I Sxy^" 
y > x  
y <x 
Now, we state three more theorems on Laplace Carson transform chain rule. Their 
proofs are similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4, so they are omitted. 




-P i (p ,  g )  = f (x ,y )  
F , (p ,q )  =  -x ' /W"'Fi (K- )  
T T  \ x  y  J  
F3(P,,) = IX-3AR"=F.(JLJ,4J) 
(3.1.32) f»+i(p, î) = 
where k = 3,4,... ,n. Then for n = 3,4,... we have 
W IF. (^, 0 = 3x'"-'-V"'f 
+  2 x ' - - V " " y " " ) -
Moreover if instead of (3.1.31), we deSne 
(3.1.33) F3(p, q) = . 
Then for n = Z,4,..., 
(b) 
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provided that f \  ^^  ; fc = 1,2,..., n—1 are absolutely integrable, the Laplace 
transforms of the functions in (a) and (b) exist and Re(p,q) > 0. | 
EXAMPLE 3.7: Let 
f (x , y )  =  ^cxy  |  ^  
where u + U < 2(i + j ) ,  |arflfc| < ÎT (i +i - f - f) and Re(c& + + 1) > 0; k  =  1 ,2 ]  
£ = 1,2,...,t. Then 
F,(P, 
Substituting Fi ^ in (3.1.30), we have 
which is 
We substitute JFg in (3.1.31) to get 
Fz(p ,q )  =  
SO 
F3ip ,q )  = H^Î!!^^!^P-(2<=I+§)G-(2'=»+I) 
( 2'c (PG)^ -A'(4,4,ci), -A(4,4(c2-i)),(a„) \ ( K )  J  
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where —A*(N,  Ne)  was defined in Example 3.5. Proceeding successively, we get 
^«,i+2" f  c  —A*(N ,Nci), -A (iV,iV (c2 — | + j f ) )  , (a») \ 
* V W"-' (&R) ; 
where N = 2""^; n = 2,3, Now (a) gives 
(h) J 
# ((3 + 2cOGif; (c(xy)^ "- | W ) 
+ 2G%%.(EWR'|(^;) W)). 
For part (b) we substitute F2 in (3.1.33), so 






-Ci, —Ci — |, —C2, —C2 — F 
(&.) 
2' (°«) ^ 
• Ci'% (l6c(xv) 
which is 
F3(p ,g )  = 2"("'JJ')+"P-(2C,+§)G-(2C,+#) 
r'W / 2®c -A*(4,4,ci), -A(4,4C2) (a„) \ 
• IW (6.) ; • 
Proceeding successively, we get 
f»(p,9) = 2^  ("'-'^ '^ p-2"-'(c.+l)+ig-2"-'(«,+l)+i 
.G„;+2" /2("-'):"C 
"+2".*' V (PG)2"-: 
-A*(iV,JVci), A(N,Nc2) ,  (a„) \  
(6V) ; 
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RW -A-WIVCI), -A(JV,ARCJ), W\ 
V (wr" (».) / 
= a.2—'(ci+l)-lj^ 2"-'(cj+l)-l (3 + 2C,)G%(CW''"||TJ) 




(3.1.37) £. 2 
•FI(P,9) =/(A;,Y) 
^2(P,G) = ^x'/2yi/2JRJ ^1, . 
^ Y) ^ 3XY/(X^,Y^) + 2x^yf t (x^ ,y '  ) 
provided that f(x, y) is absolutely integrable in the ûrst quadrant, the Laplace trans­
forms of the functions in (3.1.37) exist and Re(p,q) > 0. | 
EXAMPLE 3.8: Let 
where a > 1. Then 
(^0  y  <  X 
-fi(p>?) = 
(P + ?)" 
We substitute Fi 0 in (3.1.36) to get 
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so 
® +1, p~ g 
2a + 3 ' p 
Hence (3.1.37) gives 
(a + 2)r(2a) 1 J.  A ,  G + L . P ' - G N  . .  F  Y > X  
22a+l 'p2a-lç 2-^1 [2a + 3 '  J ^ I 0 y<x • 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 
Fi (p ,q )  =  f (x ,y )  
(3.1.38) F2(P, «) = -x-'"y-"'F, F I, I) 
TT VX Y/ 
(3-1.39) FSCP, q) = ^ (.xyf'Fi ( 
(3.1.40) A+.(P, t) = 
where fc = 3,4,..., n. Then for n = 3,4,... we have 
(a) ^ ^  
J'"V \Y^" ^^dxdy  
0 0 
+ A 7/(x^- 'y - ' )  dxdy .  
0 0 
Moreover, if instead of (3.1.39), we define 
(3.1.41) F3(P,«) = lx"V"F, (I, JL) . 
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Then forn = 3,4,... 
0 0 
oo oo 
+  ( M f j  J  e - " - » x - ^ - ' f ( x ^ ' - ' , y ' " - ' ) d x d y  
0 0 
provided that R^p,q) > 0, f(x,y) and k = 2,3,. 
absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant. | 
EXAMPLE 3.9: Let 
f (x , y )  =  ^cxy  |  ^  
where u +17 < 2(i + j), | argc| < tt (i + j - f - f) and Re(c& + + 1) > 0; A: 
£ = Then 
If we substitute Fi ^ in (3.1.38), we get 
which is 
^2(P ,Q)  = 
• C'it^ f — I 7,^v 2 ' ~^2, -C2 + |, (flu) ^ I —1^1 T -
{pg I (6.) 
Substituting JPg 4^) in (3.1.39), we have 
22(CI+CA)-L 
J=I(P,«) = 5 1,:., 




. G»,;+8 ( -Â(4,4(ci-|)), -A(4,4(C2-|)), K)\ 
(6«) J 
where —Â (N ,N (c i  — §)) is the same as —A {N,N (ci — |)) except that —Ci + 1 is 
replaced by —ci, i.e., 
-Â ^4,4^CI — = -CI + |>-CI + 
If we carry out successively, we arrive at the following result. 
22'-'(N-2)(CI+C,)-2-»-N+5 ^ 
^niP ,9 )  — -P-2"-'(«I-I)+IG-2"-'(C»+I)+I 
"+2".R ^ (PG)2»-' 
-Â (iV,iV (ci - I)) , -A (JV,JV (c2 - I)) , (a„) \ 
(&,) ; 
where iV = 2" n = 2,3,.... Now, (a) gives 
-Â (iV, (c, - I)) , -A (JV, JV (C2 - i)) , (a.) \ 
I (M)^— (.K) ) 
oo oo 
0 0 
For part (b), we substitute fg in (3.1.41), so 
Fz{p ,q )  = 
22(CI+CJ)—1 2ci —|,,2c2 —5 
"K' 
• (IKZ,) —CI, —CI + 25 —C2, —C2 + 2 (6V) 




. G'W F _E!L -^(^.^("^L-F)). -^(4,4(% - I)), («•)'\ 
IW (K) ) 
Proceeding successively, we get 
TT' 
(-.i.i+2- (2^ ' - '» 'c  -Â{N,N(c , - l ) ) ,  -A(JV,iV(c2-l + ^)), (o.)\ 
I, (P,)2"- (6.) ; 
Hence (b) gives 
22"~*(n—l)(ci+c2)—2''~'(n—1)—n+4 P-2"->(CI-I)+L^-2-»C,+L 




V (WR (&.) 
=  ^ J  J  (c(xy)2"-^  IW 1  dxrfy  
0 0 
oo oo 
+ (pqf  J  J  Ux; , ) '""  j  ^  )  dxdy. 
0 0 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let 
(3.1.42) 
^i (p ,ç )  = f (x ,y )  
^2(9, g) = —f-, -] 






/ 2 2\ f y 
ZFZ (T'V) / J 
0 0 
oo oo 
//• + / I e-'"-''yx-^f{x\y^)dxdy 
0 0 
2pqF2 = pGi(p, q) + G2(p ,  q )  
G i (p ,q )=x  *f {x^ ,y^)  1 = 1,2 
provided that f{x,y) and x~^f{x^,y^) are absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant 
and R€{p, g) > 0. | 
EXAMPLE 3.10: Let 
where a > |. Then 
f ix , y )  =  j  y > x  
y <x 
(p + g)®' 
If we substitute Fi 0 in (3.1.42), we obtain 
SO 
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K we assume 
ïi(p,«) s I Gi(P.ï =  ^ i = l,2 y <x 
then (3.1.42) gives 
R ( = + & )  e „  
y/ïi{a — l)(2a — 3) p2a-6 2 1 
a, a-\p^-q^ 
2a — 1 ' 
= PGI(P,G) + G2(P,G). I 
THEOREM 3.7. Let 
Fi iP ,q )  =  f (x ,y )  
(3.1.43) F2(p, q) = 0, i) 
(3.1.44) 3^(P,5) = 
(3.1.45) fi„(p,,) = §(x»)"^ ft 
where A: = 3,4,..., n. Then for n = 3,4,... we bave 
(a) . ^ ^  




Moreover, if instead of (3.1.44), we deSne 
(3.1.46) F3(p, 5) = 
Then for n = 3,4,... 
(b )  Fn y )  Jdxdy  
0 0 
\2 
+  ^ / / d x d y  
0 0 
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provided that Re(p,q) > 0, f(x,y) and x k = 2,3,...,n are 
absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant. | 
EXAMPLE 3.11: Let 
f {x ,y )  =  ^cary  |  ^  
where « + r < 2( i+ j ) ,  |argc| < tt (t- f - |) and Re(c& + 6, + 1) > 0; fc = 1,2; 
£ = l,2,...,i. Then 
F : ( P , )  .  
Substituting Fi ^ in (3.1.43), we obtain 
F2(p ,q )  =  (<:»!' I ) 
SO 
F2ip ,q )  = -P-(=I-§)G-('::+I) 
TT 
/_& I ' -Cl + |, -C2, -C2 - (ou) N 
UIM ) •  




.gw+8 [ 2*C _Â(4,4(c i  —I)) ,  —A(4,4C2), (a*)^ 
IW ( K )  )  •  
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If we proceed successively, we arrive at the following result. 
rW -À(JV,iV(c,-|)), -A(iV,iVc2), (a.)\ 
• V W'-' (».) ) 
where N = 2"~*; n = 2,3, Now (a) gives 
_:.-V«+N+. 
on-*l»l * * 
rW" -Â(JV,JV(c,-|)), -A(N,Nc2) 
' I / \2n-i (U \ V (MF (6.) 
' 1 ( ^ U ) ^  
oo oo 
= 2"-^M j J(c(x!,RIW ) dxdy 
0 0 
oo oo 
+  P ^ ? Y ^ E  P" ')Y^" ^0(2%/)^" * I ^ DXC?I/. 
0 0 
For part (b) we substitute F2 in (3.1.46), so 
I^3(P,G) # 
which is 
^3(P,?) = ^^Ï^P-(2='-L)Y-(2=»+Î) 
.gij+8 ( -Â(4,4(c, - §)) , -A(4,4(C2 - 1)) , (a„)\ 
Upî)^ (k) J • 
13^ 
Proceeding successively, we get 
TT' 
.^i+2' /2'-"'"c -A(jy.iV(c.-|)). -A(JV,jV(c2-i + ^)), (a, 
^U+2»,V ^ (PG)2»-» (h..^ (h )  
where JV = 2" n = 2,3, Now, (b) gives 
2N-L-L ^ » TT' 
-Â(JV,iV(ci - I)) , -A(JV,iV(c2 - I + ^ )), (t 
(6») "+2",R (PG)2-I 
oo oo 
= J^ ^ DXDY 
0 0 
' / 7(C(ZY)2"" IW ^  . 
2" 
0 0 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let 
Fiip ,q)  =  f (x ,y )  
(3.1.47) F2(P, ,) = IX-'/YP, FI, I) . 
T T  \ x  y  J  
Then 
/ 2 2\ oo oo 
0 0 
00 00 




/ 2 2 \ 
(3.1.48) pF2 = pGi(p, q) + GaCp, q) 
where 
Gi (p ,  q )  = x"'y/(x^ , y^ ), » = 1,2. 
Provided that f(x,y) and x~^f(x^,y^) are absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant 
and Re(p, 5) > 0. | 
EXAMPLE 3.12; Let 
where a > |. Then 
f i x , y ) =  I  
y > x  
y  < x  
•PI(P>9) = (P + ?)" 
Substituting F\ ^ in (3.1.47) gives 
TT (x f y)" 
which is 
7RR(2A) 
If we define 
p° f gl/2 
y >  X 
y  < x  
a ,  a  -  f  .  P - g  
2a ' p 
i = 1,2. 
Then (3.1.48) gives 
I ) R O  
Ay/n 
(2a + l r (a - I) 1 a, a-lp^-ç^"" 
2a P^ 
= PGI(P,?) + G2(P,?)- I 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let 
Pi(p ,q)  =  f{x ,y )  
(3.1.49) F2(P, ,) = 0, I) 
(3.1.50) %(P, T) # ^ X-''V'F2 
(3.1.51) F21:(P,«) = IL''V''F24-L 
(3.1.52) F«+.(P,S) = (J^, I) 
where A: = 2,3,..., n. Then for n = 2,3,... we have 
(a) (^Ç, 0 = {x'"-', 
(b) fin !('•""') 
provided that f \ ; fc = 1,2,..., 2n — 1 are absolutely integrable in the ûrst 
quadrant, the Laplace transforms of the functions in (a) and (b) exist and Re(p, q) > 0. 
Note that (a) and (b) can be written as 
t'-K (Ç,Ç) (x''-'y-') 
+ 2x'"-V"'"*"'/.(x'"",v'"") 
where m = 3,4,... and a„ = 
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PROOF: It is easy to see that (c) and (d) as defined below, imply (a) and (b) respec­
tively, so we prove 
(c) 
oo oo 












To prove (c) and (d), we start with (3.1.26), so 
OO OO 
f, =Pî'// K'\t')dsdt 
0 0 
OO 00 
+ \(,nf I f e-"-"sV(3', ('M'A. 
0 0 
Replacing p and g by ^ and J respectively, we obtain 
% (J^. = Z-',- / / .-i-is'fU\t')dsdt 
0 0 
oo oo 
+ ^ ixy)-^ j  j  e-'-U*f(s\t^)dsdt.  
0 0 
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From (3.1.5) we have 
oo oo 
F4(P, «) = dxdy .  
0 0 
We substitute JFs on the right hand side, to get 
moo OO \ ^-pz-q„^-i/2y-i/2  J j  e- i -h^f(s \ t ^)d3dt  \  dxdy  0 0 / 
CO OO \ 
. -P«-«»3 . -3 /2 j^- i /2  y  J  e~i~fs*f ( s '^ , t* )dsd t \dxdy .  
0 0 \ 0 0 
We change the order of integration which is justified by the hypothesis of the theorem. 
OO 
FA(p ,q )  =  -pq  ^  e '"x 'dxdy  \  3^f{s '^ , t* )dsd t  
e '"a; « 'dxdy ) s^f{s^,t^)dsdt. 
We evaluate the inner integrals and simplify to obtain 
OO OO 
^(p ,  q)  = J j t*)dsdt 
0 0 
oo oo 
+ J e ^^s^^^f(s'^,t'^)dsdt. 
0 0 
We replace p by ^ and q y ^ and then make the change of variables, y/s = x and 
y / i=y .  
g g oo oo 





-PR-)Y_8 F/ 8 8 x^yf (x^ ,y^)dxdy  
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so (c) and (d) hold for n = 2. We complete the proof by induction. First we assume 
(c) holds for n = m, i.e. 
0 0 
(3.1.53) + ^  77dsdt 
0 0 
and we show that (d) holds for n = m. We replace p and g by 1 and ^  respectively in 
(3.1.53) to get 
0 0 
+^7 J i/'-'dsdt. 
0 0 
FVom (3.1.51) we have 
oo oo 
F 2 m ( p , ç )  =  ^ / / d x d y .  
0 0 
We substitute F2m-i 5^) on the right hand side. 
00 00 00 00 
= J  J  Je - i - i  
0 0 0 0 
f dsdt\dxdy 
0 0 
•  J  J  3 dsd^dxdy .  
0 0 
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We change the order of integration on the right hand side to obtain 
oo oo oo oo 
F2m(p,q) = ^ J J (J J 
0 0 0 0 
+ 25^ J J (J J 
0 0 0 0 
If we evaluate the inner integrals and simplify a bit, we get 
F2m(p,«) = W'/' //dsdt 
0 0 
0 0 
Making the change of variables y/s = x, y/t = y and then replacing p and g by ^ and 
^ respectively, we obtain 
F2m =P9 j J3 ^ f dxdy 
0 0 
+ 2& //(x''--y""') i^dy. 
0 0 
Hence (d) holds for n = m. Next we shall assume (c) holds for n = m, then show that 
(c) holds for n = m + 1. The rest of the proof is similar to the first part and it is 
omitted. | 
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EXAMPLE 3.13; Let 
/(xy,) = (^xy | ^ 
where « + U < 2(i + j), | argc| < TT (i + j - f — |) and Re(c& + 6/ + 1) > 0; fc = 
£ = 1,2,...,i. Then 
If we substitute Fi ^1, Çj in (3.1.49), we obtain 
F2(p,q) = (cxy I ('") ) 
so 
I -'2 + Î' ("• 
Substituting F2 (4^» 4^) :n (3.1.50) results in 
Fz(P,t) # 
SO 
Fz(p,q) = H!Ïî^^p-(2ci + f)ç-(2c,-i)  
. G',J+8 I -A*(4,4CI), -A (4,4 (C2 - I)) , (A„) \ 
Similarly we substitute JF3 ^5^, in (3.1.51) when fc = 2 to get 
28(CI+C2)+6 
•F4(P,Î) = 4 x4ci + 5J^4CJ+5 
TT* 
• ^2^®C(®Y)'' ('^'4 (C2 - I)) , (A„) ^ 
so 
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F\{p,q) = ^  p 
PI,I+I6 ( —A*(8,8ci), —A (8,8 (C2 - I)) , (<%«) \ 
\ ( pqy  M  J •  
Proceeding successively, we get 
22'"'"'(2n—3)(ci+C2)+^—J—(14n—27)—j(2n—9) 
F2n- l (p ,q )  = 
p-2»»-»(ci+l)+iç-2»»-»(c,+J)+f 
.gij+2'"-' /2^'—0 -a)c -A-{N,Nci),  -A (AT, JV (cj - | + jL)) , („.) 
^ (6.) 
22'"(n—l)(ci+c2)+^—3—(7n—10)—g(2n—11) 
F2n(p, q) = 
. P-2'"-'(C,+L)+LÇ-2»"-»(C,+L)+L 
^•J+2"* ^2^ —A*(M,Mci),  -A (M,M (C2 - I + 3^)), (OU) \ 
^U+2»»,»^^ (pç)2»n-2 (6^) j  





y+j..- .  /2'"<'—)c -A-{N,Nc,),  -A{N,N(c,-I + ^ )) ,  (a.) 
^ (P5)2'»- ( K )  
2*1-
= a; 
^(3 + 2O.)C« (C(X5)^""- I ) 
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(b') 
jj.2S"-i-l V ^ 
.^.•,I+2'" ( [  
^U+2'»,R I 
22'"(2N-L)G 
—A*(M, M c i ) ,  —A (M, AF (C2 — I + 5^)) 
(6.) 
^(3 + 2CI)GL'F„ 
77)) '  (®«)^ 
+ 2GL%+I ^C(XY)2 I ^ 1"^ )) ' 
We finish this section by stating some theorems on Laplace Carson transform. We 
prove the first one but we omit the proofs of the rest because they are similar to the 
proof of Theorem 3.9. One example is given for each Theorem. 








Fl ip ,9 )  =  f ix , y )  
F 2 i p , q )  =  3^/2^-3/2]^ 0, 
•^2 =  G2 i ( , p , q )  +  pGuip ,q )  +  qG22(p ,q )  +  pqG i2 (p ,q )  
(3.1.57) Gi j {p ,q )=x  ' y ' f { x ^ , y ^ )  i , j  =  1 , 2  
Provided that f{x,y) and x ^/(®^,y^) are absolutely integrable in the first quarter 
plane and Re(p, q) > 0. 
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PROOF; From (3.1.54) we have 
OO oo 
= M j J e~P'~^*f(3,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
Replacing p by ^ and g by 1 and multiplying by we get 
oo oo 
a:3/2y-3/2jrj J e-i-> f(s,t)d3dt. 
0 0 
We substitute in (3.1.55) to get 
oo oo 
^2ip,q)=pq J J y E f{s,t)dsdt\ dxdy. 
0 0 \ 0 0 / 
We change the order of integration which is justified by the hypotheses of the theorem, 
then evaluate the obtained inner integrals to get 
OO OO / OO OO \ 
^2(p ,q )=p qJ  j i j  1/ ( s , t ) c î 5c î<  
0 0 \o 0 / 
oo oo 
= J J (1 + 2y/^) (1 + E-2V5?-2V^/(5, t)d3dt. 
0 0 
»S . 
Replacing p and g by ^ and ^ respectively and making the change of variables y/s = x, 
y/t = y results in 




= ^ p-^q^ J J e~^''~^^x~'^yf{x^,y^)dxdy 
0 0 
OO OO 
+ j  e~'"~^'x~^yf(x^,y^)dxdy 
0 0 
oo oo 
+ ^ P ^9^ j  j  ^ ^y^fix^,y'^)dxdy 
0 0 
oo oo 
+ ^ 9^ y J e~P'~^^x~^y^f(x^,y'^)dxdy. 
0 0 
By using (3.1.57) on the right hand side, we get the desired result. | 
EXAMPLE 3.14; Let 
( I-» 
(L,Y)= I JW y <x 
where a > |. Then we have 
(P + ?)' ' 
Substituting Fi ^ in (3.1.55), gives 
so 
a, a + 
2a+ 1 
If we define 
.. F Gi j {x ,  Y) = < 
L 0 y <x 
i j {x , y )= { _ r(a) i,j = l,2 
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then (3.1.56) gives 
(2a + l)r (a - I) 
Ay/^ • 
«, a+ \y -q^^  
2a + l ' p2 
ë Gix{p, q)+pGii(p, q) + qG22(p, q) + pqGi2ip, q) 






Flip, q) = fix, y) 
(i i) 
G:(P, 
Gijip, q) = x~*y'f(x^, y^) i = 2,3,4; j = 0,1. 
•^•^2 = 3G4i(P, q) + ZpGiiip,q) + p^G2iip,q) 
~-®2 = 3G4o(P, q) + ZpGzoip, q) + p^G2o(p, ?) 
provided that f{x, y) and x '/(x^, y^); i = 2,3,4 are absolutely integrable in the Srst 
quadrant and Re{p, j) > 0. | 
EXAMPLE 3.15: Let 
[0 y < X 
where a > |. Then we have 
•PI(P>«) = (P + ?)® ' 
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We substitute F\ ^ in (3.1.58) and (3.1.59), so 
which is 
r(2a-l) PO-ÏGL/Î iFi 
A, A -  I .  P-G 
2A — 1 ' D 
= R(.- | )R(A+|)R(.-2) ,  ^  
We define 
r (2a — 2) p* 
,aa-3-i.j 
A, A -  T. P-G 
2O — 2 ' P 
?Y(^,Y) = | 
0 
y > x  z  =  2 , 3 , 4  
y < X i = 0) 1 
then (a) and (b) imply (c) and (d) respectively as follows 
2'-=r(a-#)r(o+#)r(a-l) 1 
^ ' 7rr(2a - 1) • p2«-6j 2^1 
= 3CT4I (p, q )  + 3pG3i (p, ?) fp^Gzi ( p ,  q )  
a ,  q -  I . P ^  
2a — 1 P^ 
(2a - l)r (a - I) 1 „ 
4y/¥(a — 2) P2A-8Ç ^ 1 
A, 
2a — 2 
a - I. p2 - g2l 
' P2 
77 3G4O(P,G) + 3pG3o(p, q) + P^G2O(P,G). I 
THEOREM 3.11. Let 
(3.1.60) 
(3.1.61) 
Fi(p,q) = f(x,y) 
then 
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(a) ^^2 ^ 15x/(x^,y^) + 20x'/x(x^,y^) + 4x^fxx{x^,y^) 
(B) V) ^ + 20X'Y/X(X2, Y^) + 4X'Y/XX(X^, Y^) 
provided that f(x, y) is absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant, the Laplace trans­
forms of the functions in (a) and (b) exist and Re(p,q) > 0. I 
EXAMPLE 3.16: Let 
/(X,Y) = {^  
I r(a+l) y < ® 
where a > 1, then we have 
Substituting Fi in (3.1.60) and (3.1.61), give 
so 
%,G) = 
S2 ip ,q )  
r(a + i)r(a + i)r(a + 4) 
7rr(2a + 4) ' p^+f 
r (q +1) r (g +1) r(a + 5) i 
7rr(2a + 5) p'^'^iq^/2 
a ,  a+ i .P_  
2a+ 4 
2-1*1 a, a + I, p -q '  2a+ 6 '  p 
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Hence (a) and (b) will imply (c) and (d) respectively, as follows 
(a + 2)(a + 3)r(2a + 1) 1 (c) 22«+I(2A + 3) n3a+l 2-FL a, 2a + 4 
' 
H 
2a+l y > x  
y <x 
(fl + 3)(a + 4)r(2a + 2) 1 
22«+2(2A + 3) p2a+lq 2-1*1 
A, 
2a + 5 
A + I. 
4 X^-'+IY 0 y > x  y  <x .  





•FI(P,9) =f ix , y )  
-FÏ (Y' V) Ë Y') + 
+ 6a:y'/»(x^, y^) + A{xyf f^yix^, y^) 
provided that f(x, y) is absolutely integrable in the first quadrant, the Laplace trans­
forms of the functions in (3.1.63) exist and Re{p, g) > 0. | 
EXAMPLE 3.17: Let 
/ (X.!<)=(IW y > -
[0 y <x 
where a > 1. Then we have 
•PI(P>?) = (? + &' 
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If we substitute Fi in (3.1.62), we obtain 
or 
a + % p - q  
2a+ 4 
So (3.1.63) gives 
(a + 2)(a + 3)r(2a) 1 „ 
(3)22"+! 
4 
O ,  a  +  | . p 2 _ ç 2 i  
2a + 4 
2 . 
' t»2 
y > X 
y  < x .  
3.2. The Image of /„ ^ j 
This section also deals with theorems on chains of transforms. The results of these 
theorems are applied to some functions to obtain new Laplace transform pairs. The 
images of (a;y)'/n when i = 0,1 are also computed from the theorems. This 
section is started with a first few theorems in the case we link only two Laplace trans­
form pairs. The general case is treated later. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let /(x, y) be absolutely integrable in the £rst quadraat and 






where i,j = 1,2, then we have 
2P2 
(3.2.4) = (?I2(P,Ç) +PG22(P,Q) + QGII{P,Q) + PQG2I(P,Q). 
PROOF; We start with (3.2.2), by definition 
OO oo 
p3/2ç-3/2^^ Q J J e-P»-9t f(^s^i)dsdi. 
0 0 
Multiplying both sides by and then replacing p by ^ and g by 1, we get 
OO OO 
f \ { . x , y )  =  x ^ / ' ^ y ~ ^ t ' ^  j  J e ~ ' ~ » f { 3 , t ) d s d t .  
0 0 
Substituting f i { x , y )  in (3.2.1), we obtain 
m o o  O O  \  
g - pz - j » ^ i / 2y -5 /2  y  J  e ~ *~ »f ( s , t ) d s d t \ dxdy  
0 0 \ 0 0 
= pg / I \ I I ^  • » dxdy \ f(s,t)dsdt. 
0 0 \o 0 /  
The change in the order of integration is justified by the conditions mentioned in the 
theorem. Now, we evaluate the inner integrals. 
o o o o / o o  \ / o o  \  
^ ( p ,  9 )  =  J  J  \  J  I  i j  e ~ ' ^ ^ y ~ ^ / ' ^ e ~ * / ^ d y  \  f { 3 , t ) d s d t  
0 0 \o / \o / 
=  J  { ^ '  ^  {02 (1 + e-2v^^ fis,t)dsdi 
0 0 
00 00 




If we perform the change of variables 2y/s = x and 2y/i = y, and then replace p by 
and g by we obtain 
7 7 / 2 2\ 
YY(L+ P®)(1 + qy)xy~^e~''^~''^f ^xdy. 
0 0 
We multiply both sides by ^ to get 
oo oo 
^F(pW)=p, j je-"-"xy-'f(^,Ç\dxiy 
0 0 
+ y j ^^,^^dxdy 
0 0 
•' / / '''""'"-'f ( ç) 
0 0 
+ { P i f  j J e~'"~''^x^y~^f dxdy. 
0 0 
By using (3.2.3) on the right hand side, we get the desired result. | 
In what follows we shall state three theorems. The proof of each is similar to the 
above proof; therefore they are omitted. 
THEOREM 3.14. Let /(x, y) be absolutely integrahle in the £rst quadrant and 
Re(p, q) > 0. If 
(3.2.5) F(p, q) = fiix, y), p-i/Zg-s/zy^ Q, = f(x, y) 
G i j ( p ,  q )  =  x*y - ' f  
where i = 0,1 and j = 2,3,4, then 
(a )  q^)  =  3C?o4(p, g) + BqGoiip, q) + q^Go2(p, ?)• 
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Moreover if instead of (3.2.5), we deSne 
F(p, 5) = f i ( x , y ) ,  p i / 2 g - 5 /2y^ =  f ( x ,  y )  
then 
( b )  q ^ )  =  Z G u ( p ,  q )  +  B q G i z i p ,  q )  +  q ^ G ^ i p ,  q ) .  I 
THEOREM 3.15. Let /(X,y) be absolutely integrable in the first quadrant and 
R e ( p ,  q ) > 0 .  I f  
^(p, q) = M x ,  y ) ,  { j p q f ^ h  Q, = /(®, y) 
Then 
# 9.,/ g+ | . . V .  ( $ ,  ç) 
+ J(^!')VX. (x'^) 
provided that the Laplace transforms of all the above functions exist. | 
THEOREM 3.16. Let f{x,y) be absolutely integrable in the first quadrant and 
R e ( p ,  q )  > 0 .  I f  
F(p, 5) = f i ( x , y ) ,  p5/2g-i/ 2 y ^  Q, =  f ( x , y )  
then 
^ (T'T) + (t- T) + T^" (T- • 
Moreover if we replace = /(z, y) by p^l'^q^l'^fi ( J, ^ ) = /(®, v), 
get 
(b) = 15x„/ (Ç, Ç) + (^, Ç) + iï/„ (^, 
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provided that the Laplace transforms of the functions in (a) and (b) exist. | 
Next, we are going to extend the above results and come up with some theorems on 
chain rule applied to Laplace Carson transform of functions. 
THEOREM 3.17. Let 
(3.2.6) F ip ,q )=Mx ,y )  
(3.2.7) (I, = /2(X, y) 
(3.2.8) = Â ( x ,  V )  
(3.2.9) J(Pî)"''VT-l S A(Z, y) 
where fc = 4,5,..., n +1. Then for n = 3,4,... we have 
(3.2.10) 
provided that fk(x,y); k = 2,3,... ,M are absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant 
and Re(p, g) > 0. | 
PROOF: From (3.2.7) we have 
(i.i) = ^  J J e-'-"Ms,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
Multiply both sides by and then replace p by g and q by 1, to get 
OO oo 
f i i x , y )  =  J J e~'~»f2(s,t)d3dt. 
0 0 
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Substituting f i ( x , y )  in (3.2.6), we obtain 
oo oo 
^(P,g) = J y J J  ^  '  * f2{»,t)dsd^dxdy 
0 0 0 0 
OO OO / OO OO 
—pq f f i f f e~ ' ~ tdxdy | f2(3,t)dsdt. 
The change in the order of integration is justified by the absolute integrability of t ) .  
We evaluate the inner integrals to get 
OO oo 
F{p ,q )  =  2p^f^q  J J () 
0 0 
We replace p by and g by then make the change of variables 2y/s = x and 2y/i = y 
to obtain 
T T / 2 2\ 
(3.2.11) F i p ' , =  m'  /  /  '- '- '• 'xh ^  j dxdy 
0 0 
Now, from (3.2.8) we have 
|p-l/2gl/2/2 J  ^ ~^'~^*f3i3,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
Multiplying both sides by and then making the substitution p = ^ and 
g = i results in 
/2 y J e~ '~» f3 { s , t ) d sd t .  
We substitute /j in (3.2.11), so 
= J J J J e~ '~ ' f3 { s , t ) d3d t \  dxdy .  
0 0 
OO oo 
0 0 \ 0 0 
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If we change the order of integration and evaluate the inner integrals, we get 
4 
> 
F{p^,q^) =  ^ pq^ J J \  J J '~»dxdy \  f3(3,t)d3dt 
0 0 \o 0 
00 oo 
=  4p i /2ç3 /2y  j  er '^y /^ -^^h{s , i ) d sd t .  
0 0 
Replacing p by and q by ^ and making the substitution 2y/â = x and 2y/i = y, we 
obtain 
oo oo / 2 2 
(3.2.12) F{p\ q^) =pq^ J J e-"-"zy/3 ( Y' t )  
0 0 
which is 
= ®Y/3 JL 
q' 
so (3.2.10) holds for n = 3. Now we complete the proof by induction. To do this we 
assume (3.2.10) holds for n = fc > 3, i.e., 
which is 
(3.2.13) F =»»'-'+• IJ e-"->'xyf, Çj dzdy 
0 0 
and we show that it holds for n = fc + 1. We start with (3.2.9), so 
oo oo 
ji.pq)-^''^fk (^'4^) =M y y e-^'-''*fk+x{3,t)dsdi. 
0 0 
We multiply both sides by ^(pg)^/^ and then replace p and g by g and ^ respectively. 
/ 2 2\ oo oo 
fk ^ y J e~'~»fk+iis,t)dsdt.  
0 0 
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If we substitute fh in (3.2.13), we get 
oo oo oo oo 
=  ^ p q ^ ' '  J  j j  J e~ '~» fk+ i ( s , t ) d sd^dxdy  
= —PQ^'' e"*"® '"(xy) | fk+i(s,t)dsdt. 
0 0 0 0 
The change in the order of the integration is justified. We evaluate the inner integrals 
to obtain 
r =4p'/'/-+i J J 
0 0 
We replace p by and q by q^ and then make the change of variables y/s = x and 
\/i = y to get 
OO OO 2 2 
F J J e~'"~^'xyfk+i (^a;jy 
0 0 
which is 
Hence (3.2.10) holds forn = fc + 1 and this completes the proof. | 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let /(x, y) be absolutely integrable in the Srst quadrant and 
Re(p, q) > 0. If we define 





PROOF; Dividing each side of (3.2.11) by q results in (3.2.16). | 
EXAMPLE 3.18: Let 
Then 
FVom (3.2.15) we obtain 
so 
Hence (3.2.16) gives 
2(3p + ç) y >  X  
y > x  
y  < x .  
4 p(p + qy " I XY2 y  <  X .  
THEOREM 3.18. Let 
(3.2.17) F{p ,q )=h{x , y )  
(3.2.18) (I,J) =A(I,Y) 
(3.2.19) ^/2T+I(^I!') 
(3.2.20) f (M)"V2t+. ( J^) = /»+2(x, y) 
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where k = l,2,...,n. Then forn = 1,2,... we have 
W (p''-, = xyh„ 
(b) =/!n+l 
provided that fkix,y); k = 2,3,... ,2n+l are absolutely integrable in the&rst quadrant 
and Re(p, q) > 0. 
PROOF: We start with (3.2.18). 
OO 00 
= P 9 y y  e - P ' - ' ' * f i { s , t ) d s d t .  
0 0 
Multiply both sides b and replace p and g by ^ and p respectively to get 
OO OO 
f i i x , y )=^(xy )~^^ '^  J  J  e~ '~» f2 i s , t ) d sd i .  
0 0 
Substituting f i ( x , y )  in (3.2.17), results in 
M O O  O O  \  
g -p ï -5» ( a . j^ ) - i / 2  y  J  e~ '~* f2 { s , t ) d sd t \ dxdy .  
0 0 / 
If we change the order of integration which is justified by the hypothesis of the theorem 
and then evaluate the inner integrals, we obtain, 
F(p,g) = ^pq e~^'~^^{xy)~^^^e~*~'dxdy | f2{s,t)d3dt 
oo oo 
=  4 (p q y^^J  J  e -^^-^^ ' f2 i s , t ) d s d t .  
0 0 
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Replacing p by p^ and q by q^ and then making the change of variables 2y/s = x and 
2y/t = y, we get 
7 7 /  2  2 \  
( 3 . 2 . 2 1 )  = P t J  J [ j ,  W  
0 0 
which is 
SO (a) holds for n = 1. To show that (b) holds for n = 1, we start with (3.2.19) when 
t = 1. 
oo oo 
(4^ '^)  e-'"-''*f3(s,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
Multiplying both sides by and replacing p and g by g and ^ respectively, 
results in 
2 2 ^ 
/2 (X'T) ~ /  j M s , t ) d 3 d t  
0 0 
If we substitute /g in (3.2.21), it becomes 
moo 00 \ g -p» -W(3 . y ) -3 /2  y  J  f^{3 , t ) d sd t \  dxdy  00 / 
e '"(zy) dxdy  )  f z { s , t ) d sd t .  
The change in the order of integration is justified. Evaluating the inner integrals and 
making the change of variables 2y/3 = x and 2y/i = y, we get 
00 00 / 2 2\ 
?^) =pq J J (fardy. 
0 0 
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Repacing p by and q by q^, gives 
oo oo 
F(j>W) = («)' j j (j, çj dxdy 
0 0 
which is 
{pq)~^F{p^,q*) = /A 
so (b) holds for n = 1. We complete the proof by induction. To do this, first we assume 
(a) holds for n = m, i.e., 
(3.2.22) =pq J j dxdy. 
0 0 
Then we show that (b) holds for n = m. From (3.2.19) we have 
oo oo 
7r(pg)-' /V2m ^~'""'*f ^rn+l(s,t)dsdt.  
0 0 
Multiplying both sides by ^(pqY^^ and then replacing p and g by g and p respectively, 
we get . 
/  2  2 \  oo oo 
/2m ~ j J ^ ~'~'hm-\-x{s,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
We now substitute /2 in (3.2.22), so it becomes 
0 0 
oo oo 








Evaluating the inner integrals, we obtain 
0 0 
Replacing p and q by and q^ respectively, and then making the change of variables 
2\/a = X and 2y/t = y, we have 
=( p ç ) K 2 " " +2)  J  J  e~^*"<"' /2m +i  (^ ,^^dxdy  
0 0 
which is 
Next we assume (b) holds for n = m — 1, i.e., 
(3.2.23) f =wK»'--+:) J^±,Çjdxdy, 
0 0 
then we show that (a)holds for n = m. To do this, we start with (3.2.10) 
00 oo 
0 0 
Multiplying both sides by ^{pq)~^^^ and then replacing p and ? by ^ and ^ respectively, 
results in 
•22 oo oo 
/2m-l ~ y j  e ~ ' ~ ' f 2m{ s , t ) d sd t .  
0 0 
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If we substitute for /zm-i in (3.2.23), we obtain 
0 0 
00 oo 
/ /e~ '~ » f2m(s , t ) d3dU dxdy  
0 0 
=  — e  ' ' " ' " ( a r y )  »  »dxdy  
TT 
Similar to what we performed for (b), we obtain 
0 0 
J Je ''^xyf2m(^,^^dxdy 
0 0 
which is 
SO (a) holds for n = m and the proof is complete. | 
THEOREM 3.19. Let 
(3.2.24) F(]>,q) = Mx,y) 
(3.2.25) jp'''r"Vi (p j) ^ A(%, V) 
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(3.2.26) = /3(x, y) 
(3.2.27) ^(Pî)"^^Vfc-i # f k ix ,  y )  
where k = 4,5,...,n + l. Then for n = 3,4,... we have 
F = (2-^ + 1) y f .  (F.  0  +  Ix ' y^  (^ ,  Ç j  
provided that fk(,x,y); k = 2,3,...,» are absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant, 
the Laplace transforms of all the above functions exist and Re(p, q) > 0. 
PROOF: First we prove the following by induction. 
(3.2.28) 
F J J (j, 0 da:dy 
0 0 
00 oo 
+ p 2" '+lg2"-:+l y y g P*-9Vxyf^^^yS^dxdy. 
0 0 
To show this, we start with (3.2.25). 
oo OO 
^p ' /2q - i / 2y i  0^1^  -pq  J  j  f ^( ^s , t ) d s d t .  
0 0 
Multiplying both sides by and then replacing p and g by ^ and p respec­
tively, we get 
OO OO 
f i { x , y )=  y  J  e~ '~ »  f2 { s , t ) d sd t .  
0 0 
If we substitute /i(x,y) in (3.2.24), we have 
OO OO / oo oo \ 
•^(P)î) = ~P? J J I y y e~*~»f2(s,t)dsdt\dxdy 
0 0 \ 0 0 
e P* ^Vx^/^y  3/2e i »dxd^ f2{s,t)dsdt. 
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The change in the order of integration is justified by the hypotheses of the theorem. If 
we evaluate the inner integrals, we get 
oo oo 
F(p ,g )  =  2p -» /2g  J  j  ( l  +  2v^<-» /2g -2v5 î ï - 2> /5 î / 2 (5 ,< )d3d< .  
0 0 
We replace p by p^ and q by ^ and then make the change of variables 2y/s = x and 
2y/i = y to obtain 
7 7 / 2 2\ 
(3.2.29) FIPW)=P- 'I 'J  J(L+P=')XE-"-"FI[J,^\DXDY 
0 0 
From (3.2.26) we have 
Ip-3/2gi/2yg =pq JJe-^'- '^*h{s,t)dsdi. 
0 0 
Multiplying both sides by and replacing p and g by ^ and ^ respectively 
results in 
/ 2  ~  /  J M s , t ) d s d t .  
Substituting /z (x' V) (3.2.29), we get 
0 0 
F(p \q ' )  
0 0 
oo oo \ 
_l_px)a;~'/^y~^/^ J J e~'~tfz{s,t)dsdt |  dxdy 
0 0 / 
e vx  ^y { \+ px )x  *dxd^  f3 ( s , t ) d sd t  
e.-p*-iy(^xy)~^f^e~'~* dxdy |  f3{3,t)d3dt. 
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+ j J t )dsdt .  
0 0 
We replace p and q by and q"^  respectively and then make the change of variables 
2y/a = X and 2y/t = y to get 
oo oo 2 2 
FiP*^Q*) = 2p~^g' J J e~^'~^^yf3 
0 0 
oo oo 
+ J ^  "xy/s t'œdy. 
0 0 
Hence (3.2.28) holds for n = 3. Now, we assume (3.2.28) holds for n = A: > 3, i.e., 
(3.2.30) 
F J J e-"->yyh ( ,^ dxdy 
0 0 
+ p 2*-'+IG2*-'+I y y e ^ Y' 
0 0 
then we show that it holds for n = fc + 1. To do this we start with (3.2.27). 
oo oo 
0 0 
Multiplying both sides by ^(pg)^/^ and then replacing p and g by g and ^ respectively, 
we obtain 
2 2 oo oo 
fk  (Y'j J e~'~»fk+iis , t )dsdt .  
0 0 
i6<r 
Substituting fk in (3.2.30), results in 
F (p^'-y-) = J J{• ^-px-qt^-3 /2y - l / 2  
OO OO 
• f  f  e~*~»fk+ i ( s y t )d sd^dxdy  
0 0 
oo oo 
+ ip-2'-'+>/-+> J J (e-"-"(xy)-"^ 
0 0 
oo oo 
'J J e~ '~» fk+ i i s , t ) d3d^dxdy .  
0 0 




e '"(xy) * » dxdy  
f k+ i i s , t ) d sd t .  
If we evaluate the inner integrals, we obtain 
OC O oo 
0 0 
oo oo 
+ 4p-2*"'+îg2'-'+è J jfk+i{s,t)dsdt. 
0 0 
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If we assume 2^/1 = z, 2y/t = y and then replace p  and q  by and respectively, we 
get 
0 0 
+ p 2*-»+i^2*-Hi y J (^^ï^dxdy. 
0 0 
Hence (3.2.28) is proved by induction. To finish the proof, we multiply (3.2.28) by 
p2"-»+iç-2"-» to obtain 
00 oo 
P2"-:+IG-2" 'F^P2"-»  ^ Ç2—=2" ^pq J J e~'"~^^yfn(^^,Y^dxdy 
0 0 
oo oo 
+p^5 / J Y) 
0 0 
Recall that 
pGip, q) = ^(X, y) + g(0, y) 
where G(p ,  q )  is the Laplace Carson transform of g{x ,  y ) ,  so 
(P'-,,'-) = 2'-'yU (^, Ç)+l (X./„ (F. 0) 
which is 
= (2-' + IW. . 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let /(x, y) be absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant and 
Re(p, g) > 0. If we define 




(3.2.33) ^f(p\ ,') = 3xf Çj + |xV. (j, Ç) 
provided that the Laplace transforms of the functions in (3.2.33) exist. 
PROOF: If we multiply (3.2.29) by ^ and recall that 
pG(p, q) = ^ (x, y) + g(0, y) 
where G ( p ,  g )  is the Laplace Carson transform of g ( x ,  y ) ,  we get the desired result. | 
EXAMPLE 3.19: Let 
f ( x , y )  =  ^ c x y  |  ^  .  
Then 
îpV.,-./V, (i, 1) = (± I ("") ) 
or (p ï) = I 
Let X = ^ and y = ^, then 
fl(x, y) = ^CXy | ^ . 
From (3.2.31) we obtain 
F(p,g) = •ip-('=»+f)g-('=»-s) 
TT 
/_2_ I -Cl, -Cl - |, -C2, —C2 + |, (a„) \ U I (6«) j • 
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Hence (3.2.33) gives 
_-2ci-l--2cj^»,i+4 f  C -Cl, -Ci - |, -C2, -Cg + 5, (0%) \ 
" ' " l(MY (&.) J 
„ (3 + 2ci)ff 2ct+l 2cT^t.f (I (o*) \ 
•• 22ci+2ca+2® » ^ ^ 16 I (5,) y 
, ^ 2ci+l 2c»^t,i+l /I 0, (flu) \ 
+ 22C1+2CJ+1 ® Î' ^t.+i,«+i ^ ig I (6^), 1 y ' • 
EXAMPLE 3.20; From formula (1) in Example 1.1, we have 
- - Y/GY 
2 ' (v/p+x/î)' + 
Recall 
where G(p, g) is the Lapalce Carson transform of g { x ,  y ) .  In the light of the above, we 
can write 
3^ P + ? + i\/M ^ (xy)^/' 
Let us assume 
Then 
FVom (3.2.32) we obtain 
ë/(a?,y) 4G(P + G) 
/(®,y) = I 
so 
0 y  < x  
^ y > x .  
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Hence (3.2.33)gives 
6p(p^ + Apq) - r 0 
G^(P +  q y  "  \  X(3Y2 + SZF) 
We finish this chapter by stating three more theorems in chain rule of inverse Laplace-
Carson transform. The proofs are omitted because they are similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.19. 
THEOREM 3.20. Let 
F { p , q )  =  f \ { . x , y )  
^ p 3 / 2 q l / 2 f ^  Q ,  =  / 2 ( x ,  y )  
= M x , y )  
(4^' 4^) ^  A(z, y) 
where A; = 4,5,..., n +1. Then for n = 3,4,..., we have 
=(2"- + iM, (F, 0 +(I, 0 
provided that fk(x,y), k = 2,3,...,n are absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant, 
the Laplace transforms of all the above functions exist and Re(p, g) > 0. | 





y  < x  
y > x .  
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provided that the Laplace transforms of the functions in the previous equation exist. | 
THEOREM 3.21. Let 
= fi{x,y) 
Q. =/2(®,Y) 
(4 '^4 )^ 
j(Ps)'"Vl.-i (4^'^) 'èfk(x,y) 
where A; = 4,5,..., n. Then for n = 3,4,... we have 
(T-T) +(t-T) 
provided that fk(,x,y); k = 2,3,... ,n are absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant, 
the Laplace transforms of all the above functions exist and Re(p, g) > 0. | 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let 
F(P, 1) ë /i (z, y), p-i/2g-3/2y^ 0^ = f{x, y) 
Then 
2;^%^ ?^) = G2(p, q) + qGi (p, q) 
where 
Gi(p,g) =y"7 i = l,2 
provided that f{x,y) is absolutely integrable in the first quadrant and Re{p,q) > 0. | 
THEOREM 3.22. Let 
' è f 2 { x , y )  
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IP-V2G3/2YG = f 3 ( x , y )  
(^'4^) 
where = 4,5,..., n. Then for n = 3,4,... we have 
( p ' " - , r - )  = ( 2 - + l W n  ( ^ , ^ ) + ( % , $ )  
provided that fk(x,y); k = 2,3,...,n are absolutely integrable in the £rst quadrant, 
the Laplace transforms of all the above functions exist and Re(p, g) > 0. | 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let 
F { p ,  q )  =  h { x ,  y ) ,  ^ 1 , =  f { x ,  y ) .  
Then 
= G 2 ( p , Ç )  + 9 G i ( p , g )  
where 
G i { p ,  q )  =  x y - * f  x )  » '  =  2  
provided that f(x, y) is absolutely integrable in the first quadrant and Re(p, g) > 0. | 
In the theorems proved or stated in this chapter, the assumption was f ( x , y )  being 
absolutely integrable. But this is a very strong condition, we can prove these theorems 
under weaker hypothesis {e~°"'~^^f(x,y) is absolutely integrable for some nonnegative 
numbers a and j3). 
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4. APPLICATIONS IN PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
This chapter deals with the applications of two-dimensional Laplace transforms in­
volving heat equations and wave equations. Three boundary value problems character­
ized by linear partial differential equations are explicitly solved in this chapter. Some 
of the obtained results in the preceding chapters are used to solve these boundary value 
problems. The following formulae are used in this chapter 
where U ( p , q ) ,  G ( q )  and H ( q )  are Laplace Carson transforms of u { x , y ) ,  u ( 0 , y )  and 
«x(0,j/) respectively. 
First Order Linear Equations. Consider 
Let U { p , q )  and F { p , q )  be the double Laplace transforms of u { x , y )  and f ( x , y )  respec­
tively, that is 
P W i p , q )  -  G ( « ) ]  =  « z ( 2 , y ) ,  P ^  [ U i p , q )  -  G ( q ) ]  - p H ( q )  =  
(4.1) 
U x - U y  =  f { x ,  y )  0  < x  < o o ,  0 < y < o o  
< u(z,0) = x" Re(a) > —1 
(4.2) U { p , q )  =  u { x , y )  
F ( p ^ 9 )  =  f ( x , y ) .  
If we take the double Laplace transform of (4.1), we obtain 
p ^(p,g)- -? =F{p,q)-
From which we can write down the solution 
(4.3) 
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First we assume f ( x , y )  =  0. Then from (4.3) we have 
PO+I _ gU+i 
FVom the table of Laplace transforms we obtain 
PG+I - GQ+I „ (X + Y)" 
so 
{ p q Y { p - q )  "  r(a + l) [20; p. 138] 
(4.4) U { p , q )  =  { , x - ^ y y .  
Next we assume 
f { x , y )  =  x - y  
i x  +  y  +  2 x t / ) 3 / 2  '  
From formula (3) in Example 1.2, we get 
P3/2ÇL/2G<^+^^ 2J_2(A+I) ( y / p + y / q )  
" V;" R(A + §) (a + l) 
X® AY®"'"Î 
(x + y + 2xy)®+2 2 (x + y + 2xy)°'+i 
PL/2,3/2^1>Œ±^O.J(„+,) (V5+ VÎ) 
•• V^-R(A + |) (a + 1) 
X*+#Y*-? X®"*" 2 Y" 2 
(x + y + 2xy)®+2 2 (x + y + 2xy)®+^ 
Subtracting the above operational relations and simplifying a bit, results in 
VmiP - q)e^^'y^ D.2(a+i) i\/P + V^= ^ (xy)« i V^R (A + I) ( x  +  y  +  2xy)°'+2 
(a + l)(y^ - x^) - -(x + y + 2xy)(y - x) 




F(p, q) = y/w- v^(p -  D - l  (v^ + v/5) 
= ,/? • (VP + X/S) • p  —  q  
Formula (1) in Example 1.2 gives 
F(P<t) ^  (4.5) 
Now, (4.3)-(4.5) give 
W(®>Y) = 
y / x  +  y  +  2 x y  
p - q  "  y / x  +  y 2 x y  '  
+ (x + y)" ® > 0, y > 0. 
Second Order Parabolic Equations. Consider 
«11 —  U y =  / ( ® ,  y )  0  < x  < o o ,  0 < y < oo 
«(a:,0) = sin a; 
îi(0,y) = y® Re(a) >-1 
lim u{x, y) bounded. 
(4.6) 
In order to apply the operational calculus and find the image of Uxx, we need the 
Laplace transform of Mz(0,y). Let us assume 
U ( p ,  q )  = u ( x ,  y ) ,  F ( p ,  q )  = /(x, y) 
H{q) = Mi(0,y). 
Then the transformed equation (4.6) takes the form 
U ( p , q ) -
from which we derive 
T j a  +  i y  
—  p H ( q )  —  q  U { p , q )  -
+ 1 
= ?) 
p q  
P ^ - q  p ^ - q  q ^ i p ^ - q )  (P^+ L)(P^-<?)" 
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First we assume /(x, y) = 0. Then we have 
(*-r) U(p,  q)  =  -  (p2 +1%; _  , )  
To find u(x, y), we take the inverse of each term with respect to p  only, i.e., 
p . sinhy^x . , y-
y/i ' 
p  .  d n h v / } x - V ? r i n »  
(P'+W-,)" +1) ' ' '• 
Then we obtain 
g) = ^^sinh-y/gx + coshy^x — (sinh^x — y/q sinx) 
%,{) = ^  (E^' - (E^* + 
(4.8) 
+ L)G(9) + R(A + 1)(, +1) -
2,-(5 + 1) 
-g«-i(5 + l)B'(5) + r((l + l)(î + l)î 
+ V(?TÏ) ' +ÏTÎ'"^-
Since the limit of u { x , q )  is bounded as x  approaches infinity, we must have 
+  l ) H ( q )  +  r(a + l)(g + 1) - 9'+^ = 0 
which implies 
G(,)=<+'-R('. + IX, + I) 
S""'(« + I) 
Replacing H { q )  in (4.8) results in 
U(X,G) = ^^y V^^ + ^SINX. 
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Inverting the above function with respect to q  and using 
, [29; p. 246] 
we obtain 
(4.9) u { x , y )  =  +  
Next we assume 
From formulas (3) and (5) in Example 1.1, we have 
e "sinx. 
pl/2ç3/2 
(y/P+y/qf"'^^ " ^/^(« + L) 
1 
(a + 1) 
p5/2çl/2 
" VÎT (a + I) 
JPO+FYOI-I I  
(x+y)«+2 2 (a: + y)°'+^ 
(« + 1)2 - 3(a + 
' (x + y)"+' (Z + y)"+2 
3 x"-§y«+§ 
+ T 4 (x + y)®+^ 
Subtracting the above operational relations, results in 
V^iP^-Q) .. X®~ÎY®"I 
" V^R(A + |)L 
+ -(X + Y)^(3Y + 2X2) 
Letting a = —| and simplifying a bit, we obtain 
V^- v#(p^ - g) ^ 2(x + y) + 3 
V^+V^ " 4(x + y)5/2 
(a + l)2y - (a + l)(x + y)(3y^ + x') 
so 
%?) _ /R 
P2_Ç = V/TF • y/P+y/q  
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Formula (1) in Example 1.1 gives 
(4.10) 
Now, from (4.9) and (4.10) we obtain 
/r 1 
y/p-^y/q " -v/iTy' 
For special values of a, u(x, y )  reduces to the following functions 
1 
u ( x , y )  = 4- e~''sinx + 
V® + Y 
U(X,Y) = 
V®-H/ 
+ e " sin X + Erfc iù) 
1 1 
uix,y) = + e~*sinx ^Xy/ye~^ 
y / x  + U  y / T T  
+ (Y+F)ERF<=(— 2>/Y/ 
I 
° 2 
a = 0 
1 a  =  —  
a = 1. 
Second Order Hyperbolic Equations. Consider 
U x X  ~  U y y  = f { X , y )  
• '« ' -I :  
(4.11) 
«(0,y) = 0 
^X(OJ Y) = 0 
,  W y ( x j O )  =  h ( x )  
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FHirthermore, we assume lim u(x,y) is bounded. Let U { p , q ) ,  F { p , q )  and H { p )  be y *00 
the Laplace transforms of u(x, y ) ,  /(x, y) and h ( x )  respectively, then the transformed 
equation (4.11) is 
P^U{p,q)-q'^ 
which gives 
U ( p , q ) - ^ - ^  +  q H { p )  =  F ( p , q )  
First we assume f  ( x ,  y )  =  0. Then we have 
If we take the inverse of each term with respect to q only, we obtain 
z/ (p, î) = — cosh(re) + smli(pî)) 
U(.P, ?) = + {e" - «-") 
(4.12) u(p,!,) = ^ - e-» + ' - e-". 
Since lim u(p, y) is bounded, we must have 
y—»oo 
1 - E-P + ZR(P) = 0. 
So (4.12) turns out to be 
(4.13) u ( p ,  y )  =  ^  _  I z f Z .  
P P P 
From the table of Laplace transforms, we get 
1  -  E - ' P  . F X  0  <  X  <  6  
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ïVom which we can write 
1  -  . f x  0  <  z  <  1 4 - y  
1  +  y  < x  
1 — E"'"' .  (  X  0  < x  < y  4: (4.15) P l y  y < x .  
Now, (4.13)-(4,15) give 
{0 0 < X < y x - y  y  <  X  < l  +  y  1  l + y < x  
Next we assume 
(x + y)V2 
Prom formulas (4) and (10) in Example (1.1) we obtain 
p2çl/2 _pl/2ç2 _|.pg3/2 _p3/2ç 
-  1  r /  3\ zC-ly''+2 ^ 3  a;a-lya+l 
V^c^ + l) L\ 2/ (x + y)®+f 2 (x + y)"+§ 
3\ 2®+2J^A-L 3 3.A+LJ^A-L ^ 
_ 1 _ (gy)" _ j^y"'*'^ 1 (xy)° 
2 (x + y)"+§ \ 2/(x + y)<»+f 2 (x + y)''+f. 
If we simplify and assume a = 1, we get 
f- V^(P + g) {^Jv - y/tj 11 (x - y)(3xy -x^  - y^ ) 
(v^+Vî)' " (® + yr/' 
£ 
so 
r,2 _ „2 V" / _ . _\5-(VP+V^R 
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Prom formula (1) in Example 1.1, we have 
(417) _(£!!)!_ 
^ ^ •• 2(x + J,)5/2 
Thus the solution is 
where u ( x ,  y )  is defined in (4.16). | 
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7. APPENDIX A. EXAMPLES BASED ON COROLLARY 1.1 
EXAMPLE 7.1: Let /(x) = ( ) ( ) ;  k x  where p < q  and Re(c) > —1, then 
F<(P) = [W- <=+1 + ^ ;^ ] [29; p. 114] 
n?) r(c + i)r(c+|) — — P+2-RJ 
c+i 
( ), CH-1, C + I . ^  
( ) ' PJ 
where 
r R«(p) > 0 
\ Re (p) > Re (fc) 
if p < q  
i f  p  =  q .  
Hence by Corollary 1.1, we get 
1) 
2) 
2(c+l) P+2-^g { y / P  +  V 9 )  
(a), c + 1, c + I . k 
W ' (VP+V«)\ 
•• VF r(c+*) ' 
2(c+l) P+2-^î 
"(a), c+ 1 _ k x y  '  
(6) ' X + y 
p^/'^q 
( y / P + y / ^ )  
(a), c +1, c + I _ 
(&) 
• •  r (c+l)  (x  +  yY+2 • p + l ^ q  
' (VP + VG)\ 
(a), c + I _ k x y  







„ 1 IF 
•• V/5F'R(C+|) \ 
«.c+F JYC—^ 
(C+ !)/_ , P+L-PJ (X + Y)C+2 
( ), c + 2 ^ tzy 
( ) ' ® + y. 
1 X'=+IY<=-Î 
2'(X + Y)«=+I 
(a), c+1 _ h x y  '  
(6) ' X + Y 1 
P>A,2 
(VP+V«)"'^"' '(V^+V«FJ 
^ v/F • r (c+1) { (° + 2) (x+yV? [ w 
r - ' . |S  "' '%!}  
c + 1  t z y  
' ® + Y. 
3 z=+"y C+1,,C-1 
2 (a; + y)®+' 
' (V^+X/Î)' 
JPC+FYC-F 
(® + Y)C+3 P+1^9 
(a), c + 3 fcxy 
(6) x + y_ 
JJC+FYC-F ( ), c + 2 k x y  
( ) ' X + Y 
(a), c+ 1 _ k x y  '  3 x'=+5y«-5 
+ T • 7 : TTTT P+L-TJ 4 (x + y)®+i L(6) 
PL/2G3 
' A: + Y. 
k  
) 
(VF+S/?)"""'' 'L® '(VP+S/Î)'. 
= -L 1 F /- I 3\ x''+^y'=-^ [(A), c + 1  _  k x y  






•(a),  c + 1 k x y  
( b )  '  X  +  y ]  
+ 
(X + yy+2 
15 p [(o),  c+1 . f c g y  n  
4 (x + y)®+t P+l^q [ ( b )  
PL/2G7/2 J. I (Û)> <:+1, C+ § 
' A; + YJ J 
FC 
' (VP + V?)' 
,c+2„c-| 
^ 1 1 F/ , - P 
•• v?'r(c+|) V + »)•=+< ' ( ) ,  c + 4 .  fexy '  (  )  ' x  +  y  
_|(E+ 
+ ^ (C + 1) 
(® + y)<=+3 
JpC+fyC-f 
P+I-TG 
(x + y)<=+2 p+lJ^g 
( ) ,  c + 3 fcxy 
( ) ' z + y. 
"(a), c + 2 ^ fexy '  
(6) '  X + y 
^ X'+IYC-I. 
8 ' (x  +  y)'=+i  «  
(a),  c+1 . k x y  
( b )  '  X + y i 
(a), c+1, c +1 . 
' (V^+V))L 
. . 1  1  f /  ,  3 \  X « : + 4 y C _ 3  
- • R(R+Ï) U'^+2 J, 
(a),  c+1 k x y  
( h )  '  x + y_ 
(a),  c+ § k x y  
( b )  '  x + y 
105 x'^+^y"-^ 
8 ' (,+,).+; 
(«)> C+ §. 1 \ 
(&) '  a; + yj /  
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9 )  p q  (a), c+1, c+1 (6) 
-_L <:+! (GY)"'*'^ P 
V F  ' R ( C  +  | )  ' ( Z  +  Y ) C + 2 ' + I ^ '  
' {y/P + y/^f\ 
( ), c + 2 _ Aray 
( ) ' a; + y 
10) 
3/2 (a), c+1, c+ § 
L^+TS"-'"' 'L® 
.'•[S ' " ' M  
x  +  y _  
1 A;V 
2 (Z + Y)':+2 
11) 
P? (a), c+1, c+ § 
' (V^+ >/«)' 
_ J_ 1 F 
• •  V ^ ' R ( C  +  | ) \  
^C+F YC—2 ( ), c + 3 tzy 
( ) ' a: + y. 
( ), c + 2 fczy 11 
( ) ' œ + yj J 
12) 
PÎ 5/2 (a), c+1, c +1 _ 
' { y / P  +  y M Ï  
^ 1 1 (" A , 3\ ARC+^Y': ^ ^ [(O), c + 1  .  '  
" y/ir r(c+l)\V 2J2 (x + y)'=+» V W '® + y. 
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(x + y)<=+s 
•" 4 • (TTLÔ^'^•^' 
(a), c+§ f e g y  
6) Z + Y 
( ), c+1 . f e g y  1 1  
( ) ' X + YJJ 
13) 
P Q  
(V^+^R+"'" 
(a), c + 1, c +1 _ 
'  ( v f + s / t ) ' .  
1 IF 3:®^'FW'^~Ï ( ), c + 4 fcay 
( ) ' ® + y 
— 5(c +1)2 
15 
X®+FY<=-F 
(x + y)<=+3 P+L-PG 
X®+5Y®-I 
(a), c + 3 _ k x y  
(b) ' ® + y. 
( ), c + 2 fexy 
( ) ' z + y. } 
14) 
pq 7/2 
(V^+\/«) 2(.N)'+=^(,I(&) '(V^+V^RJ 
c+3yC—2 
3 (x + y)'=+5 9 P+I-^? 
( ), c+ § fcgy ' 
( ) ' ® + y. 
2.c+2YC-2 
r p+1-^9 2 (® + Y)""*"' 
15 
( a ) ,  c + 1  ,  k x y  
( b )  ' X + y 
(a), c+ § _ fexy 
( b )  ' x + y 
8 (x + y)®+i P+I-TJ 
(a), c+1 . fexy 11 
(&)  '  ®+ yj  j  
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15) 
P I  (a), c + 1, c +1 _ 
(Y/P+\/Ï)\ 
. .  1  i f  
- ^ ' R ( C + L ) L  
r>C+i.,C-f 
c+I.,c—# 
( ), c + 5 _ feay 
( ) ' X + YJ 
105. jpC+f J^c-f 
105, . 
- ^ ( C  +  1 )  (Z + Y)«+2 
[ (a), c + 3 fcxy ' 
(&) ' Z + Y. 
( ), c + 2 feay 
( ) ' x + y ! 
16) 
P3/2Ç3/2 
.,JP («)' <^ + L' (:+ 9 . ^ 
- J _  1  F  
"  V ^ ' R ( C + | )  %  
(a), c + 3 fcxy 
(b) ' x + yj 
(GY)" : f (a), c + 2 ^ fexy ' 
(6) ' X + y 
1 (xy)'-t 
+ 4 (I+»)«+L'+' ' 
(a), c+1 f c x y  
(5) ' X + y ) 
17) 
PV2,2 (v?+v?R^'" 'L« IT I (^)) C+1, C+1 ' (VP + V?)'. 
11 1 1 F/ , 3\ X'+Y 
- ^  • IXTTI) T V'+ 2 A 
[ (a), c + I _ kxy 
(B) ' X + Y 
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+ 3y)a:®y C„c—1 
(x + y)«+f 
( ), C+L F C G Y  
( ) ' x + y 
I 3 P + T • : TTTT p+l'q 4 (x + y)=+# 
[(a), c+l . fexy ] )  
(6) ' a; + y. j 
18) 
P3/2G5/2 (a), c + l, c +1 _ 
' (VP+V^Y 
.. 1 IF 
" V ^ ' R ( C + | ) (  (c + 1)3 , ..\c+4 P+l-^« ' (x + y)'=+4 
( ), c + 4 ^ k x y  '  
( ) ' Œ + Y. 
( ), c + 3 fcxy ' 
( ) ' x + y 
( ), c + 2 fexy 
( ) ' x + yj 
— 4 ..c—& 3 x®"2y 
8 (A; + Y)'=+^ P+I^G 
( ), c+1 k x y  
( ) 'x + y ) 
19) 
P3/2G3 (a), c + l, c+l 
' { v p + ^ r \  
„ 1 1 f/ , 3\ a:°+2y«-' 
• •  V ?  ' r ( c + i ) t r +  2 ) ,  ( x  +  , ) = + ;  '  
( ), c + I . txy 
( ) ' A; + Y 
194 
c+l,,c-2 
-Sr+ïA (X+Y)«H ( ), c+ i . fcay ' ( ) ' x + y 
+ 
5 / .  .  3 \ ( 2 X  +  3 Y ) X V - '  „  
S R + Z J  ( Z + , R *  
•(a), c+l . k x y  
(6) 'x + y 
15 x®y c.,c—2 




'  ®  +  Y J J  
P3/2Ç7/2 (a), c+1, c +1 _ 
= J L-L+IVFRY^R! 
" V ^  R ( C + | )  ^ \ Z  +  Y ) C + =  P+L-^5 
( ), c + 5 fexy 
( ) ' x + y_ 
( ), c + 4 _ t r y  
( ) ' x + y 
( ), c + 3 fcxy 
( ) 'x + y 
( ), C + 2 FCXY 
( ) 'x + y 
. 1 5  x-iy-i 
16 (x + y)«=+i ' 
( ), c+1 f c x y  1  
( ) ' X + yj J 
P3/2Ç4 
(VP+V^R"'" I(') 
(a), c+1, c+ § 
' (VP4-V9)\ 
.. 1 1 f/ . 3\ X=+3y«-2 
= ^  • RITFI) LV+2L(,+„)«+¥ 
( ), c + ^ , fcxy 
( ) 'x + y 
195 
,,0+2 yC—3 
- I F O + Î " )  
2\ 2/3 (X + Y)®+T 
(a), c + I . kxy 
( b )  '  x  +  y  
"(a), c + l  _  k x y  '  
( b )  '  x  +  y  
c + I ^ k x y  
m z=y«-* p 
16 • (! + »)-<•! '+'^' 
(x + y)'=+f L W '  x  +  y  
f ( a ) ,  c + l  .  k x y ] \  
( b )  '  x + y \ ]  
22) 
PV 
' I ( ' )  
(a), c + 1, c + l. 
' (VP + VG)'J 
• •  1  1  I p 
- • r(7TU V°+^^'(X + V)«+4 
(a), c + 4 ^ k x y  '  
. (6) ' X + Y. 
[(«), c + 3 _ fcxy 
' ( x  +  y ) « = + 2  1 ( 6 )  ' x + y. 
(a), c + 2 _ &xy 
' ( x  +  y ) < = + 2  '  (6) 'x + y. ) 
23) 
P2G5/2 (a), c + 1, c + I , 
' 1 *  ' ( V P + V ^ R J  
y/ir r ( c  +  l ) \ \  2 / 3  ( x -
p  
+Ï)°+F ' 
(a), c -+-§ k x y  































































































































































-1..C-2 15 / , 3\ (Ox + y)®® \ 
" T V ' + Â J  P+L-TJ 
(a), c + f , 
. 45 
+ — • i——rrrr P+I-TJ 16 (X + Y)C+# 
(«), C+L 
L(6) 
,.p (®)' C +1. 
(N/P + V/Î)"'^" ' * I ' i^/p+Vi) 
. (6) ' X + Y. 
feay 11 
'  ®  +  Y J J  
k  
- J L  1  f  
" \/%: " r (c 4-1) 1Î 
/PC+FYC—F 
(®+^)5^A; + Y)C+6 P+1^ 
(a), c + 6 A;xy 
( b )  ' œ + y. 
( ), c + 5 . kxy 
( ) ' ® + y. 
(a), c + 4 ^ fcxy ' 
(&) ' Z + Y 
(a), c + 3 fcay ' 
( b )  ' ® + y. 
315 ^.C-IYC-F 
+  L 6 ( I +  V ) ' + 2  
( ), c4-2 fexy 
( ) ' z + y_ } 
P5/2G5/2 
, _ F  ( O ) ,  C + 1 ,  C +  9  .  ^ 
' ( v p + ^ r \  
= —  1 F 
• •  V ^ R ( C + | ) \  
(a), c + 5 fcxy ' 
( b )  '  X +y .  
1)^(1+'„)=« 
(a) c + 4 fexy 
(t) ' x + y 
198 
(x + y)c+3 
(a), c + 3 . kxy 
(6) x +  y_ 
( ), c4-2 kxy 
( ) ' x + y 
+ T% _9_ (XYY ' 16'(x + y)<H-i 
28) 
P5/2G3 
( ), c + 1 . fegy 
( ) ' X + Y 
A 
} 
( ° ) '  ^+1)  ^+2 .  
(VP + ' (VP + V))'J 
^ ,A^ 'R(C+L){G+4) , (XH 
/ 3\ (3X + 5Y)XV^ P 
+„)«+¥ 
( ), c + ^  txy 
( ) ' X + Y 
(a), c+1. txy 
(b)  
+ 
+ 20XY + 5Y2)X«=-IY'=-2 
(x + yY+l P+I-F. 
x + y. 
"(a), c+Z &xy ' 
(6) ' ® + y. 
15 / , 3\ (X + 3Y)X':-IY=-2 
-TL '+V (x  +  yr i  
(a) ,  c + f . kxy '  
(b) 'x + y 
• 45 X'-IY'-Z 
16 (x + y)®+t ' 
(a), c+1 . A;xy 11 
(&) ' A: + yj J 
29) 
(PG)^ (a), c + 1, c + I _ 
' (V^+V/Î)'. 
_ 1 1 f 
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EXAMPLE 7.2: Let /(x) = siiih(ax^/^), then 
^i(p)  = — 
F(p)  =  
W 2Ï+I P*/2 
ay/ ïr  p  
a\2 (P-F)  
[29; p. 17] 





p'/y/^C^+v^) .. 1 (xy)'/' / a'xy \ 
[(V^+VI)'-(#)']' " 'T. (' + !,) + 
is/p + y/q) ^ 2^ X / a^xy \ 
• K' (Vsc^)] 
•3^3/2^-1/2 PVV/2(^+^)  „  J_  /  G^XY \ R ; 
[(v^+v?)'-(f)']' " V8(® + y)y I (x + y)2 
h- ("Vsï^ j - (V2(^)] 
1 XL/2„-L/2 
2' ( S?[''-(-i/SS-»-(-yS5)|} 
P'V (>/?+>/?) jj ^  / n'xy \ f £ z*»-: 
[(VP + \/Ï)'-(*)T W + »)/ I2^'(X + Ï)"^ 
201 
• ("VsôTïiô) 
-1 • (;%)# [®-' ~ (V^c^)]} 
P"V'MV^+L/Ï) •• 1 _/ C'I» \ FA X''^Y-"' 
[ (^+VÎF-(L)F '^ - ' ^UX+.)JT2^-  (Z+,Y 
• h» (-"V ï^D " (Vâ^)] 
- ^  • w#" K ~ Wâc^). 
+1 • 4iir (Vic^)]} 
p'V(v^+x/î) .. / g^xy \ f 6! x^y-' 
[(V/P + X/ÎF-(§)']' " '«•®®U"'+!')>'\2''(X + Y)'/2 
• K (-Vâ j^ - (Vâc^)] 
~ "W • (x + V' [®-' ~ •°-» 
+ T • (x +»)'/: [®"' (""v'2Ô%ô) " ("V^SiD. } 
p'/y/XVP+V)) .. 1 / g'xy \ f 7! x'/'y-'/^ 
[(v^+v^)'-(!)']' " (x+y)' 
• K' (""V^âôTïïâ) - (Vac^)] 
202 
- ^  [®- (-"VÎSS " (Vsc^). 
+ ¥ • lîfw [®-' ("^2(7^} - (Vâ^). 
- i • (""/sSS - ("VsiSl} 
. (\^ + n/Î) •• \^ / n'ly \ f 8! x*y-' 
[(V9+V^)'-(*)T " "" W + Ï)/T2' '(X + Ï)»/^ 
• [^-' ("Vsc j^ - (Vl^ )l 
- ^  • (TiW K' ("Vâc^) " ("V i^^ ÛD. 
+ ^  • (TiW [^-» (-Vsc^) - (Vâc^), 
- # • h' (Vâ^)]} 
[ (VP+V^R-MT^"  ^V8(«+»)J (X+VP 
• h' (^2^1 
10) 




- 5 • 1°-' ~ ("VSS^]} 
11) 
M^{Y/P + Y/Q) 1 
\8(x + y)/ \ 
5! %=/2v-i/2 
[ ( ^ + _  ( I ) ' ] '  • •  T O  " - V8(x  »)y 12» (X + Î,)3 
• K« (Vâî^ )] 
12) 
22 (x + y)2 
PÎ'^^ (N/^ + V/?) .. v/g 11 ^  / fl^xy \ f ^  x^y ^ 
[(\^+VW)' - (!)']' " ™ ^ + ')/ ' (='+»)"' 
3(4!) xy 
13) 
2^ (x + ,)»/: [•°-» (-")/2(^) ~ 
+ I • [®-' {-"^2^)) - (^2(^)1} 
«'(vP+V;) .. 1 / g'xy \ f 7! 
[(^+ V^)' - (})']' " "" ^  \S(= + »)/ 12' ' (^ + »)* 
204 
'y/i^x + y)) (V2(xly)), 
'  1^-' i - '^W+T))  -  (VâC^)]} 
14) 
jy /p  +  y/q)  .. y/2  /  a^xy \  f ^  x^y ^ 
[(n/P + v/î)' - (f ^ ^^ 
' K" (""V i^^ ïj) " (V 2(7^)] 
15(6!) z^y"^ 
24 (X + Y)V2 
+ 
("VaC j^ -






23 (X + Y)3/2 
PG'* (V^+V^) 
2(z + y)y " V"^Y 2(x + y , 
9! xV2J,-5/2 g \/p -v/g _ 1 / gfzy \ r ^  z^/^y ° 
[(V;+\/«)' - (#)T ^ ^ 
• ["-"• " ®-"' 
- ^  [®-' (""1^5) - Wâ^). 
205 
» fïf h (-/a) - (-iSSSI 
- fîïf [«•- (-/a) - "- (-ySSl} 
16) 
P'/2{3/2 (^+ 2_ /" C'I» \ F 5[ (LY)'^' 
[(^+VÎ)' - (*)']' " ™ V8(^+y ) )  12' ' ('+«)' 
' [ '^' ("V2Ô j^ - (Vâc^)] 
* '="""• h (-i/ias-'-c-i/ssi 22 (z + y) 
1 (ZY)-I/^ 
22 (® +  y)  + l • #-4- [l>-. (-^2(^) - (Vi^)] } 
17) 
p3/2g2 (^+^) ^ \/2 / a^xy \ f ^ X 
[ iVP+VO'- i î f ]^ " + 
•°-' (•"v'2(^) " ("V^S^)] 
-1 • h' ("Vâ^) - Wsc^). 
+ & • h' (^2(^)1} 
206 
18) 
p3/2g5/2(^^^) 1 / g^xy \ f 7! 
+ 
(  V2(xZ y))  ° - '  (V2(x'+i( ) ) ]  
^ (x + 6y)xi/2y-3/2 r / I  x y  \  _  /  /  zy V 
2^' (24H%)' [  "V V2(ï  + »)/  °V V2(» + s)j .  
W (-./^ - »-. (./ai 2^ (x + y) 
3 x~^/2y~'/2 
2® (x + y) 
19) 
(Vâô^)]} 
_^^!îliv£±v5L_ = / g'xj, \ f8! x'»-' 
[(V5 + V?)'-(T)T " '">°^UX + 9)M2«'(X + Y)»/2 
™ 1°-(-i/iS) - »-(-/iS)] 
F • (x + (""VW^) " } 
[&&•) - i^m-) H • 6 * 
[(%!/') -« - (îm-) -I js  ^• f -
1(39'-) "-»-(%!/-) "-"I 
Z/II(^ + G) _SS 1 /(/Î + G)8\ ^ GU°)  
Z - V  ' i O I J V  ( A / ^ + ^ ) ^ 5 g / g d  
( I S  
i(s/') •-"- eg/-) H•=! -
i(=e/') -« - (%!/-) -»] •=-
[i^m-) •-<•-(3&-) -°i g 
im'-)"--(E£!/'--)-4 
S(^ + ^ ) _ iZ' ]  






" • (xly) ' / '  K» ("°\/2(^)  "  
+  ^• (TTW l"-'  (^2(^)1} 
PV(L^+V;)  -1  (  a'xy  \ F7! (%%)'/: 
[ ( , /P+V5) ' - ( f ) f "  ™  l 8 ( *  4 -  l l : ! '  ( x + v r  
2' (a: + y)^ 
(V^ + V?) ^ V^ / G^SY \ R ^ X 
[(V^+V^F-(!)']' ^ '"-°''L8(X + !,)J 12' • (T+ ,)'/: 
• [®-' (~" " •°-' (V^c^)] 
- # • h' { -"^2^))  -  {"^n^)) ,  
* # • h (-i/S5) - "- (-i/Si)] 
" ¥ • (x + y)3/2 } 
209 
S 1. ( "'"Y \ F 9! X'/'Y-'/' 
[(v5+v^f-(îf]' •• *« **'' \8(* 4H ,)./ 1.24 • (x + s,)' 
• l"-" (""i/âSS ("ViS3l 
- î ^ I»- (-/a) -(-/SSl 
* !fi ^ i»-. (-/ga - "- ('/aai 
- T? • V/.)• ["- ("Vsflv)) - (V sSs)] ) 
25) 
py/" W+yg) y V2 ( a^xy \ flO! x^y-^ 
[(V^+V?)'-(!)']' " *« *"*' \)S(: 4- %),/ L 2F ' (= 4-*)''/: 
- # • 4  ^h (-va - i"^] 
+ ^  h' (-V 2(^) - W 2(^}. 
- ^  • 4  ^h (-va - ("/a] 
+ p: • (x +9)3/2 [^-3 (y 2(7^), } 
210 
PV(\^+VG)  . .  1  (  A'XY \ RIL! 
[(VP +%/«)'- (I)'] + ») J I 2» • (» + »)« 
• (""VsiS " ("v^S)] 
3(9!) (x + 7y)x®/2y-5/2 / j iy \ ^ / / xy 
2' • (! + »)' l " I y2(x + y)) V2(:r + ï)j. 
, 21(7!) (3x + 5y)xi/2y-5/2 F / I  xy  \  (  l  xy V 
2» ' (X + Y)' R-'{ °V2(X + »)/ V V2(X + »)J. 
- ? ^ h (-Vaa - (-i/iSSI 
(-y  ^ (./aai) 
27) 
p»/';»/'(^+^) .. 1 / g'lj, \ f 9! (z!,)'/: 
[(VP+VÎ)' - (t)f " "" +») A2' • (x+»)' 
• K" (^2(^)1 
- ^  • ww [®-' (""V^Sîï) " ("V i^S. 
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- ^  ("Vsô^) - (V2(^), 
F • %- (V2(^)]} 
28) 
p'VCv^+y/ii) .. / n'xy \ flO! x 
[(V^+,/?)'-(!)']' " + •(X+!,)"/2 
• [^-" ("Vâc^) ~ •°"" ("V^SïD] 
, 3(6!) (x^ + 20xy + 5y2)x-iy-2 fn _ I ^y \ „ /_ / xy \ 
2» • (x + »)'/2 r-'l y2(^+y)) ^-'\'\l7(x + y)), 
- ¥ • ["- (-/a) - »- (-/aai 
+ 2Î • (X + [®-' ("^2(7^), } 
29) 
(T/FI-H Y/G) = _LEVN \ / IH . 
[(N/?+ V^)' - (!)']' •• "" \S(* + ')/ I 2» • (x + # 
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5(9!) (xy)-ï/2 r / I  iy \ / I  iy \" 
5(7!) (3x2+20zy + 3y2)(zy)-=/2 
25 (x + y)* 
- ^  • Ww ("Vâc^) " (Vâ^). 
- ^  ^  h (-«/a - ('/a]} 
+ yg) ^ / gfxy \ f x 
[(1/5:4- -- (SKI'] ' " ** "**"\8(: H I. 2: '(» + Ï)"/2 
• h" ("ViSïD] 
- ^  K» (-^2^) "•°-" 
213 
+ 
75(4!) (9x + 2y)(xy)-2 
26 (® 
2» • (i +,)=/' ( ''\I-Hxly)) ("Vsi^+^l } 
EXAMPLE 7.3: Let /(x) = + ®)' where | arga| < ir and Re (6) > —1, then 
Fi(j>) — r  ^ [ 2 9 ;  p .  1 3 ]  
F{p)  = v'5ra'=/^2~®''"V^^ ^ c,c (2\/5^ [29; p. 109] 
where c = 2^^. Now, by Corollary 1.1 we get 
I\ 1/2 I/2'^C.C [2V^(V^+ \/G)] 
' ' ' (V^+V^R 
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1/2 [2V^(V^+ >/G)] 
, Ç.-.-.lî'.-.jgff,»,,.,,,., (îM) 
1/2 3/2 "^c.c [2\/g (v^+ >/?)] 
' (V;+\/ÎR 
.. 2®-2 .(.+,) 
- W' " 
1/2 2 •^c.c [^y/g ("s/p + Vg)] 
' ' (VP+)^R 
'-iSiàSr»'.-..-. 
-l-"''-(SSSt»'.-..«(=^)] 
1/2 5/2'^c.c \/g)] 
' (V^+V5)° 
•VA lè'-jiSSr»'.-.... (^) 





1/2 3 {y/p + \/?)] 
' (VP+V^R 
\ 
-w ,  f  
4 '  (x +  y) t+f  '  4 ' t+i  \  xy )  
1/2 7/2 *^0,0 [2\/q {\/P+ \/g)] 
' (V^+V?R 
" A 
i*w •a e '»»
F'-iSiSt".-».! (4^) 
'F--''-(S5Sr»'.-L.,..(=^) 
- F--"'-3SFTR"'H (=i^ )) 









- -M.. (4^)] 
PÎ 
PÎ 
Sc,c l2y/â (y/p + y/g)] 
(V^+V?)' 
.. 2''-2 (ZY)#-I «(-+») 
y/a (x + y)'"*"^ 
3/2 5c,c [2y/E{y/p+y/q)\ 
(^) 
(N/P + VJ) 
.. 2®~^ 1M »(*+r) 
e :«# 
TT 
- ±O-I/2 (xy)f - f  
2° ' (x + y)§+!^-I.':+I 
EXAMPLE 7.4: Let /(x) = cosh(ax), then 
: + ' (p-g)ï+l (p + a)Hï [29; p. 42] 
where Re(p) > |Re(a)|, and 
,1/2 3.1/2 1 
[29; p. 39] 
e^D-2 — E [29; p. 
Thus by Corollary 1.1, we obtain 
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1) 
PL/2GL/2 e 5" ^}J^(y/p+y/q)^ -0-2 ^y^CV^+V'?) 
= ; W:/' 
.(® + y + a®y) (a; + y-aa:y) 
2) 
PL/2G (%/P+X/7) e 2» 
a 
-D.2 ^/^(VP+\4) 
' + 1 
.  (® +  y +  axyyf^ (x+y — axyy/^ 
3) 
PL/2Ç3/2 D-2 ^yj^iy /p+y/q^ -  e -0-2 ^yj^iVP+y/q)  
= J JI'/'Y-'/' ! 1 X + Y - A®Y)2 J 
, 1 11 
Xx +  y +  axy)  (x  +  y-axy) \ }  




PL/Y E''^ O-^ (jl( \ /P+V^)- iy /P+Vq) i 
-  xy -1 
1 + 1 
(x + y + axyyt"^ (x + y - axy)^/"^ 
1 
(x + y + axy)^!"^ ^ ( x + y - axy)3/2 ] } ' 
218 
EXAMPLE 7.5; Let f (x)  = | argaj < TT, then 
fi(p) = r +1 j <i'<'p'<"e¥w_!±i !^(ap) 
F(p) = [r.i (2V5S - H-I (2v«p)l [29; p. 





(P5)^/2 [r_i (2V5(VP + V^) - ^ -1 {2y/^{y/p  +  y/q)) ]  
„ A 3/V (XY)I/^ / 'a(x  +  y) \  
-i.i 
[Y_I (2V5(V/P + - FR_I (2V^(V/P + V^)] 
„ CT^ '('TR) ^  ZA(®J^X 
~ 27r3/2 • (a: + y) ® V j 
p^/^g [K- i  (2v^(^+ v^)  -  H-i  {2y/a{y /p  +  y/q)) ]  
•3.3/4^,-5/2 
TT^ (X + Y)'/^ 
= —T—E '»» 
_(®+ Y)5/4  
0-1/2 a.1/4^-3/4 
(^) 
-<•< (^)l 2  ( x  +  y ) ® / ^  * \  z y  
p^q [Y-i  {2y/â(y /p  + -  H - I  {2y/a(y /p  +  y/^)]  
•• 22^3/2 
'('tr) e 3 # •W. • ( Q(G + Y)\  (X+Y)^/^L"  \  ZY /  
(=^)1 
219 
EXAMPLE 7.6: Let f {x)  =  x' ' \ogx where Re(i/) > —1, then 
Fi{p) = r ^ 1/ +1 + 0 ^1/ +1 + 0 _ logp 
Hp) = r(y + i)r ^  + 0 p-"-^ +1) + ^  ^ - logp 






(y /P +  y/ î )  2 iv+l)  
^{v  +  l )  +  tp (u  +  ^  -21OG(V^+^ 
rj}(u + 1) - log x +  y 
xy  " y/ir r(i/+|) (x + y)''+i 
r j ) {u + 1) + V* + 2^ 2log ( PI/2G 
(Vp +  V^) 2(y+l) 
» 1 1 IXYY+^ 
" y/ir r(i/ + l) (x + y)''+f F K- '+S) - log x +  y xy  J 
(y /P+y/q)  2(y+l) 
" r(i/ + |) 
^(L/ + L) + V' (''+1) -2L0G(^+ 
(I' + L) (x + y)''+2 
1 X^+^Y"-^ [ X + Y' 
+1) - log 
xy 
p"W 
2 (X + Y)''+I 
2ÔMTY + l )  +  i j f (v+^-2log(^+ V^J 
(Vp + V^Y 
» [(•'+1) (K"'"" 0 ~ 
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EXAMPLE 7.7: Let f (x)  = log x, then 
^i(p) = r ^ 0 - logpj [29; p. 26] 
Hp) = (1 - log 27= V'TTP"*/^ ^log ^ - log [29; p. 12] 
where Re(p) > 0. Now, Corollary 1.1 gives 
~ (X + YF/^ ('^ (2) + '"8 Ï+Ï)] 
221 
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8. APPENDIX B. EXAMPLES BASED ON COROLLARY 1.2 
EXAMPLE 8.1; Let f { x )  = + a;)' where | arga] < TT and Re(6) > —1, then 
•fi(p) = r ® ^ 2b+i+3 (av) 
Fip) = >/5F2-'=at+V'^5c,c+2 (2^5^ 
where c = Now from Corollary 1.2 we obtain: 
PL/2GL/2 
(y/P + V^ Y 
1) T~~'~R^^C,C+2 [2\/Â (+ \/^] 
,1/2, 
2) T-ZR—~R^'S'C,C+2 [2V^(V^+\/^] 
{y/P + VV 
»L/2N3/2 
3) —^_xc+i'^c.c+2 [2\/â(v^ + v^] 
(V^+V^) 
.. 2® _i/4 =(=#) 




(^+VÎ)  c+1 
Sc,c+2 [ZVA {y/p + y /q)] 
= !Z:E^ (4—^ xy J 
PL/2G5/2 
(y /P+y/q)  
(x + y)î+î 





(x + y)t+ï 
(=^)1 
_S E+R^C,C+2 [2\/Â ( + \/^] 
(V^+\/9) 
y/lT [ ï ' - i î îp r - (=^)  
22^ ^ (x + y)t+2 î-î-§+ï 
2 (x  +  y)t+j  
^A(X + Y)^  
/A(X +  Y)^]  
224 
_l/2-7/2 
7) , _vc+L'^®'«+2 [2^0 (V^ + >/?)] 
= 22o»/4e^ 6!/-= / A(A + Y)\  (x + y)f+^ "t-t>t+î\^ xy ;/ 
-•--'-IFÎ& (=^) 
EXAMPLE 8.2: Let /(a;) = cosh(ax), then 
' + ' 2 '  [(p-a)Hi • (p + a)i+l 
(y^) - ('Vï^  
where Re(p) > |Re(a)| and i is imaginary unit. Now, from Corollary 1.2 we obtain 
1) 
PL/2ÇL/2 D - i  ^y^(V^+VÔD^ -
= r^\ 1 
" y 2ir [(x + y + axt/)^/2 ' (x + y — a®y)i/2 
(VP  VRI (.\/2(^+^) 
225 
2) 
PI/2Ç ^)f~(Vp+V^ - *  ( .v Î) \ -  ( -VJ (V^+VÎ) 
(Œ + Y + AZY) (® + Y - AŒJ/) 
3) 
PL/2G3/2 
"•^-1 ^y~(V^+\/5)^ ~ ( \^+V^ |  ( IV | (V/P  +  V/^  




+ y + axyfl"^ (x + y - axyf!"^ 
y  -1 
+ 
y -1 
(x + y + axy)^/2 (x + y — axy)^/^ 1} 
4) 
PL/2^2 
^-1 ^ yf~iy/p + V^ 
iVf M[ ••'•'"•" 
( V? ?) 1 - D-1 ( i ( v5 + Vî) 
3.3/2^-3/2 
.(® + y + axy)2 (x + y-axy)2 
3 f xl/2y-3/2 zl/2y-3/2 
2 [(x + y + axy) (x + y-axy) ]}  
EXAMPLE 8.3: Let /(x) = where | arga| < TT, then 
JFI(P) = R a'-^p^e^W_i;^ i^{ap) 
F(p)  =  7r®/2p (2vM -  yi)  (2V^]  
where Re(p) > 0. Now by Corollary 1.2 we obtain 
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1) (PÎ)''M^O(2V^(V?+V?))-I'„(2\/S(V5+V5))] 
2) [ffo (2\/a {^/p  + y/q))  - Yo {2y/â{y /p  +  y^)] 
A 1 1 R 5(I±»)) 
" {x +  y)^f* * '*  \  a:y /  
3) p'/','/" [% (2VS(V5+ ^ /s)) - Ko (2V5(^+va)] 
4) (2v^(^+ v^) - Ko (2V^{VP+ V^)] 
"^S/^YQ/^TV 3 3 
- 1^' _(X +  Y)5/4  
_ 3^-i/2î!^V!^lpy_, . f2(î±!!))l 
(a  +  y) ' /*  *'*  \  xy J]  
EXAMPLE 8.4; Let f (x)  = log x,  then 
^i(p) = ^ 4-- logp 
^(p)  — — \/5RP^^^LOG47^P 





1 /2 1 /2 LOG ( + V^) + LOG 27 ^ J: 1 
P ' ? (V^+V^) • 2^/5R (X + 
IOG£±L-^  
1/2 LOG (V^+>/?)+LOG 27 ,. 1 ®V2Y-L/2 
I / Q .  , = — • P ' 5 (V?+V?) " 2?r (or + y) log ^ (1)1 xy 
1/2 3/2LOG(\^+V?) + LOG27 _ _1_ F xy-1 
P ' ? (V? +\/G) " 4>/7F \ (X + Y)3/2 [ I„G£±L_^ xy 
Y -1 
(x + y)V2 
4) 
3 XI/2Y-3/2 
2 X + y 
S) P'/'F 1 /2 5/2 log (V/^ + Y/g) + log 27 „ R X2Y-2 (v^ + -v/?) " 8\/F \ (x + y)5/2 
1 ® + Î/ / 
- 2  
xy -2 




(x + y)i/2 
log 
log 
g + y 
xy 
Z + Y 
xy 
""(5)1 
6) 1/2 3log(v^+y/g) + log27 _ 2/ 




2 (x + y)2 
15 X^/^Y~®/^ 
8 (® + y) 
LOGÎ^-^(2)  
I< ,GÎ^_^(L)]}  
